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FLIPSIDE FANZINE
. ^ $

P.0. Box 363 . n O 0 *
Whittier CA 90608 • J ^ 0

SUBSCRIPTIONS
All subs are for 9 issues. Please iist the issue \

you want your sub to start with. And!:
remember, we come out bi-monthly, so you will;!

get a new issue every two months or so - not'!:

every month!

An alternative source for distributors or for!
single recent copies or backissues is: I
ALL THE MADMEN
Box 396

Hackney, London |
E8 4PL England

BACK ISSUES
These numbers only #92, 96, 98, 99, 50, 51, and 8

52. |

RECORDS
Detox "’Start... Finish”, "Flipside Vinyl Fanzine I

Vol. 2”, Iconoclast "In These Times Er", Doggy |
Style "Side By Side”, Vicious Circle/ §

Depression, ASF "Damsels in Distress”, I

"Uboats Attack America” comp., |

!

6ASH/Depression, MIA "After the Fact”, f

i Doggy Style "Doggy Style II"

^SUBSCRIPTIONS
i'BACK ISSUES
^RECORDS
ii VIDE OS
iCABLE SHOWS

AD RATES
Note: Next issue is a special edition, with lots

\

more pages and all of that (all we just don’t i;

know yet!) But as a 10 year anniversary issue
i:

it will be special. We expecty wider circulation j:

with longer time on the racks. So the ads are a !j

little more, and will be very limited.

Full page (7 1/9” x 10”) $225.00

Half page (7 1/9” x 5") $115.00

Note: All size measured width x height, and
jj

thats how we print them.

The prices are for camera ready art.

10% discount with cash!©
: NO CREDIT - Payment due with ad.

i AD DEADLINE
; Aug 1 will be the deadline for issue #59.

C ATAL06
Details of all out shit is in our Winter 86

catalog available for just a 22$ stamp.

VIDEO
Videos #1,2, 3, 5, 6,7, 8, 9 and 10 are various band

comps. #4 is all 6BH, #11 is Doggy Style "Hard

Dogs Night”, #12 Exploited "Live at Palm Cove"

USA/ USA/ CANADA EUROPE AUSTRAL I Al

CHECK CASH MEXICO ASIA JAPAN, NZf———— 1;

$6 $5 $ 8 $1 2 $15 1

$1.50 $1 $2 $3 $ 4

$6 $5 $7 $ 1 0 $1 2

$22.50 $20 $ 2 5 © 3©
$1 5 $1 5 $ 2 0 © ©©

© PAL system tapes available thru Jettisoundz foMndeos^S^id 6 and soon 1,2,8 and 10.

0© NTSC tapes for Japan are $22.50 each. >
o*vr co^^odorc

Note: Iconoclast "In These Times” are $2.50 each
jzto SAyj

:

Above is Rodney with "Fuzzbox”! Photo by Tom
; Jamison
r If you wanna send Rodney your records:
: Rodney c/o KROQ Box 1067-0 Burbank, CA
I
91505.

; 1. We’ve Got a Fuzz Box and We’re Gonna Use It

;
"What’s The Point”/ "Fever"/ "Xxsex”

i 2. Bonq Water "His New Look”
i 3. The Candees "Little Miss Rainbow”

j
4. Dead Kennedys "Give me Convienence or

i Give Me Death”
; 5. Suicidal Tendencies "Possessed to Skate”

; 6. The Jesus and Mary Chain ’’April Slugs" /
: "Kill Surf City" s

7. Spacemen 3 "Mary Ann”
8. Lions and Ghosts "Mary Goes ’Round”

9. Dramarama "Out In The Rain"/ "Punp It Up"
10. X "Surprise Surprise”

11. Wednesday Week "Missionary" CD
12. Agent X "Rock and Roll Angels"
13. Cramps Live in New Zealand "Do the Clam"
14. M.I.A. "After the Fact” IP
15. Characters "Troubled Times"/ "Mary Ann"
16. Throbs "Lets Slam” LP/ "Happy But

Ignorant"

if. Young Fresh fellows "Get Outta My Cave"
18. Redd Kross "Neurotica"

19. Stomach Mouth "Waiting"

20. Radio Tokyo Tapes CD

mm,
% Hello, Welcome to issue #53. A few comments*

| this time. First, our next issue will be our 10th j!

| Anniversary issue, so it will be a bit*

! different, but we will be back to a ’normal’

£

|i issue in Fall with #55.
*

| Secondly, the problem with ad refusal has
j

| come up again and again- that is whether we*J

| feel that an ad is in poor taste, or that we £

I just don't want to see those products in our
*

! zine. The censorship question arrises. Wei! as i

I I see it, to be an effective censor, you have to t

| compleat ly exclude the censored subject from-

| the audience you are censoring it from. The *
government doesn't censor something in say *

| the Hearald, but not the Times. It has to bei
across the board. Of course Flipside is not the *

| only publication covering 'underground music'*

!(more on that in a minute), so if we decide to*
| ’ban’ an ad because we feel it is sexist (Retail J

| Slut) or racist (Skrewdriver), or stupid

| (Sherman cigarettes) or whatever, that just 1

1 reflects that we feel your products are in poor

| taste. Of course this is our opinion - it is our

| magazine. BUT we are NOT going to teii anyone

else not to run your ads, you can run them with

whoever will take them, fine.

1 Next, I guess it is confusing to some people

(namley Gabi from Anarchifeminist Magazine)

| about just what Flipside is. I myself have seen

it as a music fan magazine (fanzine) covering

1 the underground music scene. For the longest

time that underground was called 'punk rock’,

these days there are a lot of labels. I guess as

I editors and contributors we cover whatever

;;; interests us at that time. But mainly it is a

! MUSIC zine. That doesn’t mean we don't throw

in articles about photography, travel, food,

1! and yes, even politics. But I don't think

I Flipside has ever (as Gabi seems to think) come

II across as a "political activist” type zine. Not

that we wouldn't want to, if that were a major

linterst of all involved. It not really any format

|| that we have to follow. What the editors and

contributors do in their spare time is their

|| business, what they write about is up to them,

but the focus of Flipside has been and probably

|f will be, rock and roll.

One more thing. Yeah that's DOA on the

|| cover. Well in the past 10 years only L.A. bands

|| (just about) have been on our cover, it is MY

.
philosophy to cover our local scene and

|| promote that. But, in this case Gary, Hudlev,

lland Joe, said "Fuck your tradition Ai, we’re

|| putting DOA on the cover”. So they got their

II way. But when they mysteriously disappear

|| before the next issue, I’ll get MY way again.

Last, we now have Electronic Flipside, a

iBBS (Bulletin Board System) which is being set

|| up as an Electronic Mail, Classified and News
|| bulletin board that can be accessed by those of

II you with telecommunications equipment (A

llcomputer and a modem). For now it will be open

§jjfrom 12AM to about 9AM. Shitty hours, but

fgthats the breaks for now. We will see how it

iiworks out. Please leave all the comments you

iican, helpful hints, etc. We will try to qear this

gjjfor what you want to see. If the response is

ligood we will have it up 24 hours by next issue,

||along with Flipside downloads! The number is

||213*693-6971. Aiso, any or you who subscribe

i to Quantum Link, you can leave "FiiosideF”

llEmail there, and while you're at it jam the

Rocklink board with punk rock info.

That's it. - Al
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AD SIZES ... PLEEZY OH PLEAZY USE PROPER SIZES!!!

7 1/4 by 10 inches thats 7 1/4 by 10"

7 1/4 by 4 7/8 that's 7 1/4 by 4 7/8 inches remember
3 1/2 by 4 7/8 that's understood right!!

2 1 /4 by 4 7/8 ok, ok
BUSSINESS CARDS - 3 1/2 by 2 inches, easy enough, ya!!

<a@@ @@(a @<a@ <a@@ @<a<a <a<a<a THANKS!!! @@@

FULL PAGE
HALF PAGE
1/4 PAGE
1/6 PAGE

77

and FURTHERMORE SINCE NEXT ISSUE IS A SPECIAL EDITION, 1) THERE
WILL BE ONLY FULL AND HALF PAGE ADS!! 2) THERE WILL BE NO NEW
LETTERS! 3} THERE WILL BE NO CLASSIFIEDS!!!! 4) IT WILL BE A
COMPILATION OF ALL OLD SHIT! 5) IT SHOULD BE PRETTY COOL, WE HOPE
EVERYONE LIKES IT.

VIDEO JOE
jLast issue, !

prematurely announced that |

Rodgers Cablesystems of Orange County
|

was the latest addition to the fledgling

Flipside public access "network.

"

However, recently a somber John Borack,

public access coordinator, telephoned me
stating that, although he really enjoyed

the show, Rodgers would be unable to air

Flipside Video due to a newly instated

"residency requirement." Next week, when

1 came by to pick up our shows, 1 tested

him on the matter stating that since I am
enrolled in U.C. Irvine for the summer
session, I am in the process of finding an

apartment in Huntington Beach, thus

satisfying the so called "residency

requirement." At this point, John Borack

broke down and told me the real reason.

The company's program director, Sali

Fcx-Davidson, ((714) 960-0779) who is

very involved in the Huntington Beach

community, from only one viewing

decided upon the cancellation, deeming

that airing our show impacted the

community in a negative fashion. At this

point, I flamed, stating that Hardcore

music plays an integral role in the

community and despite the high handed,

not to mention legally questionable,

practices of your program director, which

bastardizes the true meaning of "public

access," Hardcore's "negative impact"

will not be diminished. Furthermore, I

expressed my disgust with John Borrack

himself since, although professing an

admiration for Punk Rock, he meekly

betrays the movement due to the whims

of his supervisiors. Needless to say, 1 left

a lasting impression which guarantees that

there will not be anymore Flipside shows

at Rodgers.

In retrospect, this was probably the
|
director. Perhaps I could have held off on

wrong approach. Perhaps, if my emotions * airing Agnostic Front and M.D.C. until the

didn't stand in the way, I could have |
management warmed up to punker

straighted things out with the program
|
television. In any event, this sort of

SAMMONS CABLE
CENTUARY CABLE
UNITED CABLE
MCTV MICROWAVE

rrrrm

Flipside Video - Freeway close!
1 inch equals 17 miles

here's the local cable guide for the near
future...

Century
L.A., Hollywood, Santa Monica...
----- 6:30 PM Tuesdays
6/23 Minutemen
6/30 B6K/Meteors
7/7 Butthole Surfers
7/14 MIA
7/21 Nervous Gender
7/28 Biq Boys
8/11 Honor Roll

8/18 Iconoclast

United
Industry, Hacienda Heiqhts—

- 9:00 PM Wednesdays
6/24 Subterfuge
7/1 Bulimia Banquet
7/8 SNfU
7/15 UK Subs

..C\
y- z

: -hJ-

7/22 Adolescents
7/29 Toxic Reasons
8/5 Government Issue
8/12 Brigade

8/19 Rhino 39

Sammons
Glendale, Burbank, La Cresenta— 9:00 PM Wednesdays
6/24 Detox

7/1 Raszebrae
7/8 Blast

7/15 B6K/ Meteors
7/22 Butthole Surfers
7/29 Iconoclast

MCTV
Riverside, San Bernardino
--- Daily at 6:30 PM
All of our cable programs are showing. Check
the local guide.
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philosophical conjecture hinders the real

problem—finding another O.C. cable

outlet. Fortunately, there are numerous

cable outlets in the area to persue.

Howev soon discovered that since

cable franchises are usually awarded on an

individual city basis, few cut across the

pathwork quilt of communities which form

Orange County like Rodgers. In fact, some

cable outlets have proven quite humble as

a Buena Park company whose public

access channel operates out of a high

school class room! Although this company
has ten throusand subscriber base, unless

they had a very positive and supportive

attitude concerning the show (they didn’t),

it is doublful that we would let them run

it. Although, this may sound like a bad

attitude, especially when committed
individuals, such as ’zinesters, spend as

much (if not more) time as ourselves on a

product whose audience is in the teens.

Hopefully one can understand that since

we have limited resources to devote to

this project, we want to allocate them in

such as fashinon as to reach as many
receptive people as possible. Unless

someone can point out that I am mistaken,

O.C. doesn't fit the bill forcing us to look

elsewhere.

Starting immediately Flipside Video will

In any event, we managed to scam
another show (9:00pm Wednesdays) on

United Cable which covers Hacienda

Heights, Vatinda, North Whittier, Bassett,

City of Industry, as well as parts of L.A.

Candy and - Trent are running the show.

The various communities which receive

United have contracted these two

individuals for mega bucks in order to run

their collective public access services.

Thus, they have tens of thousands of

dollars of nifty equipment available for

free to any fledgling video moguls in the

Flipside readership who satisfy the

infamous residency requirement. They are

even willing to sit down with you

one-to-one and teach you how to use the

equipment. Furthermore, their position

grants them relative autonomy over petty

corporate bullshit which sunk our Rodgers

show. Check it out! ((818) 333-2427).

Finally, Flipside Video is being shown
daily at 6:00pm on M.C.T.V., a low power

T.V. station in Riverside-. It seems that

our show is what they need to round out

their daytime line up of public domain

movies from the Thirties rented from the

local video store. The real action begins in

the evening when redneck Klansmen in

Fontana get their daily dose of porno

action. Now hear me out before you zip

off a sappy letter falsely condemning us

of supporting the exploitation of women.

We are under no restraint regarding

subject matter. That means that we don't

have to edit out any four letter words or

political commentary which mainstream
America might regard as off base.

Furthermore, we have an outlet for stuff

which otherwise might never see the light

of day. Just wait until you see our C.C.

Allin video featuring John Crawford and

an undisclosed Flipside cat..

As for the future, who knows. At present

our shows on Century (L.A.) and Sammons
(Glendale/Burbank) are going strong. I am
not going to make the same mistake of

prematurely announcing our plans. We
will continue our policy of trying to reach

the most punks possible. Presently, we
have our eyes open to the South Bay. Stay

tuned!!

Joe Henderson
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NEW LP
SST 095 Das Damen: Jupiter Eye (LP/CASS $7.50)

Voodoo has the mojo root ", Santeria has "The Hand

of Glory", African tribal rites use the fetish of "the

monkey's paw" but, SST has Das Damen's "Jupiter Eye".

The Jupiter Eye", until now. was thought to be legen-

dary Mentioned in arcane passages of “The Necromnion"

as "the key to everlasting rock". Das Damen now

possesses the "Jupiter Eye" Share the cosmic vibes on

Gray Isn't Black and nine more BLISSTUNES.

SST 040 DAS DAMEN: (EP $7.00). Like four men

running on empty, Das Damen (Phileopold, Lyle, Alex

and Jim) breathe fumes and spark combustion like a

four-wheel sex machine. Fill up your mind, and check

your strawberry love oil levels with Das Damen. Six

songs for six cylinders of molten love rock. Includes

Slave Bird and Behind My Eyes.

MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE IN U S. FUNDS TO

SST RECORDS. P.0. BOX 1, LAWNDALE, CA 90260

m



How an Experiment in Radical Narrative Became a Yuppie Marketing Tool
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as an incredibly ignorant ana aniTsV'c1.^1,
1

sort of forum. People now are using the
punk rock trip as an opportunity to act
irresponsible, rather than seizing it as
an opportunity to take responsibility
themselves and create somet hin g'l

have fun, and bolow
positive way.^^g-gfrti

DOA blitzed through the USA this

spring on their CRuSADE *87. Thes
have a new album out, their BEST YEl
as a matter of fact (see record rewiew)
they have a
from Alberta,
the legendary Personalit
crankin' SNFu; Joey got
and has a kid on the way (should be
by now); Brian "Sonny Boy Roy" has a
lovely lass and they have a son, Dillon;
they nave a new bus; a dastardly crew;
ana a new record label. Did I forget
anything? They have big big plans, and
if you want the latest info, write them,

' j > <i . < t iiAiirv/ r ni inmur r a ti

ew drummer, Jon Card
who used to drum with

Crisis and the
married again

iere

DOA AT ZIM"S FOR BRUNCH
Cl: What about the people in Florida
and their style of dancing?
DAVE: It was neanderfnalified rover.
Didn't you play that in scMil? I't the
game where you lock arms and line up
opposite each other, and people run
accross and try to break through.
Florida is a kind of cultural backwater.
My analysis of the south in general: a
lot of the shit you see at punk rock gigs
is due to the fact that a lot of the
people coming out now are second and
Third generation, as compared to us,
who've more or less been doing this for
ten years or so. And they're impressions
of what's acceptable behavior at gigs is

based upon what they've seen on
ftgflsffision which always depicted punk

3BB9WW^nTthink that for a lot of
people the ideals or original concept is



Brian “Sonny Boy Roy T ’ Goble (lead vocals & bass

spouting
Cl: Shiriheads or whaU
BRAIN: I refuse to use
skinheads, because anybody can be a

skinhead. I can be a skinhead in 5

minutes if I took out a razor and cut oft

all my hair.
. . ,

.. ...

JOE: The original skinheads weren’t like

that, though obviou^lv in E nolRor^.v^i^j
while Kau-Aaj/.r__ _ eaT turn to the right.

. ...ink the thing is that you've got a

bunch of people out there who don't

have any perspective on history. They're
all in for this super militaristic trip. I'm

sure they'd be singing a different turne

if all of a sudden they were down in
IT 311 OT a 5UUUCH .. — . V •

some jungle in Central America being

shot at. . i _j

Cl: You wern't gonna get dratted,

though^en,
( was |ucky, I was three

ears too late and 35 miles north of the

What's the story behihd this new
eal here? _ _ ...

otel's an arm of Profile

k Hotel's run by Chris
romoter guy in

he fisrt guy
ated us

rpr
JOE: Roc^S
Records, and
Williamson, who's TiTSL,

New York who's basicaliT

we ever met up with who it

square. And I think it's good ^
because we know where the money’

.

cominq from album to album so we can

put out albums on a regular basis,

rather than than the sporadic 2 or 26

vear qap in between. You know this is

not to put Alternative Tentacles in a

bad light, they're a

onest bunch I've ever run

GJ: Where'd you get the title, "True

North. Strong and Free"?
JOE: it's the sixth line of the Canadian
national anthem. But see, the way we've

done this on the cover is that, most
Americans would only see True, Strong

and Free. You'd have to been to

Canada or know a bunch of Canadians

to actually be able to read that North in

there. It’s a secret message that

Canadians are gonna take over the

rJv What's this screaming face here?

pbE: Screaming black heart. We use a

lot of the same symbolism that a band

like Spinal Tap might use. Theyre one
L.^^lb^Jnsp irations. That's why we're

|

right? f

iMTitrT

DAVE: I don't at all.'J think that if you
pay too much attention to it that you
end up validating their existence to a

certain extent. And politics

SlW»MM)0^Nrmc i ae a b

[into entertainment, we're
smile on people's faces.

I of Canadiana on this album, and we're

I trying to take a little tongue in-cheek

Istab at Canadians' image of themselves,
land Americans'image of Canadians.
lAmericans know absolutely nothing

3 t that they seem

DO A. We're
into puttin<
Theres

s a lot

tfSponses

, aininq Camp along

m*»»rwas in Dallas where all hen

"loose. Everybody's turning around,

= uck you guys!" when we were playinq

lit. They were pseudo-neo-Nazis, but

when you call them that they get upset

labout it. It's like they.don't want

recognition for tneir great
1 omplishments. ..— quys like to tease the

qo around? 1 know

to be able to train people to play

JOE^fhis is a hockey training camp!
We’re just up there trying to getJ>eople

enjoying themselves, and put a on

their faces. Not like we're out there

trying to pick a fight. We just want

people to be more reasonable with

everybody. We're just not into dogmatic
politics, the same with a bun

^
h
.?J[

Trotskyists or something, I m_ not into

.

listening to a bunch of crap from them

GlV^CJne last political sort of question.

This is like the third song I've heard ml



the last six months about the 5lst state.
What's it all about?
DAVE: It's just a recognition of the
power of America (culturally). It's

influence is all over Europe, South
America, Africa, Russia, you name it.

A lot of that power is actually based on
the popularity of rock 'n' roll, because
people identify with what it stands for,
which is throwing off the chains of the
previous generation's repression. That's
a popular idea, and the American dream
is everyone's dream. But our sonq is

very much tongue-in-cheek. Canadians
spend so much time and energy trying
to distance themselves from America
just so they can have their own identity.
Cl: I notice you also have Ranay
Bachman on here.
JOE: He called us up, we thought it was
a hoax, he'd heard we were doing
"Taking Care of Business."
BRIAN: Randy was great! The guy is a
super hot guitar player. 'Course, we've
played witn all the Vancouver greats.
They've all been up there gettiir their
little bit of glory with DOA.
Cl: I see you also have a photo of Redd
Kross on tne album sleeve.
Dave: That's not the McDonald brothers
that's Brian and Joey!
JOE: That was our band,the Stone
Crazies. We lived up to our name every
possible minute.
Cl: How far did you go with th
BRIAN: We went all

^
BRIAN: We wen
our big road
first

* ^
-Wyand l

ay to Merritt,
P^fp. we got fired on the

A'gnC almost beaten up by a bunch
f redneck loggers, and sent home

without any pay.
Cl: What ao you think about this new
record in general, is this a new plateau
for DOA, a rebirth...

jj
DAVE: Rebirth! I like that!

H Renaissance! This is the announcement
l|o£ the new renaissance in rock music.

ges
put a

Jthe beast. It’s the
we've ever

me

been floundering in the dark aqe
It's about time to put

MI
long end
little life back
culmination ofcuiminanon ot every
done. The thing that's appea
about rock is that it's a hybrid
music, and it's able to encompass all

other forms. We're trying to keep that
tradition alive. We're being as eclectic
as we possibly can.
Cl: On a different note: How's the
family. Roy? /BRIAN: They're doing pretty good. I was
really surprised. Jusl had a visit from
my wife, Jan, and kid. Dillon's 13
months now and he's walking pretty
good. It's a punk rock phenomenon now;
you'd be surprised how many people in
bands are having kids. Franco, from
MDC, has a 5-month-old kid. Tonv,

|oey “Shithead” Keighley (Lead vocals & guitar) J|

jors Card (drums & vocals)

good pass play as
too we play a goocf set. it's all the
same.
STUART (the promoter): Remember
that time when you guys played
Minimal, where 20 cop cars blocked the

ex-guitarist from the Offenders, had his
second now. Shithead's having one in

about two months. I'm not such a
traditionalist; I don't believe that
marriage has any connection with love
or people having a binding relationship.
Bux then again, I never liked signing
papers anyway.
Cl: Joey, You're gonna be in a family
way pretty soon.
JOE: No, my wife's in a family way. I

may look it, but we're expecting it in
about five weeks. Actually, I don’t feel
too wound up about it, probably because
I'm not at nome seeing how enormous
she’s getting. It'd probably be better if

I were at home.
Cl: How do you reconcile that some of
you are settling down while others are
still playboys?
BRIAN: Basically, we have to have
ifoicUr understanding relationships.
IsHSffiEfrraal ize that we have to do wnat

ITirjflBWiglilTOBk^ave been together
knwo me

ImwM I"UBfonve to

in hand,
couple cold ones

jfjUP/Jr^a. Hockey can be compared
vcP punk rock. In the pit, you're
slamming around, you throw an elbow a
bit high, a cheap shot, well, you should
get a penalty. You're outta the pit for
two minutes, then come back in. You
draw blood, you're outta there for five
minutes, or you get a gig suspension,
where you can't come to the next gig
for fighting or something like that.
There's gotta be some stuff thrown
down like that. We’re gonna point out
the troublemakers, we're gonna have a
little penalty box. One thing that really
binds DOA together is playing hockey. I

get almost the same satisfactija^Ag^
get a good

Peo)pfeT?
we nave to d<5?

JOE: My wife an<
for five years, if she aoeb’.'IUJJ^

by now, she never will. We just
make the trips shorter, that's all.^
can't do no eiqht-month qruel-a-thon.
DOA GETS WEIRD ON THE BUS IN
THE ALLEY WITH VARIOUS PEOPLE
AFTER THEIR SACTO GIG.
Gl: What I really wanna talk abo
beer and hockey.

^
JON: Beer and hockey^
You gotta h

it in’ form

I saw plus the wagon. This is all for
curfew. And then that one dumb
fuck...Can you imagine, running t

a nightclub, when it's dar’
^

^hen he's probabl
most popular

ii^uyn
.

i show
.VoT gonna be the

S^Fson. There's this cop,
iWA^a'rter little kids, yellin' "Where's

^bur lu?" and haulin' 'em out?

j

JOE: I gotta tell ya about one of the
greates guys I ever met, Ian Stein. He's

I
called Ian Cartmill but he changed his

to Stein because he thoudnt vniL
have to be JTOft>VWaPtAT8Uccessfur in

the music business. The First time I

met this guy, I'm walking down the
street in San Francisco about 6 years
ago, he punches me in the shoulder, and
says. "Hey, you're Joe from DOA, aren't
ya? Well I'm from Canada too! Hey, but



album?
Jittle story about
ffiwilaym

1 at the
iWflfffaiLs finest,

was
SS SJSffijEEikQf

v v e came down here
-JfJMW the guys we were partying with
ere total qeeks. So, you guys can't let

5 down, Ok?
iViiy^M.^JT.b.Kis peek central. knowSTRANGE NOISES COME FROM

OUTSIDE THE BUS.

A photos by Jim Ingram - Big Shot SF

B photos by A1 Flipside, this photo with Dimwit drumming,
Irving Plaza New York photo by A1

stories Tor g

sound engineering. Roll my
Tattoo You?

,
I*

BRIAN JAMES: Ha Haa! Sorry, no no U
I believe you. It's just so funny that.^jMx

hate the

JOE: We went over to the Warehouse
and became great friends. No, Ian's one
hell of a guy, but. Hutch, he's one of the
greatest soundmen on the face of the
injth. He's like the fifth Beatle.
nwfcWt question: Why'd you put Ed

Ed took like a half-step towards him,
the guy went, ‘'whoooaaa," lost his
balance and fell backwards, smacked on
the concrete, probably have back

uikl: i

BRIAN J.: No, he's on the other bus, a
couple of blocks down.
GIRL: Who are you guys anyway?
JOE:DOA
GI: W

e

1

r amt. 1 1 HTTPi i!J j-Hk l*V



VISIONS OF CHANCE
Article & Pics by Dave Ross (who!!)

visions of change visions of change visions of change visions of change visions of change
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** _

I he cliche's and lack of adventure both lyrically and musically is what has always
turned me off such a larger sector of English bands. Therefore it's pleasing to identify with the special breed of a few bands
who penetrate the bunch and generally kick butt! Upon arriving in England late last year, one of the first surprising
observations I noticed about the music scene was that it was so divided. Even within the punk scene, there are 3 major
divisions; (1) The bands who have attained a more commercial punk success, like GBH, UK Subs, Exploited, etc. (2) The bands
of the Conflict mould dealing exclusively with progressive lyrical topics such as war, vivisection etc, and who all stick together
anyway, ie- Oi Polloi, Potential Threat, City Indians, etc. Then (3) is the hardcore scene; a totally different, more vibrant
bracket, where enthusiasm and support is usually stronger and more intense. Bands such as Stupids, Bad Dress Sence, Heresy,
Ripchord and Visions of Change possess a total element of freshness about them, a characteristic so lacking in the other 2
divisions. Don't get the impression that I'm trying to divide the scene, I don't have to- it already is divided. Neither lot hardly
ever share gigs. Bored with surrounding attitudes to the name 'Depraved', this budding UK group recently renamed themselves
'Visions Of Change'- a positive step in more ways than one. This chit chat took place in their tour van, outside Vanhall (The new
•Emma') in Amsterdam, on the eve of their first European tour. Just before the name change. Present were the following swell
guys- Ian, Vocals; Spencer, Bass; Gigs, Drums; Boff, Dancing, Skating, Roadie and general ^oupie.
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ****

Ok the name 'Depraved' is a very typically English name!! (lots of laughing!) ... How long have you been around for? Lee: 5
Years. What's made you stick it out and stay together this long? Gigs- The fact that most of us are related, I think! Ian- Yeah,
we're all sort of friends and family! Lee- Usually we have bassists that we hate, so it keeps the rest together! What do the
Depraived have to offer the masses that you don't think alot of other English bands have? Lee- Skill!!!, We don't play 'English
music' which is a bit better than most English bands. Ian- We're just trying to be a bit different. English bands are content just
to play safe, 'Punk Rock' and just go no futher than that. Were Depraved ever in that rut? Lee- We were for the first 3 years.
Gigs- Then we learned how to play! Lee- Diversification is the key. I see a very strong sixties/Mod influence in your songs-
That wouldn't happen to come from the guitarist would it?!! Ian- Nah, he hates 'em!! Just 'cos 3 of us were at a Mod disco last
week has nothing to do with it. Lee- It's the oldest of the lot but it's the freshest for us. Probably for the audience too, 'cos
they're not used to that sort of thing... Ian- Yeah if you bring other stuff in it doesn't sound so generic .. Lee- Even if you
played just American HC, it'd get a bit boring! Yeah, just look at the Stupids!! (Only kiddin* guys!!) ... so being stuck in England,
how do you wanna work beyond that? Lee- Well, we don't wanna work there! Gigs- England's a bit dead!! When I've been in
England it gives me just a whole atmosphere as being a bit depressing. Do you agree with this? Ian- There's so many youth cults
and youth fashions, and they're all split up that anybody when they're growing up just gets slatted into, and there's no common
ground between any of them ... Lee- And in the punk scene nobody wants to know about American or European or anything,
they just want English, which is why they're all still stuck in the old punk rock thing. Ian- They cut themselves off from the
rest of the world, then in their own country they cut themselves off from other people. They're always looking for differences,
instead of similarities between everybody. Lee- It's like the best kids you meet there are the ones into the American stuff. In
Australia over the last couple of years there has been a growing tendancy for HC/punk bands to play with other types of bands.
Does this situation happen much in England? Lee- It's hard to do. People won't touch punk bands really. Is that 'cos they have
this reputation from '77 or whatever? Lee- Well it's that, and it's considered really cliche* as well. Ian- And it's not jist that, in
England, punks can't really support themselves in a regular scene, and if they go anywhere else they'd just screw it over! Lee-
Aod no one's willing to work for anything there. You come here to Amsterdam and they've got alot more alternatives. You can
mix it, it's just that you have to be in with all the different cliques'. So there's definitely a traditional barrier seperating the
different music styles... Gigs- Yeah, and it's just a matter of breaking it down and everyone is basically the same. Ian- It's all
the people now who are saying but theydotft lookjinywhere else. They still slag off bands

III tha t sound sljghtly more comm^rf’ial^lllllmamimmmmmmm ~~
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J
we qet people saving to us "What do you want to deal with the Mods for?!" And these are people who have Satan symbols,

•cos of the Metal crossover. Lee- It's easy to slag off our country 'cos we live there- though mind you, most people who erne

over to England think it's pretty bad, don't they!!! Ian- Yeah, they get disappointed with it. I think that's because there s been

this reputation that punk was born in England, and 10 years later people still think that. And many of the bands rely on that

same suggestion, so they don't do anything different to change that. Ian- English punk is stagnant, and it has been for so long,

really. Lee- You think of bands playing American stuff there's only about 3 of them, and 2 of them are Stupids and Bad Dress

Sence! Ian- They just follow a certain line, like you've got the bands playing the old style stuff, then the people playing the

GBH stuff from '81, then you've got the bands playing the Conflict stuff. One thing I admired about The Deprived was when

read the lyrics I found you didn't fall into the typical lyrical cliches of an English Punk Band... Gigs- Thats cos were clever„

What sort of things inspire your lyrics then? Lee- It's usually just things you see. larr- the new one with the rap style is about

unity just putting down in rhyme about how it's pointless everyone being separate just because they dress differentor listento

different kinds of music. Especially in England. You're all looked down on, anybody who gets into mus.c, wtet^ t^re^;

mean the blacks are shooting black families over there, which is just as bad as the whites doing that. Do you find it hard to

write lyrics? Ian- Lyrics are either 10 minutes inspiration, or it takes 10 weeks and you really have to labor over it. So how do

you think people in England are reacting to your different approach of presenting your lyrics and music For E *a
^,

le
1

grow some flowers together? Ian- Everyone really like it. Do you think you're getting your point across then? Lee- I don t kiww,

you can only work on a one to one basis really. Ian- You can't really tell. LeeWe get a good reaction off the LP owarJan-

Yeah, alot of people have said it's a really powerful cover (Pic of Lynch mobs in the 50 s in the US). In England we get alot

people saying 'Oh, we're surprised at your lyrics!'' And we're playing stuff that's a bit more melodic too... Gigs- Plus the fact

that we smile as will!! Yeah, that was one thing that impressed me, though I was more laughing at you than with you..... You re

attending to go to America and tour there, can you tell me about your plans for that? Lee- High in the sky that one is., an-

We want to go there. Lee- I mean musically America's the thing we're into the most so we're bound to want to go there. Ian

We want to see what created the atmosphere where you get bands that good! Lee- We just wanna meet them all so we can say

we hung out with them!! To me, because it's on the other side of the Atlantic, it's all much more. MYSTICAL!! Lee- Yeah and

then when you meet the people like Scream, you think 'mmm that sounds nice!! So when do you plan to go there. Ian- What we

want to do is get some sort of record deal over there first, to get the 'new name' around. Why do you want to change the name -

after 5 years? Ian- English punk rock attitudes. There's too many bad connotations with 'Depraved! Yeah, I must admit, before

I saw you I had this negitive idea- Uurgh 'Depraved'! Gigs- Yeah, plus a lot of influential people will just ignore you because of

the name. Ian- I mean it's bad that we should have to change the name, but I just don't feel comforatalbe with it anymore. So

what do you think of the European tour so far, and the gigs you've played!! (Laughing to the max.) Gigs- I like the way they

treat the bands over here. I think the scene over here is still fresh. In England is there much of a problem with violence an

skinheads? 'Cos when I was there I saw hardly any skins? Gigs- Nah, you won't it's the wrong time of year!! Have they all gone

South for the Winter or something? Ian- The only time when you get problems is through the dancing or they're pissed. What

are some of your Ivrics about, "Let’s grow some flowers together"? Gigs- That's a anti-drug song. Lee- New Macarthyite is

about how they were going to stop teachers who had left wing politics in England from teaching. Lee- Reject the Mentality" is

about if you look different, it doesn't mean you're an idiot or whatever. Ok, is there anything else? Lee- Will you marry me. Is

sex out of the question?! No and yes!! Respectively!! Gigs- Buy the record!

Address: Visions of Change, 5 Coppice Rd., Whitnash, Leamington Spa, Warmickshire, GV31 2JE, England
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great- Ludichrist are really nice people,

<

and there's no personality complex, and I

dunno, maybe 'cos there were no other

English bands around in America at the

time.

All the Previous UK touring bands like

Abrasive Wheels, G 8 H, English Dogs,
SubHumans and Conflict ail have a much
more exclusive image about them. How
did people react to you, being a lesser

know version of a UK band?
Tom: Wei! I don't think it's anything new
to them, 'cos they’ve had bands like BGK
tour, and we've got a different image...

not like an English punk band, so I don't

think they looked upon BGK as a 'Dutch'

hardcore band. They just looked upon us as

a punk band that was great and from
another country.

What are some funny things that happened

V;r
T/

-

OM" ,,avc > lcoul 'y uu “ l * y —- -
“V'T * con tour, and what do you like the most

dedicated following over that time. They ^usually they only deal with much more
' about ^ our i n ?

are the most impressionable outfit the UK ''popular bands that sell thousands of r . .
, u , . . . ,

c . . * r .AU _\ r v
, , , , . Tom: Just like the prospect that you're

Scene has to offer, with a bitmq sense of \records and have a much more exclusive^ , .. r
^ r .

freshness, and an awesome, witty attack sort of attitude? ,
travel,"9 for something. and when ever

both on stage and on disc. If they come |Tom: I dunno. I think 'cos everyone likes
(

^°U ae, ’ r
^
s,e ' />u i

us say i s grea ,

4.u > x ^ , I . * 'cos you're playing a show that night', so
your way, they are not to be missed for <to be the first to discover someone. They %

, x
r 7

Alf. A'
.

7
.

7
. * . , , _ J .

, A , .

7 you've got something to look forward to.guaranteed entertainment and fun. f miqht be tryinq to get at us as early as
,

.

3
t .

J
..

c ,
.. . ... a Just meeting new people, jumping out of

Several questions , may he on certain possible. ® ^ K
^ r

* ? . a. .
, J f. , .. . . ,

,
,

your van somewhere else, and it's more oftongues about this band, so a more serious How has the Stupids outlook changed over,-\ 1
A .. t , ,

_

. . i
' .... ( .

*

, , ,\i something to look for, it's aood.
approach was taken than the avarage

j

the time, and what's your personal outlook V
Stupids interview, show that there is more ion life?

THE STUPIDS J they're picking up on us.

interview by Dave Ross, Pics by KIM 'How did press coverage in mass media
The Stupids have been kickin' butt for exponents such as NME come about and'

some years now, and have steadily built a Jbeing able to do John Peel sessions , when

are touring down under later this year
YEAH DUDE!!!
The Stupids are:

Tommy- Drums and studio vocals

Marty- Guitar

The Phantom- Bass

Ed Shred- Live Vocals

with alot of people. I used to have faith-

wondered, 'cos in Melborne, there's little

Ok Tom, what's up with the Stupids?
Tom: A record. A new record on vinyl

in the American scene, and seeing that

everyone is in it for themselves for
| . ,

. / • . * .... ... .
' difference most of the time. Anyone from

!

whatever reason it is. Whether it's just . . . r
r
. ,

,r * x the audience could form a band and
qettinq some self satisfaction out of some , , , ,,J

. r , . . a , . . I

* nobody would give two shits ...
animals not being tortured, is just the . ,

. .. . , " Tom: Well yeah, 'cos the band works
same as getting some money out of it. t ,. ,

~ ^ . . ... ^ J , , .. \ harder than the audience. I can see twoDo -you think it's such a broad defmtion r . , , ..
, , ,. ... . .

, AU
Solution Records in England called \ that everyone is like that?

S,deS ° f (t * 1 don 1 l,ke ldea that yoU

'VanStupid'. We're training a new bass ? Torn: I think it must be.
player after the demise of Wolfir, and \ Well you obviously think it's too self
we re gonna tour. ^centered, then how is it different from
Where do you intend to tour? any other scene?
Tom: England, in April arid hopefully 0 Tom: Everything's the same, like pop
America in late August/ early September. culture. Punk Rock's more down to earth
How Has the Response been to the bands land getting involved. I still think it's

growth since you began, both with English H
better than any other youth culture. The

audiences and audiences abroad?
]
people are generally nicer and it's easier

Tom. Well its gotten bigger in England
^
to get on a level with people about it, and

and in America ... getting involved with producing thinqs. I _ „ . , ..

Yeah It seems Hke in England you're think punk should take more of a realistic^
‘>n

.'
^ JP ,nK'>r

^

or

^

tl

^

OS€

pretty much the latest thing, with NME, v outiook, as far as finance goes and not * ^ d° Y°U thmk they

Pee! Sessions, etc ... worry about making a few bob here and
' n

‘

, .

Because of all the skateboarding
^
there. j

Tom: They're not really punk scene shows.

anymore, because I just go along with the
attitude that people only criticize thing
cos there's a reason for criticizing it. I

j
Tom: Yeah-part of the East Coast and

can't see any reason why they do criticize 'across to Texas,
us for it. Either from being jealous, or jj How did it go?

How does it differ between playing shows

to them than meets the eye! This chat Tom: More caring about what people !T
cr,CJ

^ /

nc
!

l

and ^ me!
^
ca •

.

7
. . , A , . ,

*
* Tom: Well obviously

n m\/ nnnn mate Tr\mr»-v\/ thnunht Woto nrattv nrorsntmn? ann ? 1took place with my good mate Tommy at .’thought. We're pretty precautions and
"*=" wwv.uua. y in / merica you re

the Holloway INN pub, somewhere in stuff like that. I've become alot more^
m<
^
e sPec a * oure rea e i eren y,

London, April'87. By the wav the Stupids * disillusioned with punk rock as a whole. $ * ^
ore resP^ c peop e in ng an

w/w ^ tu like to pose that they don't care thatWhy is that? a .
, ,

Tom: Wei! basically I've come in contact j Z
ou re ,n a an 0? any ,n ^‘

Do you think there should be a distinction

between band and audience? I just

pay $14 and then get shuffled around,

V still think bands should be treated with
more respect from the management and
singled out more, 'cos they've taken the

time out to travel, and it's quite like an
emotional experience, and tiring as well.

Moving a Httle away from that ... Both
you and I have been to Fenders and Rock
Hotel shows. There has been a bit of
controversy brewing about those two
venues in particuiarwhat's your
impression/opinion on those sort of gigs

relate to the
punk scene?

fv

Tom: _ _ ^ f

thing, we're connected. It's trendy to have $ Taking that in to consideration. If vou
’ TheVYe a bit impersonl (a bit??!!) 1 didn't

kmd of an American image. were offered a contact by a major record
part.cuarly hke Fenders much cos it was

is that image something you aimed for? i
| a bel, would you take it up? (j ust verY h° { - So was the Rock HoteL 1 m

Do you think you have had too much < Tom:’ I'm really not sure. 1 don't think I
\

a bit b'ased, 'cos ! get in f°r free at both

criticism for that? would, but I'd like to see how many free <
v®nu

.®
s i! s ^ iaf ',a ncn

^
”"

f
°
n

'

^
Tom: No, I used to care but I don't 1 records I could get out of it!!!

the .dea that you pay alot of money and

Jk tu , a , ^ .. *qet s uffted around, and you seem to get
Ie ^ The Stupids have toured the US earlier ,

7

this year 4 alot less out of your money than you

j How do you think those types of gigs could

|
be improved?

because they're patriotic or somethinq a Urn, well as you know David, it went quite Tom: wi,h better venues- 1 mean I don't

tike that. It's trendy to be American, and i well!! It was fun. We were treated nicely,
J
r
eallY sea h°w

,

tbeV can be 3t th ' S P°'
/we re the closest and the easiest thing to ^ and hopefully we were nice enough back'

D
u
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,
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^
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/
feCt °n

grasp hold of, that could be American; so to people. The band we toured with were the scene ' 1 mean 11 alreacfy has from my



point 01 view. they've been through sexism I don t

Tom: i think it disillusions people- it gives I believe in feminism. !
just believe

them a more antagonistic feeling ... r whatever the situation with a coupse is.

Yeah, it's much more of a 'blending in'
j

then it should be when it is if both people

process, where everyone becomes less ! are happy,

associated with the next person...
j
What about things like pornography, and

Tom: Plus the security is ridiculous. Even V the exploitation of women in that sence?

when I readied for Justice League, when
j

Tom: 1 don't think it's exploitation at
^

they played Fenders, I was heavily picked “I all,
1'cos they're making a hell of alot of

upon by bouncers and stuff. It's just J money at doing it. You know, there's male
(

complete bullocks!!! Big Frank (Yo FranO pornography, and I think it's just natural ‘

we must go session Whittier High again
j
for a man to be interested in a womans

sometime!) I must admit is a very fair ^
body. For the most part and regardless,

bouncer. I'm talking about the red jacket / the models put themselves in the firing

ones out the front. They just hassled me, { line anyway.

'cos I was a bit lippy back to them, which 1 I agree, so do you think alot of bands that

I had every right to be. 4 have the attitude that a band's sence of *
Tommy: Hi to Bob Durkee and

You get slagged off for not being such a, humor should be outside of the lyrics in .thank Al 5 Hudley on behalf of Dave for

serious band and you try to promote more their songs? Do you think that's fair?
;

lettmg h.m stay there! Make sure were on

of a bum image, but to me you still have
j
Tom: I personally think it's boring, but it’s the cover,

that serious edge... ) still up to them to do what they sing ' They will never do that!

Tom- Yeah I can't believe that people » about! If they seriously think they're^ Tommy: Why not

.

Tom. Yeah, cant be,,eve that
JWJJ f Lings- I don't think they'- 'Cos Fiipsdie have astnetpohey that only

' ~
* .an LA band can be on the cover.

I'm in an LA band!! I was in

Hardcore!!!

types Ol Danas, plus eariy i~iiynsu

influences, who actually influenced alot of

early DC stuff anyhow. Our humor

influence is from movies, funny

horror/splatter movies, the Romones and

things like that.

Do you have further plans to re-tour the

US?
Tom: Yeah, we're gonna set it up through

Johnny Stiff again who I don't understnad

why everyone's got a bad view of him. He

did a good job on us and he's a very nice

person. We're gonna to try and come
across from the east coast to the west

coast for a month.
OK, ANYTHING ELSE?

d like to

look upon us

beyond that, (the MRR review of 'Retard V will. I think we've motivated people more an LA bai

Picinic's' lyrics is an apt example) and I ] than if we had sung straight out about war >Tommy:l

think that's a bit naive and dumb. They
j
and politics. \ ! s ur /

should have sense to understand up apart % The way 1 see it. Stupids have reasl

from our direct cover. We obviously care f
slapped in the face the people who have a

about everything, but with current punk ' complex like ,
Set's be totally serious and

ethics S don't think anyone's gonna get we have to care about everything, and

anywhere! punk rock isn't humorous anyway...

What so you consider 'punk ethics'? Tom: Yeah, that's what I like to think as

Tom: No one should make any money and well. To give the crowd a good kick up the

everyone's exactly the same as everyone * arse as well, the typical beer drinking, gig

else sort of thing, and you HAVE to care ‘ ',iowop whn stands at the back, and thinks

3
about War and Sexism, etc.

How do you about War and Sexism

than?
Tom: I don't really have one on war,'cos i

don’t think anyone can speak on it unless

they've been there. Sexism- I don't believe

viewer who stands at the back, and thinks

he's really funny 'cos he can laugh at the

Stupids jokes, and he doesn't understand

them!!
j

What musical inf!nances are there on the

band?
Tom: Most of them like Washington DC
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We are an experimental community, a learning center in which -

we are both the scientists and the guinea pigs. Out lives and our

associations with one another and the world are an experiment to

see what is now and what is possible for us to create.

Touchpoint South is based upon the spiritual principles of the

New Convenant, as spoken of in Biblical scriptures. These

principles are that the laws of the Divine are written in our hearts

and minds, that when people recognize this, there will be no need

to teach anyone what God is, as all will know and recognize and

live in our totality and oneness with Higher intelligence within

each of us, beyond the world of opposites in which we have chosen

to live for this period of time.

We seek, as individuals and as a group, to constantly expand

our awareness of those unwritten principles which are a part of

our being, and to let our decisions be guided by that inner , higher

law. The fluctuations in out intensity toward this goal, as

individuals and as a group, from the history of Touchpoint South.

It is quite a challenge for people to really unite, beyond all the

personality differences and lacks of communication. Because

we've been working hard at it, there is a union developed between

us that is solid, even in the midst of the occasionally tough waters

of the Sea of Community.

We of the residential nucleus live as one family. We have no

rules or laws, though we occasionally form flexible guidelines that

we use as long as they produce the desired results. In general we

simply act out of our hearts and find that things flow together and ^

get accomplished. Our union is based in spirit, and we try to relate y
to one another in union. We have grown to know one another well,

to adjust to one another, and mostly give and take. There are

occasional flare-ups that can he healed only through meditation

and communication and a willingness on the part of all involved to

share feelings and consider that which is said by the other.

Velaashby Island is the site of Fort Saint Philip, which dates

back to the Spanish in 1792 and though the Civil War and WWI
;
It is

now privately owned by a businessman in New Orleans who is not

involves in our activities, but with whom we share deep love and

respect. We act as caretakers (living rent-free), and he provides

most of the funds for the upkeep and improvement of the land and

three houses. We have a twenty year lease agreement, with our

arrangement to be rediscussed at the end of that time twelve

years from now.

Our division of labor is not based upon sex. We have all been

involved in everything from mechanics to changing diapers. When

we work on them toghther and get them finished. In the day to day

we each tend to work in the areas in which we find the greatest

fulfillment of our talents.

Our finances are presently provided through our temporary job

service in the local community. We do everything from painting and

yardwork to computer programming, though there is little call for

the latter in this area. We try not to spend too much time earning

money so that we have time for the many things to be done here at

home. Our goal, of course, is to be eventually self-sufficient.We

do have a lot to do to reach this goal, as the first eight years

together were primarily used in forming a strong base as a family

and in preparing this formerly abandoned property.

We have been in a state of transition in the last two years, and

in it we have seen the solidification of support in the non-resident

stewards who, among other things, come once a month as a group

to work on projects of improvement. There is now a Touchpoint

House in Houston, and we are in the process of finding the

approprite facility for a New Orleans house where various

activities can take place.

We welcome and cherish visitors at any time. We are not
^

seeking new residents at this time, though if someone came who §
obviously should be here, they would of course be welcome to stay, k

For all searching for community, we wish the best. We each ?

have our own needs, and it is important that each find the y

community that is right for them. In our different ways, we are §
working toward the same goal of common-unity,_and that greater £

unity transcends our different methods, our different ways of -

living. We recognize that beyond our different worlds, beyond our

different ways, we proceded and came forth of the same Source.

Our searches are to rediscover our unity in our oneness with the

Source.

*’i Touchpoint South is based at Velaashby Island, a

-

-EV-
i 117 acre piece of land isolated from the mainland

I of the Mississippi River delta by the river and

; /^52§'ppih >
the bayous coming through the grasslands from

*he Gulf Mexico. Velaashby Island is

nkTERNRTiVESii accessible by boat (a 10 minute ride), helicopter,

and sea plane. We are about 65 miles south of

New Orleans, where the greater part of the consociation live.

There are presently 16 people (including six children) living on the

island.

The consociation has no membership per se. We are simply

connected together by a sense of family that is united not by

blood, but by sprit. As a larger association of people, including

those who live in other locals (particularly New Orleans and

Houston), our work is in creating a Center of Light in this Gulf

Coast area and in connecting to the many other beings across our

planet who are stepping in the Cadence of life.

We at the core of the group are spiritually based people

(understanding the difference between religious and spiritual). We
see total consciousness as a spiritual BEING: our lives are

dedicated, as individuals and as a group, to the expansion and

transformation of spiritual consciousness and BEING.

We see our main work as what we call ft)e si/ent ministry ,a

reaching out across the earth in consciousness. We sponsor

a Touchpoint Meditation Sundays 10:00-10:30 (CDT),f ive annual

gatherings, weekend discussion groups and workfests, New
Orleans and Houston get togethers, as well as our occasional

writings. N etworking with others is always an important part of

our work. The sharing of ideas and experience with those walking

different paths to the same center is both educating and inspiring,

and we hold these friendships with ’’distant relatives” to be very

special.

Our gatherings are dedicated to the sharing of ideas and the

expansion of thought--and to touching one another in spirit. We
have no doctrine to promote; we do have many thoughts to share,

and we are very interested in the thoughts of others. Those who

come say that the greatest thing they experience here is a sence

of family that induces an opening of hearts to one another.

Econmically, we use the concept of a bowl in the center into

which we put all things, and out of which our needs are filled.

Though we each have favorite things that we are caretakers of,

we walk as family, and what we have we have for us all. Our

decision making is based on consensus, as we seek to find that

which is most expedient for the individual and the whole at the

same time. All of this, of course, involves continual learning of

how to better walk in unity and harmony with ourselves and with

one another--in alignment with Universal Principle.

We are a small number living here, but we are in want of

different people with whom to interact. Besides our comings and

goings in, and the drop-bys from, the local community, we have

various ones of our non-resident community here at different

times. Velaashby is theirs when they have need of the serenity of

the island. And there are many travelers from around the

continent and the globe--a nice flow of new frineds. They come for

a few hours, a few days. Some come for a few weeks, a few

months. A few come for some years. Those of us who came in the

beginning, who formed this community, have been together for

almost ten years in this exciting experiment.

We see that Velaashby belongs not to us, but to Higher

Consciousness; we are but caretakers of it: stewards, whose
work is to beautify the land and the houses, creating an

environment in which spirit is closer to the surface of things,

more easily seen. There are many people who, though they don’t

live here, consider themselves also stewards of Velaashby, who
feel also responsibility for and a desire to be co-creators of

Touchpoint South. These are a part of the work in thieir own ways.

We consider ourselves ^ar/^G>r^rs.Touchpoint is dedicated to

consciousness, and our lives are dedicated to creating an

atmosphere conductive to the expansion of consciousness.

Velaashby is a place for many to step aside, for a short periold of

time, from the fast-paced race in which they live, and to take the

time for contemplation and meditation, the sharing of ideas and

§ energy, and the renewing of themselves for their return to their

k everyday lives, that they might function in them from a higher

? plane of consciousness.

TOUCHPOINT, POE 628, TORT ST. PHILIP, LOUISIANA 111

(Send Self Addressed Stamped Env. for more info.)
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MAIL ORDER
MAKE CHECK OR MONEYORDER PAYABLE IN U S. FUNDS TO

SST RECORDS, P.O. BOX 1, LAWNDALE, CA 90260

CALL THE SST HOTLINE (213) 835-4955 FOR GEN. INFO.HM
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f ••( just LOUE THIS TIME O’YEAR Y’KNOWFSWNG FEUER INFECTS THE WHOLE

WORLD AND NO ONE’S IMMUNE. IT’S GREAT! THE SKY’S ALL BLUE. MOST

PEOPLE STOP BEING BLUE. THE LEAUES RETURN TO THE TREES. THE FLOWERS

BE BLOOMIN' AND SO ARE THE NEW RELEASES FROM SST! TIS TRULY THE

SEASON OF GROWTH AT THE SST QUARRY AS IS MADE EUIDENT BY THIS

BEAUTIFUL BOUQUET OF NEW ALBUMS THAT SHOULD BE POPPING UP AT A

ROCK N’ ROLL EMPORIUM NEAR YOU AS WE SPEAK. AND SPEAKING OF THINGS

POPPING-UP. MY WIFE’S REALLY STOKED WITH THE DOSE Of SPRING FEUER

THAT’S POPPED UP IN HER THIS YEAR. AREN’T YOU. SWEETCHEEKS?
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made in the USA
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$ 5.50

JUST RE-RELEASED AFTER 5

YEARS OF UNABAILABILITY
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RECORDS

#c GET #A and #B FOR
$9.00 AND SAVE!
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|

SIZE ]
PRICE TOTAL

STICKERS

#A
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ADDRESS
#B D

#c
_jHi i

' CITY #D
— —

#E
G

STATE Air

#F INCLUDE $1.25 PER T-SHIRT,

RECORD 25c FOR EVERY

FIVE STICKERS#G
#H FOR SHIPPING & HANDLING

D INf-U UH IN I tMV/CWO UUin / »
— v/i

SEND CHECKS, MONEY ORDERS TO: OPEN CIRCLE RECORDS,

1905 VICTORY BLVD., # 14, GLENDALE, CA 91201



a have-fun band but with me, Joe! and
Bill. We had a couple of shows as a

three piece and we used to make people

pissed at us, really. We'd pick up other

people's equipment and just start

playing and we didn't know how to play

anything and people didn't like it. Then
we'd blow it and then they'd like that.

We made a lot of people upset. It was
kinda fun.

Joel: We threw biscuits at them.
Bob: We'd get up and fuck with people's

heads and we wanted to do it so it was
fun, not malicious and then it kinda

mutated into becoming a real band.

FILLSBURY HARDCORE

Bob "Marshall H. Stack": guitar, vocals
Eric "Koock": bass, vocals

Shawn "Cecil": Guitar,vocals
Joel "Joel": drums

j Joy: Why do you think Pillsbury

3 Hardcore have been kinda ignored over
j the years?

3
Bob: Cos we're from Pomona. And

;
Pomona is the armpit of Los Angeles.

; Joel: But Disneyland was going to be
here.

i Bob: Yeah, but...

:
Joel: So this would have been Anaheim!

• it would have been totally hotels...

:
Bob: Yeah, but I don't think you can
exactly equate the Anaheim attitude

: with the Pomona attitude...

;

Joel: But Disneyland is a whole new
' world!

Joy: It's the happiest place on earth.
Eric: Maybe we just needed to play this

long for anyone to care.

Bob: I think a lot of has to do with we're
from Pomona, its way out of L.A.,
although we've played Pomona a jelluva

lot over the years. But because we're
way out here we haven't really been
noticed by the poeple in power to book
bands and stuff.

Eric: Yeah, we opened for Anthrax in

Pomona.
(Pomona is located east of L.A. with
about 45 miles of suburbs in between.)
Joy: What makes you stay in Pomona?
Bob: We live here, this is our home.
Eric: Financial Hell.

Bob:! mean, we all live out here and
work in and around Pomona. I don't

know...why go anywhere else?

Shawn: Some of us still go to school out
here.

Eric: Plus that food joint out here... the
Giant. It was the first Giant in

Soouthern California to carry Jolt Cola
in the one-litre bottle. So why move?
Bob: Pomona's like...rad.

Joy: What happened to Bill Tuck (Their
old singer)?

Bob: Bill just burned out. He didn't want
to sing anymore. He just said ,"l just

want to quit and you can keep
continuing on if you want to".

Eric: He's been totally supportive. He's
the pinnacle. He supports us and doesn't

shortchange his feelings for us even if

he isn't in the band anymore. He won't
let other people judge us too quickly
and I think that rules.

Bob: Bill's doing his own thing now and
I think he's happier being out of the
band than in it.

Joy: You started out as just a

"Lets-have-fun" band with a name like

Pillsbury Hardcore and you still have it

and some people still have that
perception of you. Do you find that a

problem?
Shawn: Well, it really didn't start out as

Shawn: People really hated us or dug us.

There wasn't really anything in

between.
Joy: Was the turning point when you did

"Sasqwatch"?
Bob: Yeah, that was our more
experimental stage.

Eric: Sasqwatch has a big penis. (Hey
Eric-How would you know-J) Which
variety of Bigfoot is he?
Shawn: Sasqwatch was in the Six Million

Dollar Man.
Eric: But Sasqwatch is the German term
for Bigfoot. And then there's the Yeti...

Bob: The best way to describe what
happened to our sound is we stuck
together and continued to play and we
obviously learned how to play and so

there was a point at which we had to

say we're going to write real songs. So
we have a serious side and a fun side.

Joy: What keeps you going for all these
years?

Eric: Geritol. Jolt Cola.

Joel: Nothing much else to do after

work.

Bob: Well, the humdrum of daily

existence just makes you want to

scream so this is my big release. My Big
Fart.

Eric: Piles of candy. Black Cals,

Bazooka, you name it, everything.

Shawn: Candy necklaces... bottlecaps...

Super Big Gulps...



Eric: Yeah, but so what...

Joy: What about your record?

Bob: Well, the album's been done about

six months now.
Eric: Yeah, but it'll be out real soon

now. I'm forking over the cash...

Bob: We're all contributing money to

get it out in about a month. 13 songs,

full length, 40 minutes of non-stop
music.
Eric: The title is secret.

Joy: Why is it a secret?

Eric: Cos I don't want to spoil the whole

deal. This is a surprise.

Bob: We'll be on tour from July 10,

mostly back east and then we'll be back

in sunny California playing as much as

we can.

Shawn: Maybe we can talk about my
mealworm collection. ..and my slugs!

(laughter)...and my cockroaches...

Bob: And your tapeworm!
Shawn: I got this big one in there. He's

moving around right now.(laughter)
Joel: IN your habitrail?

Shawn: Yeah, my maggot habitrail!

Bob: At the 3rd Street complex, we're

putting together a nice cockroach
collection! We've got all types and

sizes!

Eric: The size of matchbox cars!

(laughter)

Bob: They’re realty friendly...

Shawn:. ..and my silverfish...

Bob: What's great about cockroaches is

you never have to feed them!

Shawn: ...And they're radiation proof!

(laughter)

Joy: Why haven't PHC been interviewed

in other zines. Ink Disease, for

instance?

Eric: I dunno.

Bob: All I can say is that what gets in

the way of us getting interviewed, at

least I think, is me...

Eric: ...Cos he's a show-biz queen!

(laughter)

Bob: Wal, Thay goiys, I

mean...Well, prbably its because of my
record label (Fartblossom) and my ties

with Toxic Shock in the past and I've

made friends with all the people who
run the magazines in the area and I

think its gone against us. I guess they

don't want to interview us because they

know me too well, or something. And it

hurts the band. I don't want it to, but

what can I do? Pretend I don't know
them or something?

Eric: Thomas is the pinnacle.

Bob: They're all real nice people but I

think they feel kinda intimidated by it.

We get letters from fanzines elsewhere

that want to interview us but like most
small fanzines, we do the interview and

it takes a year to come out or

: something. Don't get me wrong, I'm not

|
putting down small fanzines. I know

: how it is to run something on a small
•budget, but its like, these things

: happen. I'm sure when we go on tour

;

some other well-known zine will

|

interview us, like Suburban Voice, or

XXX or something like that, but then
again...more people I know... (laughter)

Yeah, I know Gitter and A1 Quint pretty
well. I hope that doesn't work against
us.. . It's hard to say.

Joy: You col lect Garbage rail fcYas?

Eric: Fuck Yeah!
Joel: I got a photo album, records...

Eric: I have the third through sixth

series, complete, but I'm reamed when
it comes to the first or second.

Joel: We also collect these Poppin'

Fresh Dolls (holds one up)

Eric: Poppin' Fresh Dolls are the

epitome of absolute genius.

Bob: Only in Pomona. From the antiques

store.

Eric: You can also get them through the

corporation in Minneapolis for 2 dollars

each. And the girl doughbot doll is the

same price, both 7" tall, complete
water soluble vinyl! (laughter) They
even have a doughboy phone and pool

liferaft and school bag kits!

Joy: Do you have any of them?
Eric: Not yet. Hand puppets, too. When
we tour, we're going to fill the

kickdrum full of doughboy dolls.

Bob: I don't know if it'd be that good for

the sound, though...We'll have a

doughboy givaway. To the person who
slams the best.

Shawn: Yeah, Bill used to give out shirts

to people who slammed the best.

Eric: Bill used to make homemade
Pillsbury shirts and whoever was the

raddest got it. He motivated the crowd,

1 loved that. He did help out in the

beginning.

Bob: Even if we did get bottles thrown
at us.

FVIWYVIVflYlflJUM
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WERE INTERVIEWS 5/24/87 by DEDRA! C

(D) you guys are real linking boys.

It takes a lot to impress me nowadays. Brain; We like to party,

f haven't written anything for F$ since Billy: No* Yeah!

1082, but finally there is a band f'rr* D: You guys do a great version of the _w_ „ WI1B „
excited enough to see S write abc*utFr#m§tf Groovies "Slow Death”, Did you la!ways watch
again* Unfortunately, L (Leonard) choose to do that particular song for BSqucr
Montoya, Summer £ Johnny Holiday, any reason, other than it |ust being a iBHfy: Anythin* that
the hass player were unable to be great song?

present* l‘ve already reviewed the Brain: Pretty much*
Hangmen elsewhere, so w/out further 0* it fits in perfectly w/your own stuff,

delay, here's what the Hangmen have to Brain: We did it more like the Dictators

Flamin' Groovies sounded real
of cool rock sound 6 had slide in

oamW tel 1*1 What ar* full there.

Sni^Xa?
4 you 8 whenm y°° Brians Whlch "* ,iked

* Bthat
f&ttnfc. „

Billy; I like their version a lot better
*

started pfevino wLiT**' if*
20 * f

;

mTself' but w« play it we're fust so
cranked up 8.oud.

0: What did vou luffJT??'
Brain: It just starts getting faster.

Brain: D: Your version of "Cet off «' MY
R«*tW>nd*SwuiiM

9
' »?*' flf

nama is Brainl CloucP’ is really cool, too.SSKJKJ^2J , ? * stmeJBr. 6 SI: We're gonna learn that song

litty; I was nnir^,
f
'

.. |0: So what's happening w/your demo

Z7t 5 ' started plavina ah I Brain: W<**re mHiftit tAmo atmiav ran }

|D: What do you like to do for fun?
Brain: We're like real T.V. freaks. We

- 1 the new Hollywood
Squares every night £ Love Connection*

maximum
entertainment £ is real stupid*

Brain: Keith hates it. He can’t stand it,
but slowly he's turning into a TV junkie*
D: I just watch movies on cable £ "The
Guiding Light 11

all the time.
Billy: Oh God! f could watch them as a
comedy thing. You listen to the music
£ shit- ft’s really hokey how they do

D: Not the ”0 aiding Light*1
I’ve been

watching it everyday since I was a kid*
Brain: They’re pretty fun to get into.
They’re like cartoons- they have these
superhero characters that want to blow
up the world or something* They have
jd^hes^ittfe tradeoies going on the

5| Brain: Last week.

=| Billy: I was about 13.

If really heard a

IldalS*
SOme °fyOU C°m

S Brain: Yeah, I do.

>Brafn
e^ t^°n,yone?

f Lenny our dru

Is Bifly; fm from here. I was I

siS^ Jobmy wa% born

really soon.

D: What's going to be on it?

Brain; A song called "My Way" 8 a

couple of other ones. But it's going to

be a lot more raw than this one, 'cos

we’re going to have Chris Gates from

Poison 13 helping us 8 Keith, of course.

D: Well, I reguest your songs every 3

hours on KXLU when they change DJ's,

8 I understand I’m not the only one.

Have any record companies any

interest?

Billy: Nothing serious.

Brian: Yeah, they say they like us, want

to come see us again. They're probably

just seeing if we can keep it together

my favorite bands are local bands. The

iusf. garge bands, 6 stuff likeBSun Club was one of my favorite bands.

I Billy: We got so much shit in this record

m%*t the sam like in Boise? collection now, ‘cos it’s like a combined

$rmat, really coot. Small,* collect ion. So we got all kinds of stuff,

timate. lecept maybe Polka. I just like R 6 R,

Billy sits inhis room 8 listens to

Y<Hi,||bluesrecw^dsalln^^toj^^^^^^^^^

betterBof
,s*«n to everythin*

isciously. 'Cos we're not ™kj£9lD: 0o yol £* punk rock ^lue^ ^
met to be tight or anything. We

Je,,,
?°“ i e U

Tash?
imp playing 8 it just happens that you know / don't nst„„ , .

y^^Tthat. or we're just getting whT
*° '*



Brain: Really good, ’cos that’s where I’m

from. Like a big party.

Billy: I was trying to figure out why all

helped not to m
everybody.
Billy; What we wa*

D: I was just golf*

anything planned?

Brain: No plans. V

before we do ai

I

failing to get a <

e on a really

major label that

Ye dn*t want the

jonna sound like

tuff for os*

>: You guys don

God!
Brain: We don

naturally...

D: Have you evei

Billy: Just a few

Brain: We aiwa

you want the woria to Know.
iSsESs

Billy: That’s a doosy of a question! We^
just dig playing & support the other

bands in whatever way we can. T==
Brain: Support your local band. _d-
D: What are your goals for the future.

Brain: To be able to quit our jobs.
_ a~s.

Billy: Yeah, to make a living <9 this. =r a

D: What do you do for work? "==
Brain: I drive a truck for this place that

Billy: I work in this warehouse. I Wt—

=

^=f|
D: Johnny's a really good artist. =r
Brain: Yeah, in the guy's bathroom S==!
thr AntiC lub there's like acid induced
Budweiser cans. £sf
Billy: He has a really demented,Js=
frustrated personality. —f—

miles for a gig.

Brain: Well, there will be a. least TO

songs from now on. Which doesn't sound

like much, but to us it's quite a bit,

D; Yeah, well most of the times I've

|
seen you. you only played 7-8 songs.

^
Billy: For a while people were kind of

1
- _ !

t, just because it

the torture or something.

discovered a quitar

serious the other night

asked some guy in the

7

Brain: Yeah, our official guitar timer. I

can't do it when I'm up there, it's just.-

D: When you’re too sloshed?

I wasn’t really, it’s j***t

Brain: He did a show there # the Antis
Clid> w/his artwork. It seems like people
'would rather buy Poison posters than a1=
good piece of artwork. *J=
Billy: He pussies me sometimes.
O: What does L (Leonard) do? =
Brain: We can’t really figure it out ~ he j
won’t tell us. He Just always has $ £ a ill
gallon of wine. =
Billy: That’s because it’s the bands $. Her"

1

always has $ ’cos he’s the fucking=
treasurer ~ that’s why! —

glad we were doing it

would ease tZTt

Brain: Before we
tuner.

0: Were you

when you
audience to tune you quitar?

Brain; Well,



9-SONG
CASSETTE MINI-L.P.

ONLY

$5.00

Post Mortem Records

p.O. Box 358

New Milford, N.J. 07646

O 0
BAGHEAD RECORDS prebents

OOMPilaTION TAPES FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT
0 o

•001

pfATH BEFORE DISHONOR
faaLtf-mg

ROT - New Jersey

CRINOER - Hawaii

APPLE - New tork

THE CONDITION - California

TREACHEROUS JAYWALKERS - California

maooot sandwich - fionoe

DISPERSION - Alabama

SNOT • Texas

WORKIN MUTHAS - Mississippi

BLEEDING NUNS - Oklahoma

REDNECK MEAT WAGON - F lor ilh

•002

GFT OBNOXIOUS
featuring

SINCERE FIBERS - Calilorma

ALTER DROWN - CalUorma

EOO-OUERILLAS - Colorado

WESTERN WASTE - California

YOUTHQUAKE - Pennsylvania

aOSET CAST - Calilorma

FECAL MATTER - Washington

mated PRINCIPLES - California

OUN CONTROL - Pennsylvania

OUT - Calilorma

The SINS
. . . beginning from

the end I

The long awaited LP by
|

the SINS. 15 songs that

punch through the punk I

sound barrier. A powerfu|

spectrum from thrash

through single instrumen-

tation. Something for

everyone on this cooker . I

- A FREE RECORD - $6 00
\

W«?W got 75 copies of the SINS' first 7" ep “MOOD MUSIC' from

1981. We re gonna give one away with each LP mail order while

they last. Supply limited tv stock on hand. First come first serve.

EU ctrl glad*

Mix 1 shot Chuck Biscuits with 1 shot of Sean Cireaves;

add 1 shot of Jo Huz and cap it off with a shot of ESO.

Shake violently and add high volume to get a powerful

concoction called FLOORLORDS. The debut Single.

Absorbs rapidly through your system. $2. 00

RECORD STORE

FOR SALE

ySKCGNDS
Committed for Life

Early, Raw 7 Seconds.

Neet anymore be said?

7" ep, 6 songs. .

. $2.75

JACKSHITl
Hicktown

$2.75

All prices are post paid.

OVERSEAS/AIR add $2.00.

^^Smirtdawn Records

U POB 7761

SAN DIEGO. CA 92107

Since 1980, The Underground has been

Las Vegas' only alternative nusi-

store supporting the independent

industry. Ve carry imported

records, Creepers, T-shirts,

posters, and domestic independents.

This is an excellent opportunity

to own your own business in the

fastest growing conrnunity in the

United States.

I
THE UNDERGROUND

702-733-7025

hardcore video
AT10F
lulls/"
allsf
lam J

HEW JERSEY COMP I LAT lONj^HUHjJ
“/Adrenalin 0-D. 'Skulls/

Children In Adult Jallsf

Ed Geins Car • BedlamJ
Pleaeed Youth

/

JERSEY HARDCORE BASEMENT
i Adrenalin O.D. - Skulls • -<^20 mt n.|_
J Sand In the Face - Bedlam
1 plus - My Three SonsQn the raw 1

kaoi liable.

•003

PONT BE STUPID
(•aUrNfig

SOM - Washington

PSYCHO SIN - New Jersey

LEEWAY * New York

f INAL FEAR - California

DECLINE - California

SHARON 1ATE FAN CLUB - California

HERMANOS GU7ANQS - California

I REACHEROUS JAYWALKERS - California

LAB RAIS - ConneLlicut

FORE IhOuOHT - Calilorma

Ail i«a& ri 60 rnmuUs long Prices ara as follows

J4 for «»y ana lapa

|7 for any two tapas I La^tV.
1 10 for ail UratUoas

You
-

will t* mailad to you wilhui two days aflar racaipl of yoor ordar

if youiww w.y sow.si.oos, coftV.but.oftV ramarks. or would Ilka lo ba on a fulo

cwTvilal.on Lapa. w# *ouid ba glad lo haar from you 1

BAGfrCAD RECORDS PO BOX 3613 SEAL BEACH. CA <>0740 U.S.A.

LIVE FROM CBGB'S1__
j

Damage Children In AdultJ*U*^^1
A^enVin O.D. - Seizure ^
Token Entry -'(-u 3 min.)J

BAND TOGETHER at CBGB'sT

Warzone - Ludlchrlst • Bedlam L- ,

Ed Geln’s Car Rest In Pieces •

Far Back Deep Straight AheajJ^O mlnj

FREE* FOR- ALL
BGK*The Burnt • Gorilla Bllcult

Subculture • N.Y.Ha.di • Wretche

Honeymoop KillerJ • DirEe • no
The Blisters « Misc. Stuff

HARDCORE SAMPLE^
.

IjvTW*- CoMi.-A OhC. Son^

.from eacV* prtSCnW^or^

- A\>evc 5 tap«»/^ 19.9~

DC MATTU
HAOOOM lOAD

ail check or mone* order to: |hcwim. ut qhi

For more information call:201 -853 4420

All prices include postage. Tapes are

mailed UPS the nest day. Excellent quality-
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the fanzine fanzine
In early June we had the pleasure to
meet and talk to Mike and Carolynn
Gunderloy. As you probably know, Mike
publishes Factsheet 5, a zine dedicated
to covering a very diverse range of
publications. You probably also know
that Factsheet 5 has already been
"Fanzine of the month", well it's not
that we are running out of zines to
feature, its just that we had this
opportunity to talk to Mike in person
(makes it real easy to do an interview!),
and Mike is branching out into new
areas of communication, something
personally find fascinating.

This interview took place at Flipside
Headquarters in Whittier; present were
Shane Williams (yes Shane has been out
since May and has been helping out
around here a lot), Hudley, Al, Mike and
Carolynn.

Mike is probably the first
underground publication to set up and
operate their own Electronic Mail
Bulletin Board System. Basically what
this is is a computer run message
service via telephone (ie:

telecommunications). The F5 BBS has
been in operation for two months now
and Mike feels it is very successful.
During our meeting we discussed the
possibiiites of "instant" mail and the
possibilities it opens up for underground
communication. If you noticed Flipside
now has a BBS of our own, due alot to
the inspiration of the F5 BBS and the
one Thrasher Mag operates. You'll be
hearing more about this in the future...
Shane: Did you first start F5 because
you wanted to be involved in science
fiction fandom or political underground
activism?

Mike: The first idea was that it saved
me trouble writing to so many people,
that didn't work out. At the time I was
getting more political zines than
science fiction zines, I didn't get any
music stuff until Shane got involved.
Shane: But you were involved in science
fiction fandom. What was your original
fanzine...

Mike: There was a couple of them;
Tenativity was one... I was on the west
coast doing that one, it was more
traditional science fiction. (Early 70's).
Shane: Well how did you get from that
to being an anarchist...

Mike: Some of the people in science
fiction were also involed is anarchism,
or libertarianism...

Shane: How important is the label, I

S
mean if you had to be known as Mike
Gunderloy "anarchist" or Mike
Gunderloy "publisher" which would it !

be?

Mike: If it was on the front page of the <

Times it better be "publisher"!
(laughter).

!

Al: How involved are you in the punk
irock side of things then...

'

Mike: I really don't make the effort to
find out about shows, but I do listen to
all of the records and tapes that come
in and read a lot of fanzines...
Al: Is there a close unity in the political
zine world as there is with the science
fiction fanzines?
Mike: It's not as bad, because they're
making a conscious effort to get
converts with the anarchist and leftists,
it gets some of the same symptoms -

bickering and fighting.

Shane: More likely to purge people
becaues of incorrectness whereas the
sci-fi thing...

Mike: You have to go more out of your
way to get purged from science fiction.
It doesn't go out of its way to get new
people, whereas anarchists are still

recruiting.

Al: How extensive is the underground
for political fanzines?
Mike: I have no idea. Widespread... we
had the conference in Chicago (100th
Adversary of the Haymarket
bombings), they were saying 500 people
were there, it was more like 300, but
that was most of all the people that are
involved in publishing and things like
that. 10 times as many couldn't make it

I'm sure.

Al: Is there a pretty good range in size
and age of these zines?
Mike: Oh yeah. There are some pretty
big ones. And there's little pockets, you
find a few pages in punk zines. "Kick It

Over", "5th Estate" has been around
forever...

Al: What about Frefanzine?
Mike: That was started by anarchist
libertarians, another narrow splinter
group... and also the people that started
it were out of the science fiction
community, which is where the
Amateur Press Association came from
everybody doing their own little bit.

(APA's are a debate forum for people
who are members, not for the public,
where members often play the "devils
advocate" just for debate). Frefanzine
was essentially started for people to
talk about Libertarianism or anarchy,
and it's evolved over the years.
Shane: What's that one fanzine,
"Popular Reality", to me that's like the
punk of politics, these people like that
guy Bob Black are going out of their
way to be outrageous and not offensive
but they're the slam dancers of politics,
they're trying to have fun with their
ideas.

Mike: But look. Bob Black has been
thrown out of every town he's lived in,

"Popular Reality" is folding after it's

next issue and has been called fascist in

nationwide press... they get
hasseled...AI: Where does F5 fit in as
far as far as who you distribute it to?
Mike: I'll send F5 to whoever will send
me $2! One Duroose it serves is to get

people interested in things.... there are ;

natural links between the punks and the
anarchists and the Subgenius...
Hudley: What about the spiritual
underground, you review alot of that
kind of literature...

Mike: Yeah, Metascoop, Harvest, a lot
of the Pagan zines - nobody is makeing
all of the connections they could.
Sometimes I get a letter saying "I read
yourzine and I found 12 things that I

would have never heard of!"
Al: F5 is more of a clearing house for
any kind of zine...

Mike: Yeah, that's what I'm trying to
do. Everyone of them is a potential
subscriber!

Al: F5 is pretty much subscriber based.
Mike: Our last press run was 2000, 1350
of them went out in bulk mail, 150 out
of the country and about 200 to
distributors ’and stores.
Al: Has Shane's influence, in terms of
bring in more musically oriented stuff;
punk zines, record reviews etc changed
the direction of F5?
Mike: Sure, we're getting a lot of music,
we were getting none before.
Al: Does bringing music in dilute the
literary side of it?

Mike: Well, sometimes I thing of it as
the most expendable part, but
everytime I try to make a change, I

hear from people who like it the way it

is. Now we're starting to get a lot of
poetry... There are things I don't want
to cover; the financial stuff is just too
mundane to interest me. There's a lot
more Christian stuff out there, but we
have a big selection of that already.
Shane: Same with the "hate"
literature...

Al: What is "hate" literature.
Mike: The Klan, the Nazis...

This is what Mike*s BBS looks like when you
are connected. Mike is definitely pushing
for state of the art communications. There
will be more on this in future issues.

Shane: They put out amateur
publications so theoretically they fit

within the format...
Mike: When I review them, I put them in
a little box, and say this is hate
literature, it's bad stuff, here is what it

is, make up your own mind.
I really think that there are a lot of

people who want to read about zines,
and want to be involved but don't have
any connection with what's going on and
don't know it even exists. If I could
reach those people, that's where my
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3. SO post paid 5 00 post paid

HARDWAY MUSIC
| PO BOX 629
NEWARK CA 945601

•SEND FOR FREE* CATALOG

KGB LETZTE BESTELLUNG 5*00

ONE OF WEST GERMANY* S ELDEST
STILL EXSITING P-ROCK BANDS

RIP 12 ON THEIR US DEBUT

LYRIC SHEET IN ENGI3H AND GERMAN]

SHIPPING INFO AND COSTS*
|1 first item, $.25 each

|

additional Item. CA resi-
dents please add . 07% sale
tax, FORIENE please write

|
for our rates, thanx as A r

I ACCUSED MARTHA SPLATTER HEAD 7.00 j

1Is? A SURE FUCK 3.00

AGENT 86 APARTHEID AMERICAN 6.50

1 3UTTH0LE SURFERS PCPPEP LIVE 5-50

CRUDE 33 WHO,' LL SURVIVE 3.00

I CAPITOL PUNISHMSifT SLUM W/VIEW 7.00

DEAD SffiNCE STRESS 5.50
|

I DEAD KENNEDY'S FRANKEN CASS 5*°°

1 DICKS THESE PEOPLE 6.50 I

1 KLA3E FLORIDE CHA CHa CHA 5.50 I

FANG WILD THINGS 5.50
FANG LAND SHARK 5*50

I THE AMAZING LARRIES DINER LP 5.00
K.G.a. LETZTE BESTELLUNG 5*00
OFFSPRING I'LL BE WAITING 3*00

RHYTHM PIGS RHYTHEM PIGS 7.00

RHYTHM PIGS CHOKE ON THIS 7.00
SINS ...BEGINNING END 7.00

7 SECONDS COMMITTED FOR LIFE 3.00

I WILL TO LIVE 5.00

THE LaKRIKS ARE THREE POOH dOIS

FROM WEST VIRGINA WHO DIG LOUD

MUSIC, BEER AND GIRLS.THEY ROCK

oirr it songs here of mayhemism.

^ DOWN AT THE DINER 5.00
DOWN AT THE DINER 5*00

all payments in US *

FETAL noise

R featuring

SCREAM, LAW & ORDER, Gl, 5 00 post P8IC1

Afraid of Clowns, Animal Logic, Braver
Noise. Broken Siren. Fear of Man,
Schmovle, Shudder to Think, Undecided

5.00 post paid

make checks or money order
payable to William Dagher

Q Fetal Records
jjj Q

.

{

'

, ff 1219 Robin Hood Circle /nJ
— Baltimore. MD 2120U



potential subscriber base is. There’s a
lot more people than I’m reaching now.
Shane: Just think of all the people that
arn't punks or anything but could,
become more than just yuppies if they
just knew there was an underground.
Mike: I want to see it required reading
in High School Civics courses.
Al: How are you involved with F5
Carolynn: 1 do more of the mechanicals,
or when we get things concerning
science or pseudo-science. Spirituals 1

and mystics have thoughts on how the
world is put together, but they borrow

!

words from science that mean
something, but they don't use them in

the way they're ment, they have no idea
of what they are talking about.
Hudley: There will be a time when
science and spirituality will break
through and create a new science.
Carolynn: Physicists are willing to say
that there are interesting parallels
between Quantum Mechanics and
Buddism, and other aspects of physics
and Christianity...

Mike: Pool playing and punk rock!
Carolynn: Yeah. But some theorys are

more interesting than others. (Carolynn
is finishing her masters thesis in physics
at Harvard).

Shane: The whole thing that ties physics

with punk zines and F5 is that it is

about knowledge, instead of the
supression of knowledge. Its the
disemination of knowledge...
Mike: Even for people with totally

screwy ideas ought to be able to reach
their intended audience if that audience
is out there. IVi sure people can tell from
the reviews which ones I think are crap.
If it's published, I review it.

^ UBLICATIONS

This list in made up of publications

we have received since our last

issue.

1 - Directly following the publication

name is the issue number of the
issue listed here.

2- Following issue number is the
price. A symbol *V means that

although this publication is free,

postage is not, so you are required
to "send stamps". It would be a

good idea to send stamps, or an IRC
if it is a foreign publication you are
corresponding with, anytime you
wish for a quick response.

3 - The next symbol contains three
groups:

A - Publication type:

NP= Newsprint

X = Xerox

T = Tabloid

P = Printed

N = Newsletter

6L- 6lossy

B - Publication size:

S = small (1 - 16 pages)

M = medium (17 - 48 pages)

L = large (+48 pages)

C - Notes:

MC r multicolor

I = inserts

F = flexi

© = exceptional zine

100% Fun #1,
s
s, PM©

15232 Vichy Cir.

Irvine CA 92714

mb #1, 50$, XM
204 W. Miller

Bloomington IL 61701

|
Tustin CA 92681

I Antimedia #22, 92$, XM©
1 819 Haggett $t.6R 10

|

Seattle WA 98195

I Apaeros #8, PM©
JP.O.B.759
IVeneta OR 97487

!
Apocryphal #1, $.50, XS

| FOB 2542

|

Melbourne FL 32902

I Aspect Vol 1 $1.00 PM
iP.O.B. 283
I Vernon Hills IL 60001

!bjj). #?s,xm
P.0, Box 5003

|
San Marcos Ca 92069

I Bang! #15, $1.00, PM©

1

77 Newbern

A-Political #4, $1.00, XM
5485 Vida Ave.

Atascadero CA 93422

AH&CDD&D mi, $1.00, XS
277 Jeter St.

Redwood City CA 94062

Anarchafeminisa #1,?, XM
12531-6 Harbor 61. #188

Garden 6rove, Ca 92640

Anti-Establishment m, 50$, XS
P.O.Box 164

Medford MA 02155

i

Bassoroatic Feb '87 s
s, XM

•RR 2 Box 137

|
Nichols IA 52766

I Big Takeover Vol 8 #1 $.40, PS®
1 249 Eldridge St. Box 14

jNew York NY 10003

Big Yeah #7, $1.00 XM©
*321 51st Ave.

|
Bell wood IL 60104

I Bitch 15, $1.75, NPM000©
1478 W. Hamilton Ave. Suite #164

|

Campbell, CA 95008

I Blotch #13, $2.00 PLMC©

J
741 Jenkins

| Norman OK 73069

j
Blow It Off #13, 50$, XM

|P08 2271

| Bloomington IN 47402

I BOB #30, $1.50, TMMCF
,11151 1st. Av. Suite F
• New York NY 10003

! Brain Mind Bulletin ?, NPS
|POB 70457

|

Pasadena CA 91107

| Brouhaha #3, h, PMMC
i P.O.B. 152

•Honolulu HI 96810

I
Burly Obsession #1, $1.00, PM©
P.O.B. 2094

JAPO NY 09755

Buzz #20 S, NPMC
J
Industrial Waste #11, 75$, PS©

POB 3111 1 1649 N. Mountain
Albany NY 12203

I
Tucson AZ 85719

Classic Mag Virgin Meat #1, $J
50, SMC 1 Ink Disease #12, $1.00 NPMMC©
5247 W.L-10

|
4563 Marmion Way

Quartz Hill CA 93536 . Los Angeles CA 90065

Conflict #44, $1.00, PS 1 It's Alive 4, h, XS
62 Ave. C #3.

J
900 Azalea St.

New York NY 11367 1 Oxnard, Ca 93030

Corn Rage #?, %, XM©
j
Jam Rag Vol 2 #9 4s, XSMC

4155 Warwick Blvd.
|
POB 23

Kentucky MO 64111

j
Clawson MI 48017

Crucial Update #4, 25$, XNI
|
Jersey Beat #31, $1.00, PM©

418 Pearl
,
418 Gregory Av.

Ypsilanti MI 48197 1 Weehawken NJ 07087
|

Dagger 2, 25f XM * Jet Lag #76, $1.25, PM
201 Frances Av. 1 8419 Halls Ferry Rd.
Linwood NJ 08221 i St. Louis MO 63147

Despair #11, h, XM
j
K #?, % NLS

1901 Bainbridge Row Dr. . Box 7154
Louisville KY 40207 • Olympia WA 98507

Dreams Of Tomorrow #3, 4s, XM©' L.A. Rocks! V2. #10. 4>. TSMC©
POB 91884 11936 14th St.
LB CA 90809

|
Santa Monica CA 90404

Duckberg Times #34,
5s,TM©

I Level 10 #?,S, XMI©
P.O.B. 382 |P.O. Box 50164
Alexandria VA 22314 Indianapolis IN 46256

Endless Party #7,
s
5 , TM© Life of Crime #1, S, XM

1765 N. highland Ave. POB 703 1 P.O.B. 20375
Hollywood CA 90078 JNew York NY 10025

Foctsheet Five #22, $2.00, NPL©| Little Free Press #59, S, PS
2 Arizona St. 1 Rt. 2 Box 38C
Rensselaer NY 12144

J
Cushing MN 56443

Film at 11 #6,5s,TM 1 Lively Arts #8, h, PMMC
P.O.B 4946 6S

J
POB 4906

Springfield MO 65808 | San Diego CA 92104

Freedom of Expression #7, $1. Lomakatsi #1, =s, PM©@©@
Box 1315, 1900 M. Street00, NM

RD 1 Box 422

Northampton PA 18067

Full Disclosure #12, $1.25 TM©
Box 8275-FD12

Ann Arbor MI 48107

6imme Some #1, $1.75, PM
c/o Jim Creighton, 215 Cream St,

Poughkeepsie NY 12601

Glitch News Vol3 #5,
s
s, PS

P.O.B. 4429

Austin TX 78765

NW, Washington DC 20036

Lookout #26, *
5 , XS©

P.O.B. 1000

Laytonville CA 95454

Mamma Jamma catolog, h, PS
130 31st St.

Hermosa Beach CA 90254

Maximum Rocknroll #49, $1,
NPL©
POB 288

Berkeley Ca 94701
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1 . mad parade L.P.

the first album

now available

Includes their classic

version of

"One tin soldier”

plus seven more

slaps in the face

; complete with lyric

sheet $7.95

l
2. Virgin circus L P.

comic opera kingdom

|
moody pop tunes

I for devil worshippers

I who hate the sun

$5.95

3. mad parade E.P.

"right is right"

this three song single

is pure power

Includes

"Mothers little helper'

with "zero boys”

Paul mahern

singing, ah yea

$3.50

4. The steps E.P.

"its only life”

the band is gone

but the songs live on

dont miss this one

$3.50

product no _quant
1

pricp _jl

:§

V

1

1

i !

— :

j

total

add $1.00 if foreign

total

all prices are postpaid in the u.s.a

add $1 00 for all foreign orders

make checks or money orders

payable to diamondback distribution

p.o box 3297 Covina, Ca. 91 722

Dept F.S.

5. Mad parade

stickers $1 .25

6.Mad parade t.shirts |
$6.95 (specify size) |

I
1

7
4 .

bV .

.
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FLAG OF DEMOCRACY
"Shatter Your Day"

L.P $6.00

\[i¥^

ADRENALIN O.D.
’'Humungousfungusamongus

'

L.P. & Tape— $7.00

i vvitb Co1*i
c

«7.00

PUSSY GALORE
"Pussy Gold 5000" E.P.

Limited. Going Fast . . . $5.00

COMINC SOON

s

PRE-METALSYNDROME. ELECTRICLOVE 'm
,

MUFFIN. BIG STICK > W

'
:f

swraR yoordat

PLUS . . . SKULLS E.P. $5.00, PLEASED

YOUTH L.P. $6.00, BEDLAM "Lost” E.P.

$4.00. BEDLAM 1 st LP. $5.00, CHILDREN

IN ADULT JAILS E.P. $4.99, A.O.D.

"Wacky” L.P. $5.99, NEWJERSEYSGOT
IT? Comp L.P. $6.50.

Send S.A.S.E. for Catalog!

All orders postage paid in the U.S./

Overseas-Canada add extra postage.

STORES:We Deal Direct. ..CaM For Rates

DISTRIBUTED BY:
Important, Dutch East, Caroline, Rough

Trade. Toxic Shock, Systematic. Swing-

line. International Record Exchange.

Pipeline. Bonaparte (Canada)&TwinOty
Unpom « _ BUY OUR

RECORDS-
P.O. BOX 363
VAUXHAU.. NJ
07088

(201) 373-2626
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No Idea #4, 75*, PM©
3925 SW 3rd. Ave.
Gainesville FL 32067

NoMdic Underground #5, S, PS
PO B 72003

Marietta GA 30007

Metrozine #20, 50$, PM
9402 Hale Place

Silver Spring MD 20910

Honas*s Rag #31,S,PS©
POB 40708

Rochester NY 14604

Monthly^. Bulletin #54, PS©
2510 Bancroft Way #207
[Berkeley CA 94704

Mutilated Madness #4, $1.00, XM
P.O. Box 3 3208 Cahuenga Blvd.
Los Angeles CA 90068

My Awe #8, XMI
1501 N.E. 102nd St.

Seattle WA 98125

New Regime 33, PM
P.O.B. 1095

Lewistown PA 17044

|
Pussy Foot #2, $1.00, PS

,
POB 3358

I La HarbraCA 90632

|
Random Writings #11,

s
5 , XS©

I Box 29 Hiler Branch

|
Buffalo NY 14223

I Ransom Note #4, 50$, PSMCI

'El Paso TX 79926
|
P.O.B. 26382

f

Revenge Of The Whores # 1 , h,
• Xs

JUPS, 1044 Spring St.

|

Tucson AL 85719

|RipThe Lip #2,
S
s, XM

1
7922 Wyoming Ave. S.

•Bloomington MN 55438

j
Rocket Jun 87 *5, TMMC

• 2322 2nd Ave.

New Society Publishers ?,%, NS
|
Seattle WA 98121

Life Center Ass. Inc., .

4722 Baltimore Ave., Philadephia I Sane ?, PNS
1711 St.S.E.

|

Washington DC 20003

|
Seconds #2 $1.75 TM©

•P.O.B. 2553 Stuyvesant Stn.

|
New York NY 10009

I Selected Ooze #5, #2, XM
1 125 E. 23rd St. #300

Mon Stop Banter #12, $1 . 50, I

PMMC©
16700 S. 94th Av.

Orlando Park IL 60462

New York NY 10010

1SFT6 #4, $1.00, NPM©

J
POB 2516

| Cypress CA 90630

Nunbskul #1, 25$, PS
1509 Ulukaku Place

Kailua HI 96734

Oblivious Strain #1, 50$, XM©
212 Ramsbury Ct.

Longwood FL 32779

Offense #74, 5s, XS©
POB 12614

Columbus OH 43212

Ok Go Now ttl,
5
*, PM

Box 3007

Providence RI 02906

Pipeline #1, 75$, XM
428-B Houts Hall

Warrensburg MO 64093

I Shredded Slime #6, \, XM
11646 Yakona
|Towson MN 21204

I Skate and Annony #4, 50$, XS
1 1102 W. Nevada
lUrbana IL 61801

1 Skate Scene #12, h, XM
1 1435 Walnut 6rove Ave.

|

San Jose CA 95126

I Skullduggery #8, $1.25 PMMC
P.O.B. 734

I Hopkins MN 55343

I
Slimeboat 41, S, XM

1 704 N. Chauncey
| W. Lafayette IN 47906

Pollution Control #17, 1.00, PM©
|
Slop #5, 38$, PSMC

1725 E. 115 St.

Cleveland Oh 44106

Pope #2, S, PM©
306 Zahm hall

Notre Dame IN 46556

Positive Thought #2, 5
s, XM

10421 6reen Mnt. Cir.

Columbia MD 21044

Punk 6!obe ?, $1.50, PM©
734 Bush St. Ste. 36

S.F.CA 94108

Punk Poetry #2, *>, PS
10509 S. 88th Ave.

Palos Hills IL 60465

2616 E. River Dr.

Green Bay WI 54301l

|
Snake Pit 6, *s PMMC

I POB 3766

|
Eugene Or 97403

I Sound Choice 47, $2.50, 6LMC©
I POB 1251

j

Ojai CA 93023

|
Spooky Paws 47, 5

s, XS©
833 1/3 N. Formosa

|
L.A.CA 90046

I Subculture 42, $1.00, GM©
1 3425 Catalina Dr.

i Carlsbad CA 92008

Suburban Voice 422, $1.00, PM©
56 Lewis Rd.

Swampscott MA 01907

Systematic Rejection 4?, 50$,

XM
1606 hillradge

Ann Arbor MI 48103

Teen Punk 45, 5
s, PS

418 Gregory Ave.

Weehawken NJ 07087

The Crossing Press ?,

NPGLNM
22D Roache Road,

Freedom CA 95019

The Terrible rim 46, $.50, PS©
5911 Pickford Ave.

Los Angeles Ca 90035

Thrasher Aug 87, $2.00, GLIiC

POB 884570

San Francisco CA 94188

Time to Unite 46, XMI
11980 Welby Place

Sunnymead CA 92388

Underdog Zine 46, 50$, pM
1224 Eliza St.

Green Bay MI 54301

Urban Decay 42, 5
s, PM©

4500 Casco Ave. S.

Edina MN 55424

Vapid 43, h, NPMMC©
1701 Martin Luther King Way
Berkeley CA 94709

W.D.C. Period 416,
TLN©©@©
POB 43311

Washington DC 20010

$1 . 50,

Welcome to Cruise Country 41,

$1.50, GL©
POB 288

Berkeley CA 94701

What A Shame 4?, h, S

POB 1649

TustinCA 92681

Wig Out! 4?, S, PS
P.O.B. 44633

Tacoma WA 98444

Your Flesh 412, $2.50, TL©
POB 3107

Minneapolis MN 55403

Zits, Brains, and Nuts 41, S, XM
7801 highcliff Trail

Tujunga CA 91042

JjOREIGN
Air Tight March87, s

s, NPM
*oom 224, SUB Building

Jniversity of Alberta, T66 2J7

Canada

Attitude 41, 2 DM PM©
Unistr. 5

8 Bielefeud 1 West Germany

B-Side 420, $2.00, GMMC©
POB 166 Broadway
NSW 2007 Australia

Breakout Mar ‘87 2DM, PM©
Hohletieg ID

2000 Hamburg 72 West Germany

De Media #?,*, PX
Molenstraat 165

B 9900 Eeklo Belgium

6J0J1.C. 45, L2000 PLMC©
V. Tito Speri 3

57122 Livorno Italy

6uilty Face 4 3, 30 p, PS
18 Cleasby Gardens, Low Fell,

Gateshead Tyne and Wear,NE9
5HL Canada

Nieuwe Koekrand 478, 3 , 75

GLMC©
Albert Cuypstraat 100

1072 CX Amsterdam Nederland

Obituary 412, 25p., PM©
67 Taunton Road
Lee, London SE12 8PA England

Pallative Treatment 42, s
s, PM©

P.O.B. 1216

Windsor 3181 Victoria Aust.

Raising Hell 415, 15p., PM©
Box 32 59 Cookridge St.

Leeds West Yorks England LS2
3AW

Rat Beat April, 5
?, NPS

POB 361

00121 Helsinki Finland

Ratbeat International 41, S,

TMMC
P.O.B. 00121

Helsinki Finland

Sagacious Incite 41, $2.00, PS
49 Reihana St.

Orakei Aukland 45 New Zealand

Secret Burial 2, 50t XMt
1145 Lily St. 41

Vancouver, B.C. V5L 4H5 Canada

Skate Huties from 5th Dim 3, $2

PM©
16 St. Michaels Pk.,

Kingsdown, Bristol BS2 8BN
England

Spare Parts 41, S, XB
POB 336.

Cremorne 2090, Sydney, N.S.W.
Australia

Ten Years On 48, $1.00, PM
26 Main Road
Trimdon 6 Durham England

TS296QD

Trust 46, 3 DM PM©
SalzmannstraBe 53

8900 Augsburg W. Germany

Vulgar Bulgor 46, 75$, Xs
1963 Meldram Ave.

Gloucester, Ontario Canada KlJ

7V6
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LP OUT NOW!

PtfAMToM ToLLiAdnTtf

oN£
f-fomestead
Recoixls

WAy l>oW£f?SAT1oN
LP and chrome cassette NOW!

Available by mail; $8.98 postpaid

manuiacturea ana aisiriDuiea Dy.

Dutch East India Trading
P 0 Box 570. Rockville Centre. N Y. 11571-0570

A BENEFIT RECORD

FEATURING: SCREAM,

MORZELPRONK, BGK,

DEPRAVED, RHYTHM PI6S,

SOCIAL UNREST, THE EX,

VICTIMS FAMILY,

KAFKA PROCESS, EVERYTHING

FALLS APART, CHALLENGER

CREW, 76% UNCERTAIN, SCA

Wppopt^^0 U FI ^
.

pres/dfnt a

Also available FAITH NO MORE-

We Care A Lot LP (The Original*),

RHYTHM PIGS 1st LP, VICTIMS

FAMILY- Voltage and Violets LP,

NEGAZIONE Lo Spirito Continue

LP. fcflflA double LP, REMEMBER SOWHO benefit LP, the nevr RHYTHM

PIGS LP- “Choke on this**, and T-Shirts

AVAILABLE FROM ALL FINE STORES AND DISTRIBUTORS

MAILORDER IN N AMERICA: $7 (US) POST PAIO, 110 (US) FOR EMMA

AM) THE EX (RHYTHM PIGS AND VICTIMS FAMILY T-SHIRTS TOOI)

mopitam rfcords PO BOX 988 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 941Q1
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A6RESSI0N 'Bootleg - Live at CB6B's’ LP
This Is indeed a ’bootleg' quality record, a live board
recording of one of Agression's powerful sets. The sound
quality is good, a little weak in the vocal department, but
plenty of guitars. Tour favorite songs are here. - Al

Bootleg POB 1596 San Marcos CA 92069 USA

ANTHRAX 'Among the Living* LP

I went to the record store today and what do I see? The
new Anthrax record! Totally stoked, I buy and rush home.
The whole record is great! No death metal here; just great

metal/speedcore. Many of the songs are inspired by
Stephen King so kid's could go out and read the book it

deals with. Another great release. - Don
Island/Megaforce USA

ANTIDOTE ’Destroy Fascism' 7 inch EP
This EP is not by the NYC hardcore AntiDote who are
probably defunct (were they the first Krishna core band or

am I full of it?) but instead this harangue style plitical

punk with song titles such as *We Spport all Form of

Resistanc Agonist This Racist System' 'Nuff said. -

Shane

From the top flat 23 the Esplanade Scarborough/N.
Yorkshire U.K./4011 2AQ

ANXIETY 'Instruments of the World’ Cassette
For your money you get not merly the 9 song tape (recorded
on both sides, a plus) but stickers and lyrics and cover-
art. The music is cool hardcore but the lyrics are the 'I'm

cool, your not' stance- like ragging on New Wave Moms-
response to that song comes courtesy of legendary Punk
band Vom- 'I'm In Love With Your Mom'. - Shane

$9 ppd/ Anxiety 917 Highland Circle Los Altos Ca 99022
USA

ARHA6CD0N / INSECTY Cassette
Live recordings of a pair of Polish thrash bands. Decent
recordings, with the vocals mixed up front. Fast Finnish

style thrash, raw and unbending. Insecty is the more
brutal of the two. -Katz
Elizabeth Chodorowska 93 - 300 Bielsko - Biala UL.
Wyzwolenia 33/8 Poland

BAD ATTITUDE /6NA 6NA Split 7inch

A tough name to live up to since the song by Articles of

Faith with that name was a monster- and always made me
defensive of AOF when hipster's would rag on them.

Anyhow Bad A. are ok hardcores and 6NA 6NA are femme
vocals punk that's either wavey or it's late and I'm tired.
- Shane
Curt Bodenstedt Amgereberg 17 3153 Lahstedt West
Germany

BEAT HAPPENIN6 'Look Around/ That Girl* 95

Music comparable to their usual music style. Clavin's deep
handsome offbeat singing and Bret’s acoustic sounding
electric guitar and Heather's honest drum beat make this a

great listener; on a cold winter night snuggled close to the

fire place, or on a summer night while bare foot gazing at

the stars in the night ski. Silly love stuff warm inside

feeling music. Takes me to a place that's nice to be for

awhile!!:) - HUDLEY
K Distribution BOX 7159 Olympia WA 98507 USA

BI6 BLACK "Headache" / "Heartbeat ltd. edition pkg. 12"

EP
Ah... Big Black. The name conjures up many images in my
mind. ranging from acid boring through solid concrete to

tearing out the small globules of flesh on your face via

fake plastic fingernails. I got the Flipside promo copy with

the label 'Warning- not as good as ATOMIZER so don't get
yer hopes up, cheese". But I heard from other sources of

anther version of it, called up every record store in town
(L.A. has ALOT of record stores) and finally procured a

copy of HEADACHE with the HEARTBEAT single inside a

sealed black vinyl case with a booklet included. That label

Said 'Warning- this is the grossest cover ever made...'.

True enough but I'll spare you the gory details and if you
really want to know about it, find a copy yerself. It's

worth it. By the way, It's as good as ATOMOIZER and that

means its hotter than 99X of what I've heard this year so

far. - Joy

Touch and Go USA

BUST 'It's In My Blood’ LP

It’s fitting these guys ended up on SST since they sound

more like Damaged era Flag or maybe Dez period of Flag

more than any other band I can think of. This band has been

around a while, under another name they appeared on the

first Max 'r Roll Double LP. This came to Flipside (or at

least to me) with little info but it does say SST Vinyl

release though I didn't hear the version of 'Schools Out’

that College radio has been playing. All in all you ought to

get stuff by Blast, after all they're one of the last rad

hardcore outfits on SST at this point. - Shane
SST Records PO Box 1 Lawndale Ca 90260 USA

BUST 'School's Out'+ 7 inch

Well this explains why the 'Schools Out' cover wasn't on

the demo of the LP they sent- coz it's on this 7' instead.

Let me put it like this- BLAST is one of the best bands on

SST (Divine Horesmen, Sonic Youth, and Blast), but I'd just

as soon hear 95 Grave or Alice Cooper do 'Schools Out’.

Not a bad 7" but I’d get the LP first and get it then, if you

decide Blast are 6od. - Shane
SST Records PO Box 1 Lawndale Ca 90260 USA

BORN WITHOUT A FACE 'Worship' 7 inch EP
A 9 song EP from some pretty heavy dudes. I heard LA's

only Hardcore DJ's give these guys the thumbs up and who
am I to disagree- enough metallic touch for me to call it

metalcore by the way. - Shane
From: PO Box 7999 Ann Arbor Mi 98107 USA

BULIMIA BANQUET Demo tape Cassette
This 5 songer starts off with the cut 'Calloused' that will

be on the next Flipside comp. LP If I had my way it would be

bands like Bulimia getting the label deals, not just L.A.'s

glam/hardrock pretty boys. This is a two girl two boy band

that is comfortable with the hardest core crowds (as

anyone who saw their Hoover/Adams Rec. Center gig can

attest to- no bouncers made for massive diving and it was
great to see the preteen skin stand transfixed watching

the female front line rock out). And yet they have a

definite sophisticate approach - to synopsize, Jula the

bassit is an opera major but Ingrid the guitarist is also in

q thrash metal outfit (Malicious 6rind). Alan is an audio

wizard experimental guitarist and Jason the drummer is a

teen dude with the HC full steam ahead approach. 6reat
band! - Shane
Contact: Ingrid 320 Maryland #1 El Segundo Ca 90295 USA

BUTTHOLE SURFERS 'Locust Abortion Technician' LP

Best release to date. Leaves you wondering if there's life

after Sabbath (A: No. Once you get there the Butthoies

will be there takin' a dump in yer face...) Their over of

"Sweet Leaf" is God, especially the intro. "Hay" is

bestiality at it's best. "The O-Men" is absolute (fastest

Butt- toon to date... I wonder if it’s about people who want
to be like "0"?) "22 Going on 23" is demented and insane.

This dish leaves their last album in the dust. Definite

classick. - Katz

Touch and 6o USA

CHAUENGER CREW 'Everything Falls Apart' Split LP

6erman thrash with a different twist. Challenger Crew is

the new thing over there, amazing package stuffed with

posters etc. Good lyrics, not stupid for a change. - Pat

Fear

Van Hallstraat 627 Amsterdam Holland

CHRIST ON A CRUTCH Cassette
Hard hitting socio-political H.C. with a nice eccentric edge

dashed in. Mostly punchy fast thrash with some slower

grunge, but some cool tracks would be "Punk Business"-

intense thrash; "Song for a Slab of Pork"--Toxic Reasons
style thrash with mellow intro; "Mud"— a short little blast

which reminds me a lot of the gems the Clitboys used to

play; and "I’m a Believer" which they mangle to death. -

Katz

P.O.Box 66212 Washington DC 20035 USA

CONCRETE SOX /HERESY Split LP
Concrete Sox are total American sounding

speedmetal/thrash cross over with Brit, vocals, very well
j

done, but I can't get that story out of my mind from when a

friend of mine visited England and stayed with the drummer
|

John and his wife who were on the dole and yet bugged her

about being a rich American just cause she could afford to
j

visit England. Heresy are also metalcore. Both bands have

the sound down and belong in your collection. - Shane

Earache Records PO Box 199 Nottingham U.K./NG3 963

CRIN6ER ’We’re all A OK* Cassette

These guy’s are originally from Hawaii but moved to L.A. A
j

very good effort from these lads. The tape has a garbage

sound to it but it is well mixed. Mid tempo songs with that

82’ H.C. sound run wild through out this tape. A great

cover of "Manic Monday." - Don
5320 Arbor Vitae St. #9 Los Angeles CA 90095 USA

CRUSTACEANS ’Dead Society’ Cassette
A demo, 2 songs, two versions of each, and no vocals. The
zine that puts this cut(would’nt be surprized if both them
and it are one main Crustaceans). Calls itself a skate zine

and I guess that ^ouple be considered skatecore

instrumetals- guitar is prominent. But there’s plenty of

noise, what I think is electronic accompaniment- at any

rate it all comes out sounding pretty cool so since we
didn't get a price on the demo I'd send a few bucks and all

for the zine and the tape. - Shane
Chaotic Mass Zine 5527 California St. San Fransisco Ca
99121 USA

CYMBIOSIS 'Marriage Of Music & Magazine' Cassette
This package could have easily been covered in the fanzine

section, however since the mag is about the music and not

vice versa, it's here. Both the ’zine and the cassette

focuses mainly on instrumental music with a slick/*New

Age' bent and from the proposed cover price of $9.00 would

seem to appeal only to the yuppies who could afford it.

The musicians are great, but as is usually the case with

this genre, there are very few strong hooks and a lot of

technical ambiance ambling. It's not what I’d call

'Progressive' and all of the selections can be found

elsewhere, (it's a sampler, see), but I think it’s perfect

for it’s audience, however, I don’t think it’s Flipsides'. -

POOCH
Cymbiosis 1222 Butterfield Rd. West Covina Ca 91791 USA

CYNICS 'Blue Train Station' LP
Sixties stuff, not bad, but if you're gonna revive

something you should update it, like the first Bangles LP
or something. (What about White Flag’s present brand of

Seventies wimp rock, Mr. Fear? --Joe) - Pat Fear
Get Hip 509 1st St. Canonsburg PA 15317 USA

D.C.3 'You’re Only As Blind...' LP
Since they have always billed themselves as a return to

the sound of their 70’s roots it’s no surprise that both the
music ond the cover harkens to that era - to their credit
they don't sound like any one band - and they (Dez) are

sensitive for males, more or less dedicating this record
and writing the songs about a love affair gone bad, let's

put it this way
?

I'd be disillusioned if there was no

'Malenia' in real life, cuz Dez makes you believe she exists.
- Shane
SST Records PO Box 1 Lawndale Ca 90260 USA

D.T. AND THE SHAKES 7 inch

One time I was bugging the Prez of Homestead records
about why he didn't sign more Australian bands- His reply

was that he's just as soon sign bands he's been able to

groove on live and could meet and befriend- and he

mentioned he liked DT and the Shakes alot and would just

as soon sign them as any Aussie band. Well it's none of my
bussiness why they did’nt end up on Homestead and
besides I don't know anyhow- But I do know that it's a cool
7" - it is puzzeling to read in the promo package that their

first realease was 3 parts Minor Threat 2 parts New York
Dolls- cuz I'd say that no reviewer critic type would
describe this release like that. This is much closer to a

roots rock/ pop thing than hard core- But it's not wimpy
or insipid. Can't wait for an LP. - Shane
$3.00 ppd to Impact Records 901 Washington Ave Ste. 301

Towson Md 1209 USA

DASDAMEN 'Jupiter Eye’ LP
Dylan Cohle protoge's make good. One of SST’s best
releases ever. Rock!! - Pat Fear

SST USA

DECADENT FEW *Dying We Shall Live’ Cassette
A 9 song tape of very good Brit melodic punk- in the letter

Flipside received the band seem to be disgusted with the

latest trend in England, as in Zodiac Mindwarp and the

return to long haired hard rock- well that's also a trend

stateside that I think can respectably coexist alongside

punkier stuff- The interesting thing about this tape is

that it does’nt have a peace punk or a thrash sound, but a

more 77ish poppy effect and afficionadoes of that period

will like this alot. Any bands going to England might want
to contact them about address because they also help

promote the smaller type backroom gigs. - Shane
Decadent Few 1 Palmerston Road Walthamston/London
UK/E17 6PQ

I DECLINE 'Slow' Cassette
1 A 13 song speedy hardcore cassette out of the Bay area

I with combined lyric sheet/ liner notes inclosed. Stand out
1 song title is: 'Vanno Whites Butt', it's not a lust song

I either (not that that would bum me), but a political diatribe
1 on how people end up in jail trying to afford a wife with a

I

butt like Yanna's. - Shone

Decline 1690 Tammy Ln. Concord CA 99519 USA

I DEHUMANIZERS ’End Of Time' LP
Seattle has had it's share of dynamic hardcore bands

(Fartz and the Accused etc.) Dehumanizers join the ranks.

| Plenty of meat on this one--minimal though; "Metalcore",



THE SQUIRT-in the name of god- Ip.cass
. ..some of the best sviss I’ve heard ( tim/mrr)
this is pure swiss alp trash at it best 3orain.

\
\

Apocalypse Now

P. a Box 392

4008 Basel

Switzerland

hear more

cassettes r-zm*
SWISS PUHK

GOLDEN STAR STUDIOS PRESENTS:

the

KWIK WAY debut L.P.
and

the
SOCIAL MISFIT COMPILATION

HsiSulsn.

NEW IMPROVED LIMITED EDITION SPECIAL EXIEMOEO REMIXED

DISCO DANCE DUB TWELVE INCH SUPER MAXI (MINI) L.P.

ON EXCLUSIVE IMPORTED BLACK VINYL

$6.00 post paid

Oor\'+ bejk sfvfM r :
•Make checks or money orders*

payable to Eban Schletter *

A 60 MINUTE CASSETTE TAPE FEATURING: I

MISERABLE SEX
KEG PARTY HERO
SPEED QUEENS
ITALIAN WHORENUNS
MR T. EXPERIENCE
THE UNDESIRABLES
UNEXPECTED MR. E
BOMB

$3.00 post paid

Send to:

GOLDEN STAR STUDIOS
P.O. BOX 5275

BERKELEY CA. 94705



"Back Porch Blues", "Dehumarap"- - its all here and it’s

decent or better. Thumbs up to these hep druggies.

I
Shone
$I Subcore Records PO Box 99284 Seattle Wa 98199 USA

Idcscemxnts 'Air lp

I
Although this LP has some really good tunes, line 'uean-
Sheets’!, it also has a big share of loosers, and I think it I

I
is the Descendehts weakest LP to date. Maybe they should

have waited to put out this LP when they came up with |
Ca 94101 USA

some fresher ideas, because they are riding pretty heavy

„ appealing brond of punk rock as far as Pm concerned-

-I while Pm no peace punk I can certainly identify with the

lyrics to 'A Piece Of Paper’, in it’s entirety it reads: ’Your

life/ is reduced/ to a piece of paper/ in the file/ of o

bureaucratic bastard’. Sure it’s all been said before, but

I
they definitely say it well. Oh yeah they’re Outch and

...
certainly not to be confused with either the Los Angeles

~ or the Australian X. - Shane

US Release on Mordam Records PO Box 988 San Fransisco

I
some rresner ideas, uetause nicy ur e i iumy yr eny neuiy —
on some weak subjects. But of course if this is what they EZO ’EZO L“

A ..... x ..

— are up to: longer songs, ’heavy' jams instead of hearty Heavy Metal masked izuzulus from out on the island of the

hooks and melodies, then I am disappointed. Still a good* Rising Sun raised on Music Life back issues, (coolest pics

.record, but I expected more from these guys. - Al I world- wide wise), and co-pruduced by 6ene (of the major

I

! CLw 1 Uf UU l i

SST USA

(DEVIATED INSTINCT 4 Song 7 inch EP

"Extremely dark and heavy metalcore-

I
tounge) Simmons, hit these shores with an album of above

aveage tunes with a couple of winners, flashback heart

I
Attack', (real Sweet), and ’Big Changes’, (even more Cheap

Trick). No fear kiddies- these ore honorably sung in

unneeded lyric sheet inclosed, (The h.M.
I

neck speeds but as gruff and sludgy as Sodom or some — English with unneec

Teutonic Death Boys. Not the best recorded stuff but they | Abba?). Kinda Kool Kiss Kross- Kulturalization but for

|meanitman. -Shanei v ^.mmv _ now still sub-Motter Than hell. - POOCH
Peaceville PO Box 17 Dewsbury/W. Yorkshire U.K./ WF12|Geffen USA

I
8AA

trJFJ. 1 inch EP

I
DISSENT ’Last 6oodbyes' Cassette Punk with what I think you call a gal who sounds a lot like

Includes lyrics and a sticker- also write the band fori Nina hagen and some music that almost sounds tike violin

— hnnwinn infn. Their music is oolltical hardcore with the 1 nr viola, oil mixed in with soeedv hardcore. - Shane

I
D „ .... .

singer occasionally reminding me of Dick of the Subhumans 1 D.Schetting Jean Poul Str. 3 53 Bonn 2 West Germany

I
(RIP) UK. - Shane

$4.50 ppd to Dissent 4 Idlewood Rapid City SD 57701 USA Live in Praha Cassette

Wowie zowie, a punk band from Czechoslovakia and an

I
excellent one at that! Sreat guitar work, greater vocals

and an unbelievably great version of Killing Joke's
| DISTURBED Totalled Volvo' LP

I

run smart alec surf punk by s

—

kids. 6ood sense of humor, well produced. - Pat Fear

Skatetone 2 Cambeltown Circle Princeton NJ 08545 USA I
"Wardance" (called "Zatohnout" in Czech.) Forget that cool

spiked wristband for now and buy this tape instead. -

I
Tom Best

Bad Luck Tapes USA

I
Inside your mind lurks a feeling, a very disturbing feeling,

you are provoked to bring this feeling to life, so you try to

I
do so through the use of guitar, bass, drums and other

. - -i i. .i. Tk. .I,. _ 1

1

DIVINE HORSEMEN ’Middle of the Night’ LP

I
Chris D.’s latest.' Same vein as all his stuff, but never as -
powerful os early Flesheaters. A little more mature, sure | FACTORY factory’ 7 inch

I
to please the fans. - Pat Fear

SST USA

I
—oo so Tnrougn me use or jpmur, boss, arums uuu umwi

DOA True (North) Strong and Free’ LP | osorted tools. The human voice is also a very useful source

I
DOA blasts back all the harder -than -thou gweedheads for projecting your thoughts. A band called ’FACTORY’ has

who said that these northern noise nerds are no fun no | made the best use of all of the above. With o name like

I
mo’, with their best record ever. They've on a new record "FACTORY you might think 'o shit, not another industrial

label, they got a new drummer, and this is one tuff disk. It | band’ and if you thought that your wrong, dead wrong. This

I
starts out thrashing with "To Hell and Back" and doesn’t "record is on excelent example of feeling and expression in

let up one second, nosiree. There’s a renovation of "Nazi (music form. One might be reminded of early Joy Division

I
Training Camp" which was on the live 45 back in '78, ’79? "while listening to this 7 inch, but remember they have their

And for the ultimate cover, they do BTO’s Takin’ Care of (own sound and are not stealing anyone else’s. If by chance

>o, you run across this rare record, I suggest you own one

to | y

- -

It you haven’t checked out DOA yet then this is a good
ninm ctnM well wnrth thp investment. Be sure and aet iFALL The Domesday Payoff’ LP

I
Business’ ', much more exciting than BTO and funny too, — yvu ium uuu;

and there’s "Lumberjack City" for comedy relief, "Ready to (yourself. - 0

-Explode" Qbout S. Africa, and more great rockers besides. Factory 651 Li

I
—place to start, well worth the investment. Be sure and get

(beer mug, too. - 6ary In.
J
American release of

Factory 651 Loma Drive No. 2, Hermosa CA 90254

I
Rock Hotel/Profile 740 Broadway NY NY 10003 USA

DONNY THE PUNK 'Jail is...' Cassette I

I
UUnn I 1 1 ft. v vnr\ vun io»t»

This is a pretty intense, and interesting spoken word sir

-kinda thing in which Donny the Punk relates his days spent Ito

_ some of the ’hits* from '86 UK I

releases such as The Pharmacist’, *Hey Luciona’ and!

There’s a 6host in My house’. In case anyone doesn't I

know, they are the post punk crit band who've been around I

since the 70's, who've retained ALL of their integrity, not i

mention the best interview I've ever read (as far os me I

(in jail to us listeners. Can you imagine getting raped more agreeing with the interviewee) in o recent Option. One of

"than 50 times in a 24 hour period? Yeah, Jail is something I the all time greats and no shabbiness. onthis disk. - Shane
|

(to hear about.... but probably something you’d rather not

"think about, that is unless you become the ’fresh fish'. -

|AI

Big Time USA 6777 Hollywood Blvd 7th Floor Hollywood Ca I

90028 USA

I

| FASTBACKS ’...And His Orchestra’ LPDonny the Punk POB 322 New York NY 10014 USA . . _ ,
.

-Seattle power poppers where the girls sing and the male

(guitarist writes the songs. They've been around for a long

I
I don't know if anyone would consider this the 'best' of Dr. - time- all of the 80’s, and thus deserve better than a

Know, it’s more like a compilation of old tracks from other (slagging, I’m sure Pooch would agree. A Sweet cover is one

I
Mystic records. Nice if you're a big Dr. Know fan, but I -here, and the cover is cutsey-poo, all in all for fans of the

think that their newer stuff is better than this old stuff, (genre, but that can be said about most records, probably
[

I
- A| -all. - Shane

6hetto-Way POB 1596 San Marcos CA 92069 USA (Popllama Products PO Bpx 95364 Seattle Wa 98145 USA

IeLDAIR 'Doubts, Fears & Death of Reason’ Cassette

I
A one man, YES and that’s in the good parts where he gets

pompas past commerciality. Comes with lyric sheet and (FAT CAT The Poetry Revolution Tape
.

liner notes which mention Mr. Eldairs involvement with two Crass comes to mind... protest music or what the band

Ibands: Softwor and Pliny the Elder. Don’t know what type ( calls 'Collectivists of the World Unite ... ll
\
te

J
es

)

in
9; 1

of music they play but Tim's solo stuff ain’t punk rock and music with electnc/acoustic
I

(as such is probably not of much interest to Flipside 1 together lyrics. Sorry could nt find the *or Y° I

readers, or am I totally wrong and you’re all closet guys!!?? Comes with lyrics too a
.)^ thaH! Purrfumy

|

(’progressive' freaks, cuz this ain't a totally mersh tape, it smell that came from the cassette.. nUDLEYrELiNt

I
just ain’t punk. But I ought to report that there are a song .... „ ,

_

or two with a distinct Alan Vega (as in Suicide) vocal style FLAMIN6 LJPS Seif- titled LP
_ . .

-and some noisv svnth Darts. But still more progressive Critical faves and this critic is ready to let the majority

I
rule. As to describe this stuff, well, demento psych, is

the order of the day. That should come os no surprise
|

’progressive' freaks, cuz this ain't a totally mersh tape, it 1 smell that came from the cassette!!

just ain’t punk. But I ought to report that there are a song __ . ,
. .... „ . _

or two with a distinct Alan Vega (as in Suicide) vocal style lFLAMIN6LiPS Self-titled LP

I
and some noisy synth parts. But still more progressive

than experimental for us label freaks. - Shane

-Tim Eldair POB 592 Birmingham MI 48012 USA - • -- lfcll ,

-since they called their own label Lously Sort of Death

"fnti s Mar? ’87 Cassette (Records. -Shone

(intense. Fast. Rippin’. Just to name a few words about — Pink Dust/Enigma/Band contact 3000 S. Chautaqua #207

"their tape. They play a fast meloic thrash, with a slight (Norman Ok 73072 USA

(metal edge, that’s a real showstopper. Tight sound. Can
. . .... . ID" mow you over when played extra loud. - Katz ( FLESHEATERS Greatest Hits LP

. rArArrtc

I
Sven Carstens Saseler Str. 72 2000 Hamburg 73 West This a compilation of various cuts fr«# **"**

ftprmonv ( that the Flesheaters had done. If you like this bond, this

|

Q 1
is great, because there's a lot of gwd stuf fjiere, ewna

I
| total media barrage as the Crass were but supply a more

\

EX Too Many Cowboys' DBL LP

($10 for a double LP phis lyric sheet/poster and

newsapaper). A highly political band who ore as into the ( history, and this is their finest hour. - Al

K.ifln hnernna nc tho Prrtcc Mloro hilt Clinnlw a JTIfirP ™ SST USA

&QA/Eit eur«vgR ..

. TOO SCKE'!

SST 086 GONE: Gone It. But Never Too Gone (LP/CASS $7 50) Greg. Sim

and Andrew |ump on their Harleys and ride roughshod through the steepy

towns of jazz, rock and blues. Like the tabled biker riots ol the sixties. Gone's

sonic assault leaves the towns they ride through with the knowledge that

things will never be the same No words no categories, no fooling around

as Gone shred sixteen slabs of pure Goneness Includes Jungle Law. Unglued

and Adams

SST 061 GONE: Let's Get Real, Real Gone For A Change (LP CASS $7 50)

How gone can you get? After Greg Ginn (guitar). Andrew Weiss (bassosaurus)

and Sim Cain (drums) mess with your mind with (heir unique stew of sonic

madness, you the listener will be real real gone

MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE IN U S FUNDS TO

SST RECORDS. P 0 BOX 1. LAWNDALE. CA 90260

SST 082 SAINT VITUS: Born Too Late (LP/CASS $7 50) Like eighteen

wheelers loaded to the max with dynamite, high density steel and corrosive

acids Saint Vitus doesn't stop for roadblocks New vocalist Scott Wemrich

moans lika a man without eyes as Dave Mark and Armando paint the heavy

soundscapes ol. Clear Windowpane HAAG and lour more

SST 052 SAINT VITUS: Hallow’s Victim (LP CASS $7 50)

few unreleosetl versions Of songs* Tltfs band boasted some

heavy duty line-ups of l .A. all stars, so this is o bit of

SST 022 SAINT VITUS: Saint Vitus (LP CASS S7 00)

MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE IN U S FUNDS TO

SST RFCOROS P O BOX 1, LAWNDALE CA 90260
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5150 7 inch

Dark metal core with song titles like "Lit
1

Miss" and
I "Ambitious Demons". Now is 5150 a personal code or what?

- Shane

I
Contact: P.M.B. #410 953 E. Sahara Ave. 8E-15A Las
Vegas Nv 89104 USA

I FREEZE ’Rabid Reaction' LP

|
6reat Boston hardcore band who’ve been around years are
planning a U.S. tour this summer 87 and are looking for

I
onother label. Just barely enough guitar solos to maybe
get labeled metalcore by narrow minded but actually the

I
total punk sound as far as I'm concerned and all Flipside

readers should own it. - Shane
Modern Method Records 1318 Beacon st. ste.#7 Brookline

Ma 02146 USAI

|FRI6HTWI6 Faster, Frightwig, Kill! Kill! LP
_The ultimate sonic statement from those ’Frisco women of

| your dreams or nightmares. A very choice package from

I

their new label, nice cover, good production from Hyde St.

Studios, this really captures Frightwig at their best, and
I’ve seen ’em many many times, even pulled my pants down
for 'em on stage. But even though they do some truly

"strange stuff here, and rock out as well, let us not
dismiss them as mere airhead noise girls. Those with taste

and perception will note that Frightwig is quite artistic in

thier expression, and capable of really nice stuff like the

song "Freedom." For those without taste and perception,

"Punk Rock Jail Bait" will be all you could want, anyway, I

like this record , I like this record, I love this band, and I

I
recommedn it, it's a must. - Gary In.

Caroline 5 Crosby St. New York NY 10013 USA

I6ARGOYLES 'Jacuyzi Jungle/13 Wrong Turns' 45

I
This 45 wos givien to me by 'Bitch Fanzine’ who seem to

know their stuff in the music world! This band sounds like

I
it's the classic bar band style, slower with a good solid

beat. Both song are similar and close- type lyrics almost

I
BAGS like! (remember them) but much more slow/cult/rock

influenced, OK ;)
»- computor smiley face for this, with a

I
wink!! - HUDLEYPIE
Route One Records. 95 Chadwick St. Portland ME 04102

USA

many rain/color references) and considerate harmonies.
Though front person Roxanne Heichert gets the spotlight,

she is somewhat limited voicewise and could stand to be a

I
bit more emotional, however for me the bands strong point

is the guitarists who don't overplay, and know when to

I
punch and when to drone. At time the songs could benefit

from a more original and colorful production because there
-are plenty of good tunes, and just a little more invention

could add so much to an obviously promising group. - Pooch
-Zulu Records 1292 W 6eorgia St. #202 Vancouver, BC V6E
]3J3 Canada

600 CQRP. 'Back to Godhead' Cassette
More good Canadian Hardcore- leaning more to the

metalcore than melodic end of the spectrum- Dude who
sings did the noted Wabana Riot zine and was in Public

Enemy- one of the other dudes is from chile- Definitly

worth the 3 bucks- and by the way Tony the singer is into

Japanese hardcore and wants sources and would no doubt

be glad to trade copies of the God Corp Debut. - Shane
$3.00 ppd to Tony 118 Albany Ave #1 Toronto/Ontario
Canada/M5R 3C4

I

I

1

I

I

I HALO OF FUES 'Richie’s Dog’ 7 inch

I
A Critics fave. This one has Otto's Chemical lounge main
man and it’d fit real nice next to your Scratch Acid
records. Like you could picture these guys coming from the

swamps of the Australian outback if they had any -

- Shane

| Amphetamine Reptile Records 4932 33rd Ave. So.

- Minneapolis Mn 55417 USA

HAN6MEN Demo tape Cassette
That’s right, Keith Morris as in The Circle Jerks, as in a

"dude pushing for mass acceptance for The Hangen and
locally in wroking as in KXLU airplay and LA Rocks raves

"and photos, and now o Flipside interview, perhaps in this

very issue. They're worthy of the attention too. Of course
*LA seems to have quite a few of the type of bands who

I
combine blues -rock and a trashy type attitude- too bad
more bands into poser metal and getting the major label

I
contract don’t discoporite so Keith's dream of The Hangmen
getting a label deal could more easily materialize. Listen

I
for 'Coal Mine' on KXLU or be one of the many calling in to

request it. - Shane

I
Keith Morris/ 213 - 465 - 8388 1585 Crossroads ofthe
Worldll4 Hollywood Ca 90028 USA

8 HAPPY FARM 'Pigs in Space' 7 inch EP

|
6irls wait til you feast your eyes on these young Swedish
punks- you'll forpet all about Hollywood Glam Dolls- and

M this is cool melodic hardcore too with some of the lyrics in

heavily accented English. Some barnyard sounds on 'Andy!
Pussy Pecker' at least connect with the bands name. -
Shane ]
Tosse Gustavson Norskenv. 5 773 00 Fagersta Sweden _

HATE ’We're Glad Sid's Dead’ Cassette
Bloody mess having made an industry out of 66 AHin (well

I

actually the fanzine he devoted to 66 was a labor of love,"
not a mersh gambit) It's not a surprise that Hate is I
Bloodys own punk as masochist/pervert/manioc band. But"
they're not a G6 copy band or anything like that, but this I
is the primal hardcore that say Stiv Bators made a name"
for himself doing before he got old. Real punks should pick!
this up. My copy was dubbed over one side of a Mormon*
tope so right away it’s a cool thing to own, and while!
you're at it send a couple of bucks for the hated In The*
Nation GG zine and see some pretty revealing photos of*
the dude who had 5 unclassifieds in the last Flipside:*
looking for girls into his perversities and proclivities.-*
Shane |
$3.00 ppd to Bloody Mess 5523 Montelio St Peoria 11 61614h
USA I

HAWKWIND Anthology III LP |
A great collection of Hawkwind material including rare*
recordings of "You Shouldn't Do That" and "Space Is Deep".]
Hawkwind have always been my favorite space rock/-
psychedelic (in the real mind-expanding sense of the word)!
band and here's one more reason why. Besides a band that"
always plays Stonehenge in England has got to be great,*
right? Skip the herbal tea and listen to this instead.

Tom Best

Samurai USA

HOBO KELLY’S ARMY Demo Cassette
Modern so. Cal. H.C. combining thrash with punk speed-*
metal. The six songs deliver a good clear cut punch, which*
is aided by a good production. - Katz
P.O.B. 2742 6arden Grove CA 92642 USA

HOLY SISTERS OF 6A6A DADA let’s 6et Acquainted' LP I
The first time I saw the Holy Sisters play I was almost]
shocked. Here was a good LA band with a truely unique*
sound that l had never heard a word about. Their album]
"Let's Get Acquainted" will hopefully rectify this lack of*
notice with its good production, interesting arrangements,]
and lyrics that are worthy of attention. - Sarah Folkman |
Bomp Records 2702 San Fernando Rood Los Angeles CAB
90065 USA I

HU60 LAR60 'Drum' Cassette
Female vocals and some of the music is supposed to bej
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new releases:
ARTLESS ENTANGLEMENTS KAMIKAZE REFRIGERATORS RASZEBRAE

2LABELS

A COLLECTION OF THE

TRASH THAT SPOT

FINALLY THREW OUT

NYET 747-1

“HAPPY THOUGHTS"

THE ONLY STUDIO

RECORDINGS OF A

LEGENDARY AUSTIN BAND,

MUSIC FOR THE BONES
UHT 727-2

“CHEAP HAPPINESS OR
LOFTY SUFFERING”

THE L.A. BAND’S DEBUT

ALBUM WHENTHEYWERE
GIRLS... IN THE NATIVITY

DAYS. . .!•!?*! UHT 727-1

NO AUDITIONS/ CLDdbi
P.O. BOX 49767 AUSTIN, TX 78765 #



“lADish, but olot of the Music is too American folky- there
ore some pretty Moments end there deninitely a market for

I

" this— By the way it's produced and played on by HSchae
Stipe (of REM), not really awful but only really good on
couple of cuts. Don't know if this is an 'Athens' band on

it's still bugging me trying to remember where I’ve heard
the name ttugo Largo - a James Bond villain or something

I
- Shane
Relativity USA

I

I

IHUNAMSXAB Thunderhips and Saddle Bags Cassette
iDone by a 10 year old miniature mohicon bashing out tons of
Inoise and screamin' all sorts of stuff. Kinda like being held

I
hostage by a bunch of kindergardeners, either it's gonna
drive you nuts or make you bust up laughing. I can see it

I
no— five years down the line, he'll become o major rock
figure or on urban terrorist. - Katz

I
USA

jWFECT10US 6ARA6E DISEASE *My Pet Disease’ Cassette

I
Not exactly whot I’d coll garoge, though I have no doubt
they probably practice and possibly record in one. The

I

sub -genre of music we’re talking here is speedy hardcore
and pretty domn crisp sound on this tape. Too bad I’m not

I

sure how to tell you to send for this tape, but for the
record they’re decent ot what they're doing. - Shane
? USA

I

" WSTI6AT0RS 'Live Feb. $6’ 7 inch EP
One of Englonds best hardcores but not thrash bands

I

comes out on what used to be colled Mystic Rec. with a live

land mark 4 song EP and maybe they ore thrash in a way but
no metallic touches at oil here and so it's punk and dammed
good at it. - Shane

$2.50 ppd to Doug Moody Prod. PO Box 1596 Son Marcos Ca

1
92069 USA

I
JANES ADOICTION Demo Cassette
L.A.'s most popular band right now in clubland. They’re

I
great live and in studio. They play a cross 70's hard rock to

tribal psychedelic. An album is hear (or out by the time you
read this) so get it! * Don
Triple X Productions USA

I JUSTICE LEA6UE 'Shattered Dreams' LP

I
Well, Justice League have grown up... sort of. Real nice

production and recording job that enhances their musical

I
growth. They’ve processed into the realm of real

musicianship while still retaining dot of their youthful

I
chorm. The red test will be if they could still retain that

ond leave behind the now redundant ’positive - for-

I
positives -sake' lyrics. Coll me a cynic, but I still think its

a pretty decent slab of vinyl. - Joy
. fortblossom Records P.O. $18 Pomona CA 91769 USA

! KAOTIC STRENGTH Demo tape Cassette

| The marvels of modern Tech., ond all thot. With a 4 track.

I

Two guys get a full band sound- though I*m still trying to

decide if the drums are synthitic since they seem so

I

steady- some of the chord pattern remind me of Bones-
Ex. Dischoge, current Broken Bones. I would’nt say this

I

roges quite that hard but it's pretty intense Hardcore
throughout and the sound quolity is real good. Write Roy,

I

he’s olso in a band colled Youth Quake and he calls his tape
label Red Skalp - Shane
Roy Moyorgo PO Box 22 Coplay Pa 18037 USA

I LAIBACH 'Opus Dei' IP

I
To quote NME- ’...montages tyronnous disco - martial
rhythms with brute exhortations'- besides that these
puys ore semi- controver sal amongst the press cuz their
Imagery in lyrics, graphics and stage props includes

I
swasticas and hammer and sickle. They are trying to

comment on the totalitarian forces that have ravaged their

I
native land, Yugoslavia, but doing so in such a way as to

piss critics off. A simple discretion would be gloomy

I
industrial with an orchestral sound to it. - Shane
Woxtrax Records 2445 North Lincoln Ave. Chicago II 60614

-USA

5 LAZY COWGIRLS 7 inch

One of LA best straight ahead dyno bands- call 'em true

I

punk, roots rock, hard rock, Stoogish- call ’em anything
but farm- This was the Xmas release ’Sock It To Me,

I

Santo*- so look for It and get it in time for next xmas and
ploy the B-side '6oddomn Bottle' Lots in the mean time. -

Shone
Records or The band ats PO Box 1373 Culver City Ca

90232 USA
|Bomp

|0232

I

I

I

in SENTENCE life Sentence’ LP
Life Sentence ore real impressive, combining a straight
eftead thrash attack with the more classy sensibilities of
early Brit punk or even some of the O.C. bonds. This short

_LP olso sticks to 'punk' topics: 'Men In Blue', 'In The

I
Streets’ or 'Punks for Profit’ - which is not bad, because
their music ond delivery con certainly breathe new life into

»
those topics. 6ood debut from this power trio! - Al
Walkthryfyre POB 31292 Chicago IL 60631 USA

|lTDIA LUNCH Hystcrie' D8L LP

I
As the title punningly implies, this is a history of Lydia
Lunch projects, not complete, but certainly a significant

.collection. Besides the early work with Teenage Jesus and

| the Jerks and Beirut Slump and 8 Eyed Spy. there is newB perspective of their ideals, interestingly unique and|
stuff with her band Slowchoke- just kidding friends, ll challenging!! Heavy clean guitar sound with perplexing, yes !
was reading in some zine where they predicted some* bewildering vocals ond lyrics which are politically intuitive
ignorant zinester would think Slowchoke was a band,! and dynamic, as only the heart can fit this ’jig-saw' puzzel I
actually it's a name far a side of the 4 sided extravaganza* music together. I’m looking for their 3 song 45 out in July |
with various projects; like Lydia singing with Birthday! on K distribution. This band is very promising and hovel
Party members or Sonic Youth etc. She is an original and* been together for more than 2 years. An excellent balance
I'm glad I'm doing this review so she can get a positive! is reached here between politics and heart, instead of |
mention in Flipside. - Shane — them following the usual way of blindly using the data from
C.D. Presents 1230 Grant Ave Ste. 531 San Francisco Ca| the mind to dictate politics egotisticly. :)

- Agent Hudiey |
94133 USA Smarten Up Records 304 - 2230 Wall St. Vancouver, BC *

| Canada V5L 1B6
LOOKOU1S! 'One Planet One People' LP
This is a fairly high powered driving punk, thrashbut goodl HEUOWCATS 'Demo' Cassette
natured LP, full of strong and insightful socio-political" No way does this punk demo get a bad review- after all I’ve -
lyrics. This 3 piece band is fronted by Max R&R good guyl corresponded with the guitarist and they use my compadre I
and big mouth Lawrence Livermore. The guy has a zine, a" Carries art as an insert cover inside the ziplock baggie -
rec ord label and a band, and a cool guy to boot. This ls| this comes in. Write them if some good songs by a young |
definitely worth checking out. - Al hardcore band who are positive but not doctrinaire turn —
Lookout Records Box 1000 taytonvllle CA 9545H USA | you on. - Shane

1 Mellowcats 5706 Lodge Creek Houston TX 77066 USA
HJU.. 'Mother Rose’s Basement Cassette
With q song called 'Bedtime For Ronzo’ you can't call these I HETALUCA Metal Militia LP
Quys particularly original- I mean didn’t The D.K.'s just This is a bootleg record of an old demo. The sound quality |
have an LP called Bedtime for Democracy with a song about Is terrible. It sounds like it came off someones cassette

*
Ronbo?? On the other hand these guys give you plenty of | because the right side keeps fading out. If your into em' |
songs on this tape and the sound quality is good- in fact get it. It'll be worth your time to hear them at their you ng
their engineers name, Steve Fisk, sounds familiar and 1 1 state. -Don
have a feeling I ought to remember why. Lyrics are I USA I
included. - Shane
M.D.L. 1004 'C' St. Ellensburg Wa 98926 USA | NIGHTY SPHINCTER In The Kingdom Of Heaven’ 12 inch EP

1 * sonQ where the Y d00'* trY to clain that Allies looper |MASTERS OF THE OBVIOUS Moto Erectus Cassette | produced like they do on their last full LP. Hey these guys I
Another motomaniacal release grabing the '60's by the mix metal with gloom instead of thrash and the "Hollywood
balls and strangling it to death. Still watersliding through !6oes to Hell" song in a staple on UXLU (Local college I
the colon of pop musick by taking their innocent little alternative radio) and deservingiy so. I like this lots. -

tunes and adding twisted and demented lyrics and vocals to | Shane
create Frankenstein Monster Music Psychofunkasurfodilic - Placebo Records PO Box 23316 Phoenix Az 85063 USA
thrashocountribilly punk? - Katz
M.O.T.O. P.O. Box 53133 New Orleans LA 70153 USA I MORE FIENDS *Mo' The Lawn’ Cassette

.
1 1 think it could be safe to say that with Ruin broken up I

MEAT PUPPETS Mirage LP that more fiends ore pulling first- some might put out FOD
"

I liked ’em better when they played a million miles an hour, I or Electric Love Muffin, but no onw would agree that their I
but hey, they're from Phoenix, and that;s a hip place. Like m are many Philiy bands with more personality. I’d have to

B
Husker Du, they show that there's mare to being a punk I try and create a new category for bands like NYC's |
than thrashing. Back cover photo is Mike 6eek, I swear! " Honeymoon Killers and LA's own Bulimia Banquet. They are
-Pat Fear

| noise aka art meets hardcore. With the H. Killers there is |SST the early Cramps influence and with Bulimia they thrash

| quite a bit- So more Fiends might be the oldest lot. As |
MECCA NORMAL 'Mecca Normal' LP their front women Elizabeth Fiend mentioned to me, they 1
Part of a collection of anarenist musicians called the! make a perfect companion band for the Butthole Surfers.
*Black Wedge’ in Vancouver. This duo plays an good " Shane $3.50 ppd to 424 S. 45th st. Philadelphia Pa 19104 |
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YOUR GORE AND
HARDCORE HEADQUARTERS

T-SHIRTS WHITE 50/50 WITH BLACK PRINT.
ALL SHIRTS $7.00 PLUS $1.00 SHIPPING
AND HANDLING . PLEASE SPECIFY SIZE

CMiL.XL). SEND CHECK OR M.O. TO
P.O. BOX 447 OXNARD* CA. 93032

I'M SEARCHING a great many bands from THE WHOLE VnUT.-nl

|
FOR SOME I

COMPILATION tapesWBfBCTBga _

HARDCORE

?

|
ABOUT YOUR JaNP DIRECT TO,

Apocalypse Now
P. Q Box 392
4008 Basel

Switzerland

SST 093SWA: XCIII iLP CASS ST 50) Storm Warnings Abound

*nen tne high pressure front of new guitar. st Sylvia Juncosa

meets the wave of SWA Merrill' s-vocals bring the cool ram to the

desert Gregs arums herald the hiizzards of the new ice age and

the thunder ot Chuck s Pass will split mountains of these eight

intense songs from the masters of the elements SWA includes

Optimist and Arroyo

SST 073 SWA: Sex Doctor (LP/CASS S7 50)

SST 053 SWA: Your Future II You Have One HP CASS S7 50)

MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE IN U S FUNDS TO

SST RECORDS. P.O BOX 1. LAWNOALE. CA 90260



MOfX 'So What If We're On Mystic' 7 inch EPA tfftflthy Ep (8 songs) that is speed hardcore with
sarcastic lyrics that comes off as being just fair but rm

sure this band is probably way cool overall- Their name

I
wakes me remember Negative FX which then brings to mind
all the 'negative' bands- so maybe they should be called

I
Mnemonic Device- Oops, there's already a band called that,
except in the piural and they sound nothing like this band.

I
- Shane

Doug Moody Productions PO Box 1596 San Marcos Ca 92069

|
USA

compositions but so was their self-reaieased cassette! SCIENTISTS *Weird Love* LP

I
Victimless Crimes, and the band is making a name for" Right off let me tell everyone that this is my fave band in (
themselves playing live in the studio for College radio-1 the whole world. I'm real big on Aussie stuff in the first

in! c

This is a real good, very close to being great, record.

I
Thrash to noise to punkish choruses, The songs have the
potential to stay in your head for a long while even after
only the first listen. "Dad" is a real treat, almost a
Canadadian version of 'Institutionalized', in fact almost

I
every one of the songs here remind me of another band.
This doesn't knock them (I can feel there influences from

I
DOA to the Butthole Surfers) but I'll wait til their next
release to see if they make my 'Bandsthataregod' list.

Heavily recommended. - Joy
Alternative Tentacles POB 11958 San Francisco CA 99101

.USA

OFFSPRING Til Be Waiting"/ Blackball"

This is a classy package here- a real nice sleeve, good

recording, good lyrics, and great playing. How come this

I
local band doesn't play around more? This single shows
good powerful, but melodic fast playing, not unlike at least

I
one other local band I can think of. In fact the singer

sounds a lot like early Jack - TSOL. And if that isn't a

compliment, I don’t know what is. Great debut vinyl. -A!
Black Label 5599 Apia Dr. Cypress CA 90630

|0F CABBAGES Af© IUN6S 'Of Cabbages And Kings' E.P.

I
I sure hate these sludge E .P.’s without speed indications,

I can never really tell what the band’s supposed to sound

like, (I had the same problem with Pere Ubu). The guy's

voice is so Excorcist-like that it sounds as grating at 95

I

R.P.M.’s as 33, well, at least the gloom-poetic lyrics are

written out, and even if they weren't better than the

supporting dirge, I'd have tossed this slab tunes ago. The

soundtrack to a bad acid trip whilst reading DeSade. -

,POOCH
Purge/Sound League 69 W 9th St. 10D New York NT 10011

USA

I
infact LA’s KXLU calls them the house band for ft's live in* place- But these guys can combine Voodoo Billy with (
the studio shows. Improvisation is generally associated| Garage Psych. A punch of the unique suicide sound and"

I

I

I

I
couia name, rany runes wun a soua aeaT, inieiiegenT^

lyrics, and ATTITUDE. If you liked the tough big-city popi

the studio shows. Improvisation is generally associated!

I

I

I
. *

could name. Party tunes with a solid beat, intellegentl Big Time Records USA
lyrics, and ATTITUDE. If you liked the tough big-city pop-

- of his former band, (and I did), you'll feel right at home| SHORT DOGS 6R0W 'Short Dogs Grow' LP

I with this disc. Nothing new here 'cept it's done right, and- I really think this band has their finger on the future of |

I
with jazz not rock . Let’s just say PAPER BAG manage to* basically be totally indescribable. They've been around in

keep their brand of music pretty interesting. Avant Rockjm various incarnaions since the late 70's and are now based

I
* Shane I in London. The reward is bizarre in that they went back

SST Records PO Box 1 Lawndale Ca 90260 USA into the studio and recorded cuts off some of their various

releases from the past four years. Check out their

PETER WOLF 'Come As You Are' L.P. u version of Nancy Sinatra's You Only Live Twice' - Bond!
Natural R.and R. from the ex-J.6eils frontman who's gotl theme song. Anyone into Cramps, Iggy, Birthday Party, or|
more understanding of the basics than most anyone youj even Creedence must check these guys out! - Shane I

I

_ the title track is a pure knockout. - POOCH

I E.M.I. America USA
I

i reany minx mis aana nas meir ringer on me ruiure ori
underground music. This is hard, fast, powerful rock,*

.without ever going into metal pretentiousness, it has|

_ I catchy riffs and surprising and unpredictable hooks and-

I PHANTOH TOLLBOOTH One Way Conversation LP - melodies without being wimpy pop or new wave pap. And*

I

Makes Sonic Youth sound like Abba or something. Recily| best of all
?
they combine a sense of humor with a sharp-

nutty stuff. Cool if you're into weirdness; Milo would be serious side that reflects the evolution of punk|
proud. - Pat Fear I sensibilities that is lost in most hardcore. And they are.
Homestead USA " even better live. Yeah, I'm impressed, and I think anyone |

I looking for more than the same old rehash will be too. - Al

.

I PLAGUE 'Plague Demo' Cassette

®Not the Plague from Clevo who play loud distorted! Rough Trade USA
hardcore, this is more on the gloomy side of things. One"
song talks about the mark of Cain. A female vocalist who| SLEKIERA Nowa Aleksandria LP
plays a little flute which is surprisingly non -lame and I® Continues from where their single left off, a really gloomy!

guess I have to recommend this on that basis alone to! Killing Joke style post-punk (a far cry from their earlier"

I
gioomsters bored with the same old Siouxsieisms and® Discharge/R. Peni thrash...) U.K. Decay also comes tol
Curisms. I can’t say there isn't any of the 'same old' but* mind. Their sound is dominated by their rhythm. While most®
for fans of the sound the flute passage on 'Never Die' will® of the tracks tend to sound very mucn alike their best!
enhance overall. The only contact address is a pnone! (most llstenable— .) tracks would be those which are more*

I
number which has a NYC area code, not that that has much* melodic, like "Bez Konca", "Idziemy Na Skraj", and the title!

to do with anything except to tell you what the toll charges* track. - Katz

I

I

I you \

are to order this. It is 212-982-8983. - Shane Ton Press Poland

I
PO0EL 'Es Lebe Hoch Die Perversion' 7 inch SORDID DOCTRINE Then The Rain Comes' Cassette
Ok samev music and a oerverse voice or so we're suooosed* From the same scene that oroduced Prevaricators and*

mis cr reaiures t songs m me ronnac vein- mese are —
slower, bluesy, country flavored ditties, showing singer! $3.00 ppd to: 120 S. Colonial Ave. Richmond Va 23221 USA

I

L
I

®OH BOYS 'Oh Boy' Cassette

3 girls doing dance stuff that certainly incorporates

elements of new wave and gothic, rock in general, but is

(striving for the big dance sound. With an extended version

of TXmce To The End Of The Universe' starting the tape off

(- put it like this - from what I hear people are actually

dancing to Ratt and Cure at hip nightspots and they'd

(probably be hippier if they were dancing to 'Oh Boy'. Lusty

males make the girls look great on the cover art. Warning;

[Our copy cut off in the middle of what was supposed to be

“the second to last song on side one! - Shane

Subversive POB 23305 Tucson AZ 85739 USA

Ok samey music and a perverse voice or so we're supposed From the same scene that produced Prevaricators and

to believe I guess- not too bad but the chording is kind of!
annoying and I'm not placing any transatlantic calls to get

to know them better. - Shone

Pobel or is it P.Obel #0222 6360975 -a german phone#?
West Germany

I
PONTIAC BROTHERS ^e Married Song' +3 EP
This EP features 9 songs in the Pontiac vein- these are

I
to believe I guess- not too bad but the chording is kind of! Honor Role. Pretty strong stuff lyrically and musically-

annoying and I'm not placing any transatlantic calls to get| Metalcore for sure- apocalyptic style. My only quable!

I

I so write 'em if you want to book ’em in your town. - Shane

annoying and I'm not placing any transatlantic calls to gets Metalcore for sure- apocalyptic style. My only quable I

I would be it wasn’t recorded at high enough level I've got my

I
set all the way up and it's not loud enough. Put it's still I
crisp and audible so with something beside a Walkman I'm*
sure I could get it cranking. The band is touring summer 87

1

crisp and audible so with something beside a Walkman I'm*

| Matt as a real crooner. If you're into it, this guys can be

I
the thing. - Al

Frontier POB 22 Sun Valley CA 91353 USA

I

I
(ONE BI6 SQUARE FOOT OF SOO Self- titled Cassette

*An instrumental outfit, - A trio of multi instrumentals

I
who would fit fine on that KXLU Radio show. They are

where jazz and industrial become affixed at the neck-

I
some real interesting music here- which I dig alot. -

Shane

(From: PO Box 1190 New York City NY 10009 USA

I
0RI6INAL SINS 'Just 19’ 7 inch

The two songs are produced by Glen Morrow who was in

I
The Individuals and is now in something called Rage For

Living or something with rage In it- but that's really not

I
the most noticeable thing about this single- this is great

trashy rock that can stand up with the best in that grungy

I
school- I mean I’m a big Aussie fan but it didn't take too

many listens to convence me that these guys are

contributors for ruling garbage/Iggy dudes- maybe it was

when they segued into the V.U.'s 'Waiting For My Man’ as

I
they ended their version of ’Sugar Sugar’. Feedback

meisters. - Shane

I
Barnone Records PO Box 1709 Main Post Office Hoboken NJ

07030 USA

| SCRUFFY THE CAT Tiny Days LP
,

I
I
A slight disappointment for me but I was expecting(
something a little harder and a little faster. Still, they are-

PROPHETS OF DOOM Meet the.. Cassette - good at what they do and what they do is deliver straight(

I
Recoreded live at C.8.6.B.'s. It displays raw and brutal ( forward folksy rock-n-roll with some Husker tendencies.-
thrash, similar to Crude S.S. and Inferno. Sound quality's. Not really my cup of tea but if that’s yer style check *e»(

I
not the greatest and it’s a bit on the "muddy" side which ( out. - Joy

detracts a bit from this tape, but the recording is pretty - Relativity USA (
.loud which is good. -Katz

( USA .SUICIDAL TENDENCIES 'Join The Army’ IP

I
II can't help but think of the Motorftead when I listen to.

RF7 '87 Now Who Cares?’ LP .this record, especially the way the vocals sound in some(

I

I haven't heard a word about these guys in years and here | songs... In anycase This is their long awaited 2nd LP. The"
we are with a new LP. This kinda picks up where they left" music is strong omj powerful and rockin' and if that's your(

I

off. Some kinda death and drugs lyrics, Felix’s same unique ( tning, then join the 'Army' but I guess it's just not for me."
vocals but the music has traded its punkiness with a more" The graphic violence and images that this band chooses to(
70's rock metal sound (as opposed to 80’s speedcore). So| represent them has |0St me as a fan . - A!

Iwhot the hell, they're bock. What’s that title again? - Al "Caroline 5 Crosby St. NY NY 10013 USA
"Smoke 7 POB 3098 Simi Valley CA 93063 USA

I,
t

_ SYNAESTHESIA Demo tape Cassette

I

RHINO 39 'Rhino 39' LP ( $ent to fUpside in hopes of a record deal, this band would"
In cose you didn't know, Rhino 39 are one of the original bG out 0f p iace on the Flip label for sure. As the 12 year!
78ish punk bands for L.A.- unfortunately they are really* otd singer E | aine says jn their accompaning letter They're*

(unproductive in terms of vinyl and gigs, hence they are especially into classical. (Speak for yourself Shane,-

(

pretty unknown. It’s too bad too because they are a great classical music is enlightening and very enjoyable and*
live band and this vinyl LP debut combines the best a |jVe, jn fac t i»m going to put on ’Mid Summer Night's Dream'!
elements of ounk and guitar oriented ’classic’ rock. This is by Mendelssohn right now- Hudiey)(Hud typed in your*

review June 21st!- Al). She plays keyboards and some of(

|P.EJ>. ’Xerox for Yugoslavia’ 7 inch EP

iPED stands for Post Ejaculation Depression and they

[start off their version of ’Killing an Arab’ with a Suicidal

Tendencies imitation saying 'I killed Robert Smith and I’m

I

killing him again and again and again.' Their plan for world

peace rests on a 1/9 pounder with no cheese. - Shane

Try Max Rock 'n' Raoul or Smash Apathy Fanzines for how
to contact band USA

elements of punk and guitar <

quite a debut, and is certainly better late than never. -I

*AI !her songs have melodies that are thoroughly classical J
XXX 6715 Hollywood Bl. #282 Hollywood CA 90028 USA There are elements of Top 90 and elements of gloom and]

| Elaine has a beautiful deep voice but it's not punk rock and!

I
RUGGED ED6F 7 inch w jfh a major label it wouldn’t take long before it wasn't*
Really touah metalcore. I don't know why such o peace* nitprnative musci- Don't know how much resoonse they'll*

I

Really tough metalcore. I don't know why such o peace* alternative musci- Don't know how much response they'll

I
loving dude as me can really get behind the most voilent! get from readers. - Shane
stuff lyrically, maybe the same reason gloom can be so* Johnny Beluzzi lH

’

09 w< Indian school Rd# Phoenix Az 850131
uplifting. Like does anyone remember when the Hags wereBuoA

I

I
uplifting. Like does anyone remember when the Hags were* ycA ' -
called HKA and did 'Schoolyard Bully'? Well the Rugged Edge-

I

pagen to riot vibeo is just os violent and just as cool| TCRMINAL SiCKIE .Sd ,urdov Morning Jovo
1 Cassette

sounding. The moral being that senseless violence , tuled 5k0te Dunk _ the tfl0g storted out wifh Soturdav|

PAINTED WILLY Upside Down Town’ LP

I used to like Painted Willy for their offbeat melodies and

punk edge, more more and more they seem to be headed in a

(70's rock, psychedelic thing. Although they do this well,

it's just not very new or inspiring. Ho hum... - Al

SST USA

sounding, me moral being mat senseless violence sthi-
Sejf sty(e(1 skate punk the tape started out with Saturday!

sucks but songs about it don't always. And listen to them|
M ,

’
yerbiage packed by tiondel this skate production!

and ends with a rap song that says Beastie 8oys ain't the!

only def punks- in between is skate punk just like they|

I

1

tell a two face to fuck off! - Shane
^Contact :T.C. 597 E. 35th st. Hialeh FI 33013 USA I

I

1 7 SECONDS ’Praise’ EP

I

I
PAPER BAG Ticket TO Trauma LP

These guys bill themselves as The band that dares to

improvise'- so not only is this LP full of spontanious

I like 7 Seconds a lot, but I think this is a pretty wimpy

record. Kevin is still doing great as a lyricist, but

musically this one falls into a new wavy 'U2' or whatever

I
sound. The edge is gone. The good thing about this record

is that it is an EP, and was produced by someone that I

hope they don't work with anymore. - Al

Positive Force POB 9189 Reno NV 89503 USA

I
promised and not bad at that. - Shane

From: 1208 Gross st. Eureka Ca 95501 USA

i THATCHER ON ACID 'Curdled' LP

Now that the Subhumans (UK) are defunct I can safely sayl
that Thatcher on Acid are THE state-of-the-art political*

| punk band that rocks. Don't know how many similarities to!

the Subhumans everyone else will hear but the album has*

| long lyrics that compleatly disssect English culture and*
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I
reality should ring a bell. Definitely are one of the most|l**NOWN SOLDERS 7 inch |m not positive if some of those cuts ore here also hut

“w"* bands coining out of Britain. - Shane They've got an organ and song structures are garagy/* the same well recorded sound is here on their cuts o\herl
All The Madmen 97 Caledonian Rd. London U.K./N198T Iwavy but they've still a punk band as far as I can tell. 1 1 bands are Acid Pigs, Sewer Trout, Masters of the®

I
"winuTmic»-nMc-r*o »tk d . , eo

"guess I’m basing that on the singers's tone and delivery- Obvious, Youthquake, Critic Eyes, PCI, No Fraud and!
.

Th
®.Bo,d"®ss stv'| EP

|of course the anti-war lyrics and bad name does seem 60's I Corrupted Morals. Oops! I Know No Fraud are a Florida"
1 d

.°
l
ve * thls 3 son

?,
EP sur® sucks, "nostalgic and the songs are longish. YEP, the B-Side is band so I guess these bads arn't all from SF area. It's on I

I
These monsters (big big L.A. scenesters/legends) have a (pretty garagy guitar wise- not a hardcore band- call 'em I TDK SA tape, this gets thumbs up even if the label dude did"pretty free form jazz and rock inspired sound, with singer folky, garagy punk. - Shane - insult Flip by claiming we like anything - 1 know better, the I

I
8ob sound,n° llke

.
a cross between Roky EnksonlFunhouse Records PO Box 10509 Portland Or 97210 USA I editors don’t like half of the stuff T like, so it»c rmt n« if"

and John Fogerty, which live comes off like a spontaneous"
| editors don't like half of the stuff flike, so it's not as if

jam, but un’vinyi it sounds like studio wock-off. And the 1UNREST 3 Song 7 inch I ZrTeJL^-'show
’

t’UV ^^ n°d^ "* °r
l

song that they do live on this EP, a cover of the Doobie"A version of the Byrds 'So You Wanna Be A Rock n Roll . Flush Productions POB 1050 Richmond CA 998+02 USA
Bros, listen To The Music' adds insult to injury. Skip this |Stor' that is essentially dispensible but not awful. A|
2J\.\AI

.....
"rockin' instrumental called 'Scott and Zelda' and a moody - VARIOUS 'Fuck The PMRC' Cassette
thing called The Mill'. A little too much diversity for a 3 1 23 bands/ 97 songs/ 90 minutes. A giant slosh of
song release but with a name like 'Unrest' I suppose . thrash from around the country, plus auest tracksthev're nnt Intn the lie

~

. I ui.:.,.. i . . . . n T _ .... ^

Relativity USA
HC/
from“ -md cofMT rrv. , „ — * uu ’ u vnresi i suppose m inrasn Trom arouna me coumry, plus guest tracks from

IIk
6* re not ,nt0 the ,Istener 0®ttinfl to° comfortable. - 1 Vicious Circle (Aust.) and Raped Teenagers (W 6ermany).I He s the former singer oMhe Rockkats (post-Levi) with an "Shane « Sound quality varies from track to track, ranaina from

lc‘
P

°*
ac

.

coustli
?

t,n9*d country-pop that somehow ($2.50 ppd to Teenbeat Records PO Box 50255 Washington | sludge to mud to live to demo to studio. Go through the
-L.P full of accoustic tinged country-pop that somehow |$2.50 ppd to

| succeeds despite rather wimpy production and uninspired "DC 20009 USA
backing. The lyrics are alrinht but the singing oftimesB

I lacks the passion to push them through, (ala J. MellencampIVARIOUS 'Burned Alive' LP

I

fer inst.). There are some very nice songs here C6reat(This compilation LP is the best from Smoke 7 records (1981-
Escape', In This World*) that could definitely be covered by 11983) and includes some greats cuts. Bands included are:

more annular nrtict/el 'hut nil and nil it»e n little IaabOaH Cm** mta r* — -— -

I

I

I

I

I
whole thing to pick out your fave songs. (Clown Alley has a I
kill-ass song). - Katz

I
c/o Danny Dugger Jr. 369 -B Silliman Rd. Watsonville Cal
95076 USA

I

some more popular artist(s), but all and all it's a little too
safe for me and doesn't rock the way it should for a writer
who, at least, shows a grasp of the concept of content. -

I
POO . I

6effen USA

«.i, uikiwuca awiire yi wg vui». sulfur uiuuueu are: —

I
Red Cross, MIA, Circle One, JFA, RF7, Bad Religion, Sin | VARIOUS 'Made In Texas’ LP
3H, Genocide, Sacred Order, Youth 6one Mad and 10 Minute — A weird combo of Mexican music mixed with western and!

|spoken word poetry. Noted personality Allen 6insburg"(Warning. With a resume like that, need I say more: - Al
'Smoke Seven USAI

^Thl^nmn iP^
^

*
- ww|inwi. imwu siuiii nui 3W DUTiy uy Wllllff D1QK6 IS

I
This comp features a variety of bands singing about 'dying' I done in a folk style - just to start the dancing and fun! -

and etc^. Bands included are: III Repute, Slaughterhouse " Hud

I

sings a few songs (blues and something e»*e as in

'something else!’). *Emergency' by Spazbot seems to be the
exception. KROQ stuff! *Nurses Song1

by Willie Blake isTRAtwlUCS 7 inch

More metal than punk. I’m not sure where they fit ii _ „___T
spectrum wise, like I wouldn't call this metalcore and it’s-5. Burning Image, Drab, Silver Chalice, Sampsons Army, I Paris 9799 Forest Ln. #595 Dallas TX 75239 USA
not really glam either, let's just call it an indie heavy metal | Stain, Flower Leperds, False Confession, Subterfuge,

record that is decent. -Shane -AWOL, Patrick Mata (KFK), Thieves Cross, Party Doll, I VARIOUS 'Life is a Joke Vo! 2' LP
Prospective/Susstone Records PO Box 6925 Minneapolis! White Pigs and the Mess. 16 bands, 16 songs to bum your" Volume 2 of this world compilatic

-life by. What a concept! - Al
“ ‘

(Mystic USA

Imh 55906 USA

ITROUBLE FOR NORA 3 song 12 inch EP
"Ironman", that’s right, the Black Sabbath song as | VARIOUS *Viva Umkhonto Compilation' LP

inrk Tequila Mockingbird who Pd be a hypocrite if I didn't admit that I have mixed ( comp., and this is not their last. 6reat package up to their
ersonality who won the (feelings about the anti -Apartheid movement, on the other usual quality. - Al B
l
7°,5K?ru

s)
?
e
.

au
]
v paQ*nt hand in this record review I certainly don't intend to do | Weird System Lange Reihe 101 2000 Hamburg 1 West!

of Jimi Hendrix drums and (anything except note that this is a benefit LP for that! Germany
d it's not half bad, like Pd" movement and that American bands Scream, Rhythm Pigs, |
live but I don't know how ( 76% Uncertain, Yictems Family and Social Unrest appear. I VARIOUS ’(

| covered by black female mohican, Tequila Mockingbird" who

I
is a Hollywood rock scene personality

Waterbuffalo (massive kudos for rockers)

I
for '87. Hey wow! Mitch Mitchell o

they don't even speed this up and

I
love to get down os see them live

much I'll spin this, not a joke band though. - Shane
-Contact: 6596 Hollywood Blvd. #210 Hollywood Ca 90028
(USA

I TSOL Thoughts of Yesterday1

LP
This short LP includes the TSOL *Block’ EP as well as

- compilation - a carefully prepared
mix of some great bands representing a variety of styles
and ideals and hot recordings, you get: COC, Blut+Eisen,(

(Angry Samoans, Subhumans, I Spit on Your 6ravy andI
more. Weird System were the first to do an 'international*

j

^The rest are international and include; the Ex and BGK, a
(couple of inserts are included with this. This is the second
such benefit LP available, the first included African bands

'Crawling From Within* LP
Got no press release so I guess these artists hail from|
Bean town or there abouts (boy, do I hate the Celtics!).,w.vlwww.. ivk.i VI imcic uuuuis Itiuy, uu i iiuie me UBlIJtSSJ.

m

nds| There are some familiar names involved and though the(
and this doesn’t. Buy it if you're into the bands or the sequencing is suspect, starting with the pro- production!

mis snon lm includes the Tsm min*' fp .
m

,

ovement ’ irs °" «sential record but basically 1 1 of Bebe Buell’s strong, jangle-pop, into the low budget!

|

m,s snort lh includes the TSOL /Black EP as well as (always recomment comps. - Shane ( sandpaper grunge of the Baas, it’s at least eclectic There
™M°rda» Records PO Box 988 San Fransisco Ca 99101 USA are the typical, cute, throwaways of Das Furlines and the |

( Brood, but the numbers by the Space Negroes (Stooges big !

I
time with strong horns and weird vocs). Limbo Race (sorta(
Romeo Voidish with nice textures and the best lyrics on*
the LP) and the 70’s local legend Willie Alexander (doin' 80‘s (

nd J. Connolly 60’s punk tune) push this comp, into
u

catagory (the other tunes are neutral). I only(
fon's oro-soorts oroaramQ were rnrtl nc

I

I

I

I

I

I

in punk rock. So it goes without saying that this is one hot
(re-issue. For first time listeners, prepare to be inspired.

|Posh Boy 3355 W. El Segundo Bl. Hawthrone CA 90250 USA

I
TSOL Hit and Run'

I dunno, it took a long time for me to get past the cover,

I VARIOUS *Who is 6uy R. Brewer?* Cassette

I

This might also come out as an album. This comp, starts out
with side A with Thelonious Monster, Cocteau Twins, Dead - me urj ana

I

Boys, and Alan Holdsworth (?) to name a few. I’m not into ( local legend
this music except T.M., so I don’t want to judge it. Side B a the plus caI dunno, it took a long time for me to get past the cover, ~^ * ” 1 " LZS'Y . Vo . ,

*'" T unc u,,,w ,unei> arB n««Trau. i oniy

I
the four guys all leathered up and posing real serious like.( PaQe ftecart rn r n JtJ5?i?

r
\iA^

S
5
aU

'

h
w,s

^
8oston s Pro-sports programs were as coo! as their

On the Da« (in typical metal album jacket tradition) are
f.C f nr’ - IS SCen' <fh°Se Celt 'CS’ ,h*y rM"Y d0 piSS nt 0,K) *

I
nice color individual shots. Well... hey, O said this was (^Ithi 1 wortftwh,le °em for ^e.( Pooch

good and it is, it's TSOL alright, and although I do like the "R^JtY/Combot USA

I
above better

in the past)

' (cause I'm a hopeless punk rock jerk caught (
, BUT this isn't breaking new ground either.

I

77 Records 77 Newbem Av. Medford MA 02155 USA

VARIOUS 'Great Rock and Raoul Swindle' Cassettein me past), bui tnis isn'T creaking new grouna eirner, waot^iq n r—
nevertheless it will probablv aain them ’maior

1

attention (*AWOys rajta's Daloljunk r Cassette (15 bands, 25 songs compilation of rawshit in the arm of

MorJiSm to
attention.

|^
t compilation.of "East-bloc rock w roll." Seriously,"Punk Rock in a few forms But the very word is noisy not

p v (this is areally good recording of various Hungarian punk (poppy- like most tape compilations were not talking the
(groups. My faves include Marina Revue, Kretens, and production values of the independent labels aspiring to

I
Aurora who sound a lot like Dirt or Scotland

1 Alternative.! sell lots of copies- but as a party tape and scene spotlight
- Tom Best

.

(quite a few of these bands are Philly bands live, Flag Of

power t

Enigma Records

:i
Bao Luck Tapes 7 Bride Hill Dr. Hampton NH 03892 USA

I
TWO PARTY SYSTEM 'Belattled' Cassette
A no -guitar band with a female vocalist/ songwriter

I
playing the music on synthesizer with a human rhythm
section, she's got a cool voice but I'd rather hear it — wAerrv iq

Ithinard recommend* to^
Yugoslavian punk bands (from 1989) recorded

femnlP wnrnlictc onnunh t/fm/or innk tha Inrk nf ^nuitnrc nr« Var *0US ^ ^® Country. My faves include CrategUS O' J./o ppu naxi

llfjffiripnt nnkA
° 00k th6 ° K ^ 9u,tairs or |Band, Solunski Front, and Padot Na Vizantija. A great I Pa 18976 USA

I

"
370 wist River St Milford CT 06960 USA

collection of various punk styles so that there's a little (3 est River St. Milford CT 06960 USA
| some thjng fQr every0fte on here< _ Jom Best ( y^ous 'Digging in the Water' Compilation LP

| U6LY Z8UAWS FANOR Holmer Goes to Kurdistan' 7 inch

|

Def ,0° 396 7th St* #2 JerseV c,fY NJ 07302 USA

(A pretty snappy little 5 songer- not likely 21159 Maimo(™^?^ ISca/swedis^band^^

pu
W
n

e

k

d

b

n

and 5SMSLIM ™ °f^ on tS|ChMtS CronieVoth’er fickVsV G^tmis andT«.« «
, -

n
.

Dano * HUT noTnm° T0 snee2e or d0D aT e,Tr>er enough
( jope wc?u ,d be wounded Knees’ mid -tempo tracks (best! some more coo! bands you ought to know about. This was"

| Dmocracy and Electirc Love Muffins.) This is worth picking
up, I’ve yet to see the Max'Rn Raoul Zine but no doubt it’s

I
similarly Hardcore, Philly oriented, and, filled with humor!
without being a bad joke. - Shano

i’ (3.75 ppd Maximum Rock'n'Raoul 1969 Easton Rd. Warrington |
t Pa 18976 USA

|— imuvvw i^iyyuiy m me ttuioi uumpiiui iuu ur —

I
One side of thrash and one side of more punk with mainly!
political lyrics. Bands you ought to know the names of-

I
already are, Chaos UK, Disorder, Concrete Sox, The!
Stupids, Vicious Circle (who have 1/2 a Flipside LP) and!

I

Sweden to mm you forget your hearts for fave LlSl^s*'yo/ '°c

^ «!"'

ricsTooo
8"'

"-Shane*
0 900 °* ei,her' en0U9n

|'«>P* be WoundeO Knees’ mid-temTo f~cKs (best .... _
I

Nelson Almbaxg.B:23 21151
) Malm. Sweden

! UNDEAD ’Never Say Die’ Cassette .

^

e

2

mvone ,0 prodU£e 0 1 Min- tf NouseB record- * I jiiilajTSn
°°0ed S°m‘ °f ,he 'eSSer Kn°W

J faMuStorfs r™
U

no?

e

sure ex°s?!
Punish Tap,s Profi '¥* WA K’V- 612 04

s

*eden
|

^

s/Box “6 * StoKescroft Bristol uj(.|

| actively - Tm almost positive that some of these songs are! various ‘Another Shot For Bracken’ i P

I tnev'ore'e So 1986*

a*
my ro te°'theUndeod were ondVariyl

Some 9rea1s h*re, liv* F0°’ Scream’ A0D - Key,s bfln<l and I =
A
?i
0US Tve 6ot An Atti,ude Problem’ 7 inch Ep

" s-rrtUnk n like Rail^Arln hand whnet *v"fl mv borsd {f>0 th® real surprises ore-Bod Comp, tapes continues their foray into vinyl with a 7"|

I e^ew
1

1

t

A
t

of Todav * Action f ‘oure ^ always great SinsI corap* Check the love art with Carrie’s punk superimposed®
® ftnhht qtoaii

n
e
k

h

e
r

r

n
S
n. rememhfr "hutVSJrtud

h
nf

^

®

from hom t0wn* A,f in 0,1 0 killer sampler with bandsJ™ a world map- cuz as you all know BCT is an irTernational |BobbV Steele dude but I can’t remember, but regardless of. WQrth watchln„ - Pflt F(tor ( thrash label extraordinaire inn* twoach eJ w hT"J*
1

!:.? I
I

worth watching. - Pat Fear
Positive Force POB 9189 Reno NV 89502 USA

history the cuts on this tape (which is also a mini-aibum|

with one less cut) are in a Misfits pre-Hardcore vein and.
the Sid ghost still lurks as well, quite good stuff that is a| various ‘HitThot Ruttn«»

_ must for punk completists. Ramones fans enter here.
-" VAW0US TTiat Button Cassette

( Shano

I

-.. .w ..—k up jwu uu ruivw dv. i i9 on imernanonai
thrash label extraordinaire. 100% THRASH should be Chris

I

BCT motto- cuz even the band called Santanic Malfuction
plays thrash and not metalcore. Everyone ought to look for
tha Inet !ppu. nt . .VARIOUS *Hit That Button' Cassette _the lost issue of Sporadic Droolings wnere my lengthy (

I
A new hardcore compilation with what I imagine are Bay Interview with Chris is featured, whatever the limitations
area bands of primairly political bent. The band that starts ** P«nk rock there aren't many. The types of music that_ rusiinuriem r:ecurgS ru D0> ». mew n.iroru mu u,.w off the tQpe< 0,clint , ats0 senf in fhtir own CQSSette ond |inspire the kind of selfless devotion tMt Chris puts intp



TIME FOR A CHANGE FOR/AGAINST
“Echelons"

"For/Against's . . ."Echelons" is not

great, it's godhead." Contrast, Spring

1987 $9.98 list IP/IPC 019

MUSIC ^
FROM
CHAMELEON

BAY OF PIGS
' Plastic Pig"

Dark, moody and textural with hardcore elements in the backbeat

and vocals. Features the underground hit "Not Kansas." Available

on I P. and cassette. $8.98 list CHLP/CHMC 8606

VARIOUS ARTISTS
"The Best of The Radio Tokyo Tapes"

Features rare tracks by Minutemen, Bangles, Wednesday Week, Long Ryders among others.

The story of L.A. music in the 80 s. Also available on compact disk CHCD 8608. L.P. and

cassette $8.98 list. CHLP/CHMC 8608

TSOL
"Thoughts of Yesterday"

The "real" TSOL, Jack, Mike, Todd and Ron. How the group sounded

in 1981 and 1982. New 10 song compilation including long-out-of-

prrnt "Weathered Statues" E.P. Tell-all liner notes by Robbie "Posh

Boy" Fields. Available on L.P. and cassette $8.98 list. PBS/PBC 150

(Scoffs of t)esi&RD^

VARIOUS ARTISTS
"Posh Hits Vol. 1"

Features classic tracks from the Posh Boy catalog by Circle Jerks, Agent Orange, Red

Cross, Black Flag, TSOL and boss liner notes by Al Flipside. Available on L.P. and

cassette $8.98 list. PBS/PBC 8138

Available

Your

Favorite

Record

Store

THE BUDDY SYSTEM
"Go Back to Hollywood"

60 s pop with bite. Boston's own Buddy System, winners of

MTV's Basement Tapes Contest. Now available with the "B"
side "The Nicest Man Alive." 12" maxi $4.98 list. CHEP 8610

fPHAMELEON
\V_j?MUSIC GROUP
^FOR MAIL-ORDER CATALOG,

PLEASE WRITE CHAMELEON MUSIC GROUP
3355 W. EL SEGUNDO BLVD.

HAWTHORNE, CA 90250

ma
IIPPi
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Y0UN6 FRESH FELLOWS The Hen Who Loved MUsic LP like Yo u' ond their underground hit, 'Nervous Breakdown' -
Raw Power, Psycho, Mob H7, Funeral Oran., Quop Sort of psychaedelic poppy roots with daffy titles iike| (yes that Black Flag song). The footage is quality stuff, |
Massacre. And the above mentioned Satanic Ma., Kind of a i *Ant Kinda fun. - Pat Fear with good editing and a; good conceptual sense of humor

,

I Frontier USA

| his label. Support BCT. The bands on this are Wretched,

'Super Seven' if you'll notice. - Shane

Bad Compilation Tapes PO Box 16205 San Diego Ca 92116

1

I

I
|Posssibly not quite as definative as the new

l wim yuuu euiimy unu u yuuu tum.cyiuui sense ui numui _

|

throughout. Don't miss the guest appearance by Monique |
I herself!! Comes in a really nice computer generated sleeve

USA

VARIOUS *8reaking the Silence Compilation' 7 inch EP
| HAD PARADE "A Thousand Words" LP

-Well as you know Mad Parade are one of L.A.'s old timers]
| Monique Video 605 Walnut It3 Huntington Beach CA 926H8

cn tr —wen as you Know nau rur uue ui e une oi L.n. » uiu iimei s— USAl~P*At’-hForj<+ Sf^ccK A

8CT comp. I by now, they’ve been playing their brand of pop punk in| . - c< )
» • " — — !—— A 4Ka.iUa «^ill Siifmn N IE Fill

Al

<+s*c.cK Aff>c<*rqA/ce by
O : j>

I ThiVis also a 7" but there are H bands here- Homo Picnic is I just about every place imaginable. And they're still H SMONEH KNIFE *Promo Videos* VHS ...
I the*American reps an^oJTof Swenden it's one I haven't | hanging on. Well their bass players arn't. After this Lp| W you are a Shonen Knife fan - get ahold of this! This has I

I heard of Uazsurol and Quos Massacre from Yugoslavia who! was recorded this guy quit, then they got Ron back - but- 0reat conceptual videos bY
« h..nTh I

are an the BCT comp EP and on this- and the stars of the | only temporarily, he couldn’t hack it or something. But| £Pn
a
0
ne^ guitars turning L

show are the Instigators from UK in my book. - Shane "never fail, they founb a new bassist and they are on their" do ng silly I

,
Artcore Records, c/o e. Heffels Suscherstrooe 4050 1

w„ ^ZT^} as weH. This Is a promo. but f

I heard of Uazsurol and Quos Massacre from Yugoslavia who--— . w* .....

are on the BCT comp EP and on this- and the stars of the! only temporarily,

show are the Instigators from UK in my book, - Ch/',sn‘ #ni1 th0U f '

I
Artcore Records c/o 6. Heffel

Monchen 6ladbach 1 West6ermany

I VARIOUS 'Attack of the Reoganoids' Cassette

I
Another 60 minute hardcore comp, from f

tape- a full 60 minutes of well recorded 5tutt- nui mutii-« > ««>«...
^ * various ’Alaska Underaround 85' VHS

for liner notes though- 8ands are Rot, 63 eyes, 6un|remember them from. Anyway, this is good, slow to mid
|^ c ijation tope features mostly Alaskan bands

Control, Circles, Foe, Blacusax, Blood Bath, Vermon from "speed rockers, good classic punk rock with lots of
(PsYchede

P
| ic skeletons. Skate Death, Clyng Onz, Love

I
Venus, and Terminal choice.- Wuddda deal. -Shane Iharmomes and melodies. 6ood stuff, they stiM now<» anU\ y — •-

$H/US-$5/OS Flush Productions PO Box 1050 Richmond Ca"edge, I hope that doesn't get polished off. Their

9H802 USA
|
Q,S0 real| Y 0ood * An 0,1 around 900d rock record

l\etui us III l itc U.I\. nuw, yuuu tui mein, ucy, uui ici » yci_ • ^ ... ^ f _ |
back to the record. Ok, what we have here is classic Modi «** l°b«l ond see how you can get it. Wonderful! |

sseue Parade, some of these tunes are oldies that the band have Al
Dn0 «i«w«nA 7 ««wn<;A O ; O V J |

i flash- on chrome Ibeen playing for a long time. You’ll probably remember someI Subversive POB 23305 Tucson AZ 8573*4 USA

id stuff- not muen" of them from Flipside Videos, at least that's where I

"

VARIOUS! for the covert! Shit It's a big color picture ofthese'ute . Oni'video of'Shooting Winnibogos'. A real enjoyable show.l

I
guys and they're oil puckering! Man.I hope this isnt the!

. p
.. _ A f

direction they're going. When I asked Bill about the cover pnn iaioq'? inrhnmn* ak qqsio ijsa

i

!
p tour up there in April 85. Most footage Is good live, one!

I camera stuff wl th interviews and titles ond a great Clyng"

•Battle of the 6arages Vol. H* LP

I

I

!ir

?i.hTt or^n^sr^Ntboa/s i wirnlng“pOB'.02993Anchorage AK 995.0 USA

Children song the Beasts of Bourbon covered and that lot the end because 6us was supposed to flo this ravhw but
yAR10US ^ordcore y VHS -

inspired a tribute in My Wife zine for the original. Lots of |didn t. So I remembered ot the last moment and decided to
| We|| j borrowe(J tb |s fape from Thomas Ink Disease cause I

good bands here such ast Cannibals, Green Telescope and a run at the mouth. Bye......—. - ™
lbe |jne - up looked really cool and it Is: Screamers,*

I
bunch of lesser known. One American representative is|

ByQ Records | Averngers, Iggy, 6un Club, Negative Trend, Weirdos, OK's. 1
the legendary 6olden Vampires who broke up after their ’86 • The f00 tage is live, really cool digital effects enhance the

gm« legendary &oiaen vampires wno crone up aner meir ybe footage is live, really cool digital ertecTS ennance ine«
release. Once again this is a must for genre fans and ag I what minht otherwise be dull one camera stuff and the!
pass on it for those not into this brand. I dig it, that's for pi *i mm ®E sound is really good. Unfortunately the sound is from a.

I
souna is leuny yuuu. viiiw lunuiciy ure suuuu ia nwm »
record and dubbed to the video

t
which is sometimes!

B annoying as hell. BUT, Avengers with Tony Dils is choice,-

Screamers is intense, W eirdos fabulous and Iggy boring!

- etc. Quality stuff from Target. - Al u
| Target Video 678 S. Van Ness San Francisco CA 91110 USA |

I VARIOUS *KLM Video V VHS
.

I
Three bands (Workin Muthas, Snot and MAgaot Sandwich)"

I play their sets in a small, but well lit hall (studio?). The|

Band, A" video footage Is good and clear quality wise, but with the®

I two different camera angles used, there Isn't much In the

u. mw .( .rtltlnn vnftmc nr rlnoa line, en thle tflflP (106S get"
decent

|

sure. - Shane

) for Voxx ?) PO Box 7112 Burbonk Ca 91510 USA

f this could be

b played on KROQ! - hud-^^ "v mr T£4 •

| Rat Box POB H527 Chico CA 95927 USA w s
IWOTZAT? 7 inch I ARAB AND THE SUBURBAN TURBANS 'Not A
"Totally fluffy worthless stuff here, the singer isn't sure Vocation . YHS - --v

if he wants to be Sting or someone even wimpier and there

|

Th ;s js 0 rea ||y we || ,jone video comp, of the ever popular," w ay of editing, zooms or close ups, so this tape does

"is nothing good I con say, this is not Flipside material, no _o.c. allstar, blues, lounge act, the Suburban TurbansJ dull pretty fast. Otherwise a-good Intro to three dec

way, nohow. -Shane I (Arab being conspicuously absent in this tape. What we" HC acts. - Al

"Doug Moody Productions PO Box 6271 Oceanside Ca 92056 bave here are three songs 'Samsonite Love', 'I Wonna Bel KLM Records POB 9391 Pensacola FL 32513 USA I

LUMSll2l^20WbLl\2W LL

SST 085 PAINTED WILUE: Uw From Von Nuys (EP $7 .00). SST 057 PAINTED WILUE: Mind Bowling (LP, CASS $7.50)

MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE IN U S. FUNDS TO

SST RECORDS, P.0. BOX 1, LAWNDALE, CA 90260

FIVE SONGS TWELVE INCHES FIVE BUCKS

P.O. BOX 20645 Seattle, WA 98102

O**



ARINES
|<?06. H St' 1*) *
f>*t*sAco/A, F/of'PA

3 >-501

No Time to pet the-''
AN'M ALS

Ofi Haw MA5 cKi-o/ie Cass.

QwAlity
n + I yt^rVi atwf —

*

f 4.00

fH

If you* re interested in

selling NO IDEA in your!

area, please write for
j

our low, low rates!!
ZINES : Send us a copy

for review/trade!!

8jxll, Printed, with
int»ss DAG NASTY, COC, JFA,|
SPECIMEN, YOUNG PIONEERS,
DR. KNOW, TSOL, DIE KREUZEN.l
NoMoreCensorship + more! l|

|3925 S.W. 3rd Ave., G*inesvine^l|
32607

unrest
14. LP by the orig. doctors of love $5.00

12. T- SHIRT : TeenBeat logo (MorL) blue on gold

9. FLOWERS OF DISCIPLINE : 71TTTPW5 songs 2.50

All Prices Include Postage

Note Our New address

Box 50255
WASH., DC 20004

F'N SUAVE TAPES presents CRYPTIC
COMPOST , a compilation of local
Vancouver (CANADIAN) hardcore bands:
DIOXIN , FRATRICIDE , DEATH SENTENCE

,

ADVERSITY , SPORES , LETHAL VIRUS , WITCHES
HAMMER , ODDS CRYPT , KARR I ON , and DEAD
SOCIETY. Good recordings on a 60
minute tape and comes with a 12 page
booklet. All of this for the price of
$3.00 (U.S. funds ) $4 . 00 ( CNDN ) or
$4.00 ( overseas ) ppd . No cheques, make
money orders out to Kim Kinakin.Send
to

:

F ' N SUAVE TAPES, 12930 74th ave.,
Surrey ,B.C. ,V3W 7 J8 , CANADA . Any bands
wishing to be on the next compilation
please send a good recording of your
songs along with a page (8^ X 11) of
info on your band. All bands used for
the comp, will get a free copy.
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i FUCK THE SANDINISTAS - FUCK THE CLASH - FUCK SAN FRANCISCO - FUCK AIDS
[When the Clash played the Berkeley show in Frisco in ’79 they gave the

$5,000 gate to a local youth group like’ the BYO who promised to promote

<

local shows but spent all the money putting out newsletters and paying
their rent. I was driver for the Cynics so we went up there to drop acid
and ended up staying there at party headquarters on California and spent
the trip arguing commie dialectic, until we met an all girl band called
the Urge who were doing it on their own without the commie youth group's

| help. No one ever benefited from that money except those who had it, so

[fuck all commies. Fuck crack, too. For you who wondered why the best

[record SD ever put out was Mainliner & thought it was due to Ness's drug
[habit, Monk Management's latest venture is crack distribution. Miss Jenny
|Nivison has given up cleaning bathrooms for El Douche and is running her

|Own crack operation in Neveda . Human owned up to it when the baby came
[out an exact clone and has settled down to family life - the ultimate
kDetox. Posh puts out several old albums including the real TSOL after
Ipaying off Jack his thousand; he also put out the Simpletones I Like Drugs.

|Speaking of which. Miss Carrie has opened up her pink half at Bleaker Bobs,

the best tshirt is the Meatmen's YOU SUCK. Scrounge Planet gives up again
while Robert becomes Eric's Addiction. Todd returns from AirForce in Okla-
jhoma and FFF may become a band. Bill Bartels is pimping fags on Melrose.
Cliff breaks his shoulder and the Scream closes. Rob digs his 45th Grave
tin New Mexico detox, while Greg lives on at the Fontenoy until the Secret
[Service arrive on a bad govt check rap. I like the Beasties better since
I they ' ve been gone but Hud thinks they're sexists so that Val who said they
fare dead deserves a medal. Lonely beasties are best. Davy DG quits the

Brigade when they refuse to pay him his split but says he didn't go on the

tour because he gets married. Stench and Hagi still living together, while

j

[Maggie and Emile are expecting a twisted ossiehare this summer. Robert
I & Raymond's little brother is Richard Ramirez. Janet loses Beau. Jughead
turns himself in to spend up to his 18th birthday in juvie. Kat was doing

j

hardtime and kills a dude to do hardtime for good. Jenny Knockonthehead
earned a well deserved rest in Arizona. Nicki Beat loses the Gilroy studio"

( to developers & is living in his car until LA Guns makes it. Barb wire is

stripper. Jet needs rats for her rattlesnake 213/661-7672. Mariya is

studying how to be a Valleygirl at Valley College so she can pass Walter
Reed. Doug's in Texas with a whale, Donnie sold his body for loads, Joe

I
Moma 1 s a disco queen. Will Fink married the teacher he was living with.

[Mark was always normal. Mouse isn't but she's still great. Basic Math corr

[to Hollywood at the Villa Elaine. On the westside, JenJen Dryden grads
UCLA with honors, proving even airheads can succeed. Addrienne's doing

f
As You Like Ic in London with Moirna and finding out she dees. Scranny
lost his hair. Mark Stern gives up Rover for Miss McCall. Angel turned 16

|
& is living with a 30 year old Ad Exec Til Tuesday. As for Chris Trent,

i

his letter is typical of the pitiful punk who's grown up and now has no

friends so he joins the Army to be with the guys and reminisces about
I girls like Tracy who he never dared approach like the true homophobe he is.

No one who knew Darby thought he tricked into suicide; he'd tried so many
times, he really didn't want to live, you asshole, and it wasn't John

Lennon's killing that same weekend that obscurred the news of Darby's

demise; it was not news. Rosetta got married to a PCP dealer in Torrence,
had a baby, got divorced after being beaten too much and was last seen

going out with Jason/Zippv & Earache. So why can't any of you meatheads

admit in 1987 you have to* listen to anything but hardcore. X's new

guitarist sucks, but they still don't play hardcore on the radio. You are

forced to listen to it and even have to see MTV. Pop is pablum, but I

still pick up certain songs subconsciously, like Love & Rockets, but

they're second album sucks. I hate alternative music that’s all wimped

out like the Smiths/askmeaskme/suck music.'

?.o. ©ox 1222 f

CA
j

# . ##
WE NEED YOU 1 i

jjoin the fight

i

[against animal
[cruelty. Educate
[yourself by
[sending one
[to: Matt Gray

91 shipwright,annapolis
JWD 2.1 VO|

Bands sew>

a

7

mm p
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My being seems somehow only half as full

For where there were two

There is now only one

(Senseless Eradication)

If there were really a God
Then It’d surely have seen

How much this felis Domestricus

Made my life worth living

December should be a month of joy

But instead it’s a black hole

Cold and dead

Like that day -- that horrid gray day

That he left us

When my body ceases to function

And my soul takes flight

I want him to be the first thing I see

I don’t even care about heaven

Emeralds didn’t equal his eyes

Mother nature must've been furious

Because she called Autumn her masterpiece

And then she saw the hues

In my cherumbim’s fur

But now He’s gone

Doesn’t anyone know how much I loved him?—Written on March 30th, 198? By ANNELLE LEHR

Dear Flipside Crew,
I love your ’zine and it’s letter section, and have always thought

about writing. I haven’t so far, but I guess it takes something to

really upset me to put pen to paper and actually do it. That

’’Something” happened last week.

I moved to Miami about two weeks ago from the Pittsburgh, Pa

area. I am 22, a college graduate, and had been involved in the

Pittsburgh scene since I was about 17. I had seen Pittsburgh

through its ups and downs, good and bad times. And yes, like a lot

of other people I did my fair share of bitching about the ’’scene”.

Pittsburgh may not have been the greatest, but I realized I was

lucky to have it after the stupidity I encountered in Miami.

Without going into a lot of detail my encounter goes like this:

Me and a couple of friends went to check out this club in the Miami

Beach area. We have a good time- blah blah blah- then we left. We
were walking down the street to our car and I noticed two

teenagers- a punk and a skin- following us. Both of them have

their hands behind their backs and the punk starts questioning me

about my jacket. I knew they have something planned, but I ignored

them anyway. So we turned the corner into a parking lot where our

car was parked, and they were both still following us- hands still

concealed. We got to the car, I turned around, and out of nowhere

comes like 15 other ’’punks”. I swear none of them were over 17.

The one who was following us asks if he could "borrow my jacket”.

So he wants my jacket and these young kids were going to beat the

shit out of me if I did’nt give it to him. The skin still had his hands

behind his back- who knows what kind of weapon it could have

been. I didn't want to risk it being a gun or knife, and besides, who
wants to fight 15 people? I am not a fanatical peace punk, but still

I have never believed in fighting. Luckily, our car was right at the

front of the lot, and we were able to hop in quick and escape.

So my main point is this: WHY DO PEOPLE HAVE TO DO THAT
KIND OF STUFF? It was bad enough that they were young

teenagers, but the fact that they were so-called "punks” made it

worse, I know you have gotten thousands of letters saying- "Why

can’t punks unite”, and ones that complain about violence, fighting,

etc ... and frankly, you are probably sick of reading them so I am

not going to give a "Unity" speech. I only want to give my feelings,

and say that it saddens me to experience something like this. Yes,

it hurts me deep inside, and I still have an incredible sinking

feeling from it. Sometimes it makes me want to quit going to clubs,

shows, and events, I mean is it just me. or am I too old? I always

was so sure I never would be.

In my five years around the Pittsburgh scene nothing like that

ever came close to happeing. Sure there were conflicts, back-

stabbers, gossipers, and even a few fights- but no "gang" ever

tried to jump someone for a lousey jacket. Am I making a bigger

deal out of this tan need be? Ya, I know there are good and bad

parts of every scene, but so far Miami hasn’t shown me anything

good. Maybe I need to give it more time, but why don’t some of you

Miami area people write and prove me wrong, every punk, skater,

and skin I met has had that hard guy attitude. It’s not easy making

new friends when you move-- even when you are a supposed

mature 22 year old. Gosh, it almost makes me miss Pittsburgh and

the cold weather!

Well, I've used up enough of your space. Thanks for listening

and putting up with my bitching. If anyone would like to respond,

comment, or just write for the hell of it- Please do. I love mail!

Write me at. 434 SW 11TH Ave, Hallandale, FL. 33009. Thanks again

love to Monica. Two Words: HAVE FUN.

Take Care, JAMIE KEMSEY
(Ya, we ail get olderf did you ever think about putting flyers out

around your area, asking the same question you're asking us? Take

it to all the places you think 'punks' hang out? But it would be sate

to use a FOB address on the flyer for protection, in case- Hudiey)

Dear Flipside,

I read Chris Trent’s letter in #52 and it made me want to write

too. I can’t really know what Chris is feeling because I don't know

him and was never part of the West Coast scene, but I think I’m

feeling a similar alienation.

i was in Boston from the mid-seventies until 1980. This was an

amazing time! Boston caught on to what was happening in England

right at the start, and a friend caught on before Boston even. He

had the first radio show in the city devoted to punk (though he

never got credit for it) and used to make me listen to his latest

imports and singles. He used to take me with him to gigs by local

bands and English bands. As I overcame my art-rock prejudice

against simplicity and learned to recognize sincerity and

enthusiasm for what they are, I became as excited as Peter and

started going to gigs and buying records on my own. This was in ’77

and the Rat was the model of the perfect underground club- dark,

broken bottles lying where they got thrown last week, fliers and

soundboard tapes all over the walls. Things were just starting and

I was a part of it. When you're one of the only ten people (literally)

at the Lurkers, when you have the club to yourself for the

Dictators, Chelsea, the Damned, the Members, etc, you feel pretty

damn special.

And then because I was out of college (that's why I was in

Boston) and wanted to help people, I went to law school which, as

such things so, has resulted in me becomming a lawyer. Time being

what it is, I've hit 30 to boot. Talk about isolation. Nothing like age

and education to make a kid feel like an outcast. Which isn't fair

'cause I know that I haven’t changed. I still think of myself as a

punk (so do the other Lawyers in Portland) even if I don’t look it.

Sometimes I think I’m more into the scene that the ones in the

thick of things. The Rat now had carpeting and video screens and a

cleaning service and looks more like a band than a club. Kids

fighting over which sect really represents the movement instead

of accepting everyone as challengers of homogeneity and middle

class aesthetics. Or maybe it’s not intolerance, maybe it’s that

people weren't there in '76 and so don’t know that the alternative

scene they're a part of was a revolt against uniforms and codes

of behaviour and dictated musical structure. It seems ironic to me

that I, a business professional, am the more serious about

individuality than the hardcores because I seem more willing to

support others and more ready to question authority, even the

authority of my profession, than the people bickering over dress

codes and punk versus hardcore and pretending that their refusal

to accept society's norms isn't because you wouldn’t be lure

without it.

Portland is Maine's largest city but it's still just a burying

place of the living dead. I'm trying to stay out of the grave,

metaphysical or otherwise. If any of this strikes a chord, drop me

a line. Like Chris, I’m usually charming and wittf when I'm not

being nostalgic. In the immortal words of Johnny Moped: "All

right, tomcats!”

-SETH BERNER, POB 4809, Portland, ME 04112

(hey Seth, are you helping people now??? Maybe by being a lawyer
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you can change society from the inside out??? Also, I'd take

experience over youth anyday. I've been on a punk rock merry-go-
round for the lost 5 years of my life, I’ve been involved since 77-

78, and any nostalgia about the scene makes me want to jump off
the merry-go-round quick.... centrifugal force is catching up to

me.-Hud/ey)

Dear Flipside,

You guys must get sick and tired of people always writing to

bitch about so many things. Oh well, I hope you’re used to it cause
here’s another letter of complaning. I’m writing this because you
never address this issue and I feel it’s importand.

First let me start off by saying I ain’t a Jesus crispy or one of

those God freaks that harass you in the airports. I’m a plain old

white male suburban peace punk, the thing that pisses me off is

the way other punks claim to be into "peace” but go around bad

mouthing ail types of religion. Why? The role models of every

religion were for peace and were just as rebeiious and obscure as

most punks today. For example, take Christianity. Christ was
constantly being put down and made fun of because he believed in

peace. He didn't let anything interfear with his cause even until

the second he died., he was pushing for peace. How ’bout anti-

war? Take Mother Theresa, this old lady goes walking right out in

the middle of a battle fields during wars to try to make peace, (and
to tend to the sick and suffering-fD)

The only reason I know all this shit is because I’m studing a

chapter on religions in school. I ain’t in any cult or clan. As a

matter of fact, if my friends knew who was writing this, I’d never
live it down.

I think most people fear religion, any kind, (I just used
Christianity for an example) because they associate it with people

like Jimmy Swaggart and Jim Baker. Don’t let those assholes give

you the wrong idea. It’s kinda like the punk scene. Don’t think it’s

violent just because a few dickheads use punk as a poor excuse
for being destrutive.

I go to church every Sunday and never put a dime in the basket
and no one ever said anything.

I’m not trying to convert anyone or change their values. But

next time, instead of putting down any religion- think. Yeah,

there's some fucked up clans that brainwash their members, but

there are so many more decent faiths to choose from. Even if you
never set foot in a church or temple, at least take the time to

educate yourself on a matter that is often shunned and made fun

of, just because people are ignorant of facts.

-Peace + Unity SQUIRREL, New Jersey
PS Hey Leighla from Stoneybrook, Long Island. We met on a train

going to Jersey from NYC 5/5/87 remember me? If you're out there

put a classified in next months FS. What was your friend's name?
Did you reach your destination?

(hello- FS number H7 had alot of letters on religion, I would have
sent you one but you did not leave your address.)

Dear Flipside,

Hey hiegh ho! I’m hardly Political and probably even less punk-
BUT I’d just like to say a few words on these two topics to youse
guys. First on Punk, yeah I know, it's dead right? Nope, some of us
are just dead wrong. Y’see- I thought it was dead- so I

'progressed' onto the Artsy shit- (y'know like Sonic Youth & the

Swans & so on)- but I just dug out some old hardcore albums I had
around (Youth Brigade & Agent Orange) and guess what? I still

liked that old shit- so I bought some ’Newer’ stuff like 7 Seconds &
Minor Threat (I know, 1 know- not that new- but I'm ignorant* ok?)

And I’m still goin’. Hey, I even cut my hair. The Point? That

sometimes progress ain’t progress, F’r example, I still love my
George Clinton- but I’d hardiy say I like Disco. Ya know what I

mean? Shit, I'd still love to see some gloom’n'doomer art bands
(Like, I still love Big Black & Buttholes) but just that some
changes aren't necessarily good (like ’art’ & Metalcore & cowpunk).

Next on Politics, I’m cer tally no politician- hey it's hard enough
to raise me out of my lethargy enough to vote, but, although I don't

care if you print this letter or not, I found a book that I think your

readers might wanna know about I dunno if you've read it, if it’s

popular amongst punks or whatever- but the book is "Open Veins

Of Latin Americas Five Centuries of the Pillage of a Continent"

and it’s by Eduardo Galeano- and you guessed it, it’s about

imperialism in South America- something that normally I don't care

about, but this book is different. It’s not like other political

works, it’s based on historical facts, lots of ’em. Stuff like how
the population was reduced from an estimated 70 million down to 3.

5 million. (Yes that’s 66.5 million less). And it presents unpleasant

truths. SO, for what it's worth I’d recommend it, to you folks, if

you think your readers would care for it, at the end of the letter

I'll print up the address of the publisher & the retail price. No, I

don’t work for the company and no, I don't have a vested interest

in it, look, I'm just like a Christian I think maybe I’ve found some
of the truth so I’m suggesting it to everybody else who’s looking

(that’s why I’m NOT writing MRR- those elitests already think

they've got the truth cornered).
- Thnax tons, MATT VAN, 1205 Carlock, Prescott, Az 86301

The book is $8.50 and it’s put out by the, Monthly Review Press, 155

West 23rd Street, New York, New York, 10011

NOONE RUNNING HAS A BRAIN THAT WORKS

Flipside,

Alright, this ain't no 'anti skin' or 'this scene sux’ or 'Anarchy

for the USA’ letter, naa, nothing like that. SEE* I gotta tell ya

this, it started when me and some of my friends were eating in the

high school cafeteria, and we were takling ’bout how we're gonna

be 18 soon. I said that I wasn't gonna register cause if I did then

I’d have to be in the war that Ronnies fixin’ up for us. So somebody
there says, "Then you won’t be able to vote." and I said that I

probably would'nt vote anyway, and then they ail jumped on my
back. Seems that they think it's stupid not to vote. Now, if

someone who I thought was good and had good ideas, fuck yea, I'd

vote. But there's never anyone running who has a brain that

works. I thought of voting for the lesser of two evils, ya know,

but then I realized that I’m not going to give someone I think is an

asshole my vote just cause there’s one guy who's a bigger asshole.

Im '84, if I was of age, I would have voted for Gary Heart, but he

got beat in the semi finals of the American king contest. He had

some decent ideas 'bout cleanin' up the environment and cutting

military expenses.

Now at this point of this letter, everybody's going, "This dick's

political! That ain’t punk!” Fuck your mother. I would love Anarchy,
but the fact is it wouldn’t work. There's too many fucks out there

and nobody respects one another.

Now that's a fact that fucks things up in the hard cold world,

cause what do we do when we can’t strive for anarchy and our

government sucks? It's a pickle that I ponder often. We can sit on

our asses and say "I don't like this and that" or we can do

something about it. "Like what?" I hear you say. Like protest the

stuff we don't like, or burn down the White house, or kill the

President. All three are more potent then voting.

Whatever you do, don’t be apathetic. We must not become
political potatoes. They're the ones with Jon, Bon Jovi hair styles

while masturbating in front of the White House on Sunday.

Stay informed. Expand your mind, there ain’t nothing wrong with

reading. I read Jim Carroll poetry and William S. Bourroughs. Try

it. You'll like it. Shit, I may be a writer someday.

So that's what I wanted to say, so if you ever see me running

for pres, I could use yer vote, funny kids! If you have an opinion

on this, write. Also, I should have a demo on the way soon. Hope to

here from ya.

-Xoxo JOHN BOUCHARD, Box 65, New Lebanon, NY 12125

(Hi, After all your reading and learning you may come to a very

different question than you started with from the beginning. Why
not turn our backs on the government and start something new?
Why not change it from the inside out? Does it matter where we
are? Does it matter who we are? It doesn't matter where we are,

it just matters who we are, from there, can we do anything?

If we really want to, ya bet!!-hudley)

DISCOVERING THE LIBRARY

Flipside,

Last week a girl walked up to me at work and asked if I Knew
anything about anal intercourse. I showed her a few books and

magazines and gave her a phome number to call for more
information. No, I'm no a sex therapist, doctor, or shrink. I’m a

librarian in a local public library.

Let's say you want to know what day of the week Sid Vicious

died, what Hitler did before he ran Germany, what happened to Ed

Gein's car, where to get a copy of the HANDBOOK FOR
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CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS before going to the post office for

registration, where to send art, poetry or short stories to get

them published, what the Church of the Subpenius’s address is,

how to get grants for school or creative projects, how to defend

yourself, how to avoid STDs (sexually transmitted diseases), what
are the birth control options available and how safe are they, what
can we do to prevent a nuclear war and how safe is nuclear

energy, what are the state laws and city ordinances, why doesn’t

anyone trust the CIA or the FBI, what to do about that green dye

that won’t bleach out of your hair, who tapes phones and why,
what to do about police harassment, how to file complaints

against...

If you have a question you’re too embarassed to talk about in

person call the reference department of the public library and ask

them over the phone. The librarian will have the answer. Some
questions will take too long to answer over the phone and the

librarian will suggest you come into the library. The librarian isn’t

putting you off, they have a limited amount of time and can’t keep

the phone lines tied up.

But the main thing to remember is there is alot of free

information there for the asking. The librarian doesn’t care what
you look like or what your question is; they are there to help you
find the information you ore looking for. So don’t worry about

being embarassed that you don’t know something. I learn a dozen
new things every day at work. Things I should have learned fifteen

years ago when I was in school.

And one more thing, where else can you borrow books,

magazines, records, and videos for free? You should take

advantage of your public library. All you need is a card and there's

no saying what kind of information you can find. So, I’m hoping

that a few punks will run into me at work instead of shows for a

change.
- Larry Oberc, 58 Anderson St., Boston, MA 0211H

(I'm already to sign up as a librarian, when do I start!!- Mudley)

NO POLITICS, JUST PURE EMOTION AND FEELIN6

Dear Al, Hud, 6us, Cats and all concerened about the human spirit

and individual thought.

I’ve never realized before how much some people do really care.

Recently I’ve found myself very ill, infact I can't walk and move my
bottom half very much- due to a blood infection. But getting back
to the real message of my letter. I’d always hated hospitals and
never thought I’d end up in one. Some of the Nurses I've met have
so much sprit and thoughtfulness. One male nurse I've grown to

know, was once a drug dealer and a bit of a bone breaker. Now he
dedicates himself to helping people, doing right, day shift, etc.

Bathing, clothing, lifting, rushing people to surgery. I found
myself overwhelmed by the turn around in direction. A BAD apple
turned good you could say. I’ve also met people facing death who
laugh and giggle at the grim clouds above their heads. I'm seeing a

world I never knew or could deal with. Not knowing it’s harsh
reality. I’ve had my faith replaced in the human spirit. Due to

realizing some people do care and will remain to care. No politics

just pure emotion and feeling.

-Yours PAUL, I miss you swell people. 1H Lord Place, Braybrook
Melbourn-E. Victoria, Australia 3019

(Paul, Thanx for sharing your feelings and emotions with us, YOU
KNOW that there ARE caring people in the world. I think love in

motion and prayer (positive thoughts and emotion) are more
powerful than words (politics)! - Mudley)

WHAT WILL YOU BE D0W6 IN 10 YEARS

"What happened to the punk scene?", is getting a pretty common
question nowadays, people often moaning about how the energy
has gone and that there’s no creativity anymore. People talk about
the violence at gigs and the general apathy and reflect back with
nostalgia to 11 + '81, but what do they mean exactly?

Punk had a lot of energy at first because it was a new idea and
it was fresh, it shocked people, incited them, it provoked and
created. It really shock up the mainstream music scene and
thousands of people were drawn to it for many reasons from
fashion to revolutionary ideals.

And so NOW, after more than 10 years, what has happened to

that fire and what can we do about creating it again? Actually as
far as I’m concerned with alot of this talk about "the brilliant

past" is crap, because a lot of it’s appeal at first was due to the
NOVELTY, the shock value of the lyrics, the "Outrageous"
appearance of everything and everyone and people were drawn to

it because they were young and angry and it helped release "the
frustration of young people".

But the anger was confused and the targets for our anger was
also confused. After awhile the anger turned to apathy. When a

new idea comes along, it is always copied by other people and
eventually it starts looking jaded and people get bored of it. The
problem punk has always had is that it has changed very little and
when people grow older they tend to feel they have "outgrown" the

"youth rebellion" phase they went through and they tend to go
back to a safe conformist lifestyle. There’s always a constant
cycle of youngsters coming in and a flow of older people out.

That annoys me. Punk to me is something that has influenced me
for life. It's not the only thing that I’ve been affected by, but it

has had a big impact. I don’t want to forget about these "youthful
days" when I was an idealist becuase I AM NOT an idealist. Punk
for me is about anger, it’s real and it cuts through crap. "Hippy"
was about WISHING for a better world and failed, so Punk must be
about ACTING for a better world.

So what can we do? There’s been hundreds of bands singing "I

hate Reagan, Fuck Reagan etc ..." and he still hasn’t crawled back
to his sterile B -Movies so just what is the point? The answer my
friends is that WE have to change with the times, and no that

doesn't mean, getting office jobs and worshipping Mondale, it

means maturing together and injecting new energy by being
creative and hard hitting in NEW WAYS.

When people say they like punk because the music and the ideas
are creative it makes me laugh, what the fuck do they mean? The
musics the same., fanzines ail look the same and the lyrics are stili

the same, even in 90% of the "political" or "creative" bands, and
rather than trying to learn more about the way the world is run,

most people are content with putting on and hiding behind that

punk mask and vegetating until they "grow up" and become bank
clerks or whatever.

Punk's good points have become drowned in a sea of

selfishness. It has become ghettoized by mainstream society so
that it has little effect on-the society it criticizes so much, in my
experience most punks treat it as an elite club for the

"enlightened" and see themselves as superior to the rest of

society as if there aren’t thousands of other people who are angry
too, but maybe just have a different musical taste.

There’s another problem too, the punk scene is thoroughly male
dominated, partly because it attracts "macho rebels", the kind

who think it’s rebellious to smoke pot etc... and no one questions
this situation. That’s because they might have to question their

own hang - ups and look at, deal with their own insecurities.

Something most men avoid at all costs. That's how you get macho
punks.

Getting back to bands; the independence they once cherished is

increasingly being lost as bands get popular and sign record deals.
The independent record distribution scene has just become a

smaller model of the larger "mainstream" record market instead of

trying to create a real alternative cooperative network which
destroys the "big band" syndrome rather than propping it up. And
all the potential of correspondence which I used to have such
great hope in is wasted because mail contact is generally just to

find out about records or tapes rather than to "spread ideas".

I’ve been writing to people for about H years now, and I’ve always
tried to have intelligent debates with people but very few will even
listen, let alone reply with intelligence.

Now anyway I won’t be broken. I distance myself for the bits of

punk I like and try and keep in contact with those who really "think
for themselves", something too commonly confused with "Letting
Dave MDC/ Jello / etc... think for me” (something I'm sure Dave
and Jello probably hate anyway...) I have freinds al! over the world
who are still fighting in many, varied ways to do something about
this fucking stupid world. I hope you’re one of them.

Think about your life and get involved.

Here's some addresses of other people working for change. They
probably all have faults (oh noD but at least they’re doing

something.

Central America Solidarity Alliance, 22 Central Ave., Albany, NY
12206

Commitee Opposed to Militarism + The Draft, POB 15195, San Diego,

CA 92115

Mind Matter, POB 421304, SF, CA 94142

-PAUL, POB 13 46th The Calls, Leeps 2, West Yorks, L52 7EY
EN6LANO



T-Shirts
New Catalog (#2)

Now Available
Send Stamp or S A S.E

DcaD Silence

$6.00 Each

Designs screened on 50/50 T-shirts.

Please specify size (M, L, XL). Make all

checks and Money Orders payable to

MARK BRADIN. Designs displayed are

$7 postpaid in U S. Please add $1 for

Canadian orders, $2 for overseas orders.

Eco-Guerrillas
Eco-Guerrillas Debut 12” LP

Available May 1

$6.00 Postpaid in U.S.

Make all checks and money
orders payable to MARK
BRADIN. Add $2.00 for

overseas orders.

Noseman Records
1675 Dogwood Lane

Boulder, CO 80302, USA
(303)-449-0297

Now planning U.S. Eastern and

Midwest summer tour. Please

call or write for booking

information.



(I con understand and feel your letter above. Punks come and go,

yes they do but you can always tell by a look in the eye, if the fire

is there!! In all the time I've been involved in this punk scenep I

can't really name one band that I have adored that has done

anything
,,

reallyf to change the world directly!! Yes, all bands

influence other bands, music and lyrics. And all of these bands

have influenced individuals! It really make me sad when bands

become popular and instead of staying with a small label to help

build, and let that label grow, they take big money and big studios

instead!! I feel the bands are the root of the problem, because

after all, music is the key. But like governments, bands are made
of people, individuals, and so the story goes... are power and

money now their quest? I say give up money and power and you

have the answer!!? To hate the world is to be like Barabbas the

Zealot and so he tries to change the world the terrible world

through violence, but if we take on our shoulders the teaching and

practise of non - violence, we con touch peoples hearts. I feel

somewhere inbetween the two but believe me, I don't think

screaming is going to REALL Y help! Like St. Francis of Assisi said,

"I used to believe in words" and he rebelled away from his corrupt

society.- Hudley)

To Anyone Out there:

Would someone please re-energize my faith in that we will have

a government that will reflect the needs of the majority rather

than the rich minority with all of their economic and political

control?
,

The more I read about world history and government, the more I

see that nothing ever changes. Basically, the three classes of

people, The High, Middle and Low are in constant struggle. The High

I

are in power and use that power to try and keep their position. The

Middle always fight the High to get that position. They convince the

law that they should join them in their fight for "liberty" and

"justice". Eventually, when the High fall, the Middle rises and

takes control, using their power to oppress everyone else

including their "allies" the law. It seems that every government

throughout history does this.

I have given up hope that the present system will help the

1

majority because to do so would errode the powers of the High. A
book, The Zero-Sun Society by Lester C

.

77>0/wexplained it like a

concert. Everyone at the concert is standing and you don’t want to

sit because you will lose your view even though you know everyone

will eventually sit down at some point in time, so you remain

standing. No one in government will do something unless it benifits

r them in some way.
y Another thing is the people out their who push for anarchy. In

I

my opinion, we would be in a worse position than we are in now. I

think that anarchy should be a stage in the process of reforming

government to reflect the needs of the majority rather than the

minority. But what worries me is that even if we do overthrow the

present regime and try to establish a fair system of government,

some person's going to get into a position of power and get

greedy, starting the whole process over again. I mean, we’re

humanthings like greed and power trips are sort of human nature.

Back in 1776 we had a neat idea of life, liberty, and the pursit of

happiness, but look what it’s turned into!? How can we protest

against this? I haven’t seen any country in history be able to keep

itself pure. What can we do?

Pushing for something better is a great idea, but in reality, can

we accomplish it and for how long? I don’t want to discourage

anybody, but this is how I feel. What can I say if history

reapeats? There will always be people out there who will be power

hungry and willing to stomp on society to maintain control. The

solution is finding a way to keep these people out of power, but

how? Throughout time, no one has come up with a suitable idea.

Maybe we should set our sights on global reform instead of

national but what kind of realistic thing is that? If I haven't put

anyone to sleep yet, write me back. I want some feedback on this!

-Depressed, but still open, Steve Pankow

What did the Dog do to YOU!!!

I was recently at a party with Red Scab, DI, and Partners in

Crime, in Placentia. It was at an abandoned house. I would like to

use this letter to scream at the few fucking assholes who burnt a

dog alive at the party. YOU 6UYS ARE REAL DICKS! What did the

dog do to you? I think I’ll come down to your houses if I can find

out who you are and where you live and then burn them down in the

middle of the night. How would you like that? Well then, think the

next time you decide to do something so inhumane and stupid.

Animals are not here to be tortured.

-Remember to Risist Authority, JON

I Recently Payed $14.00 To See Murphy’s Law

I know you're probably tried of hearing people bitch about the

high prices of shows these days. But please allow me to bitch just

a little bit more!

I recently payed $14.00 to see a Murphy’s Law, Beastie Boys

show here in Memphis, as if that wasn't bad enough, when I got to

the auditorium, there was a line which spaned about a mile long in

which I had to wait about an hour to get in. By the time I got in

Murphy's had already quit playing! Needless to say it was

extremely irratating to me & about 50-60 other Punx who had to

wait outside in line. If I had only wanted to see the Beastie Boys,

I would have watched MTV!

Why did this happen? Ego?, Lust for money? Jost don't give a fuck

about the fans (true fans) anymore? Well, at any rate, I'm pissed!

Just wanted you all to know.

-Thanx, Sam F

Think Suicidal Tendencies is Violet

Written on my moms typewriter (mine is busted temporarily):

Hi Al,

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
I wanna write about violets in the puk scene. People are always

complaining about how xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx many violets there are in

the punk scene. Personally i prefer black leather. I don’t think

there's that many violets in the punk scene. I think sometimes

people exaggerate, ut I know that violets in the punk scene gows

back a long way. 6osh, I remember reading Flipside #23, that was

10 before #33, anyhow I remember back then people were writing in

being accused of violets. Everyone was accused for vioiets, except

the people who wrote in and said they weren’t violets. I remember

reading about violets at the Nest. Personally- think Suicidal

Tendencies is violet. What do you think al & Hud, about violets in

the punk scene?

-Anarchy Hate & Carrots, Death Doom Destruction but no DK’s,

Fuck Ups as always rule all, PAUL
P.S. This letter is intended for print (yuck yuck). Here are some

Joe Jokes that can be printed too; Why did Joe cross the road?

He was stapled to someone else’s brain.

What the difference between Joe and a vagina?

A vagina is an empty hole with a purpose, (apologies to Hud, who

probably thinks a vagina is worth a lot more than Joe)

P.P.S. This is my punk scene letter. Never let it be said I never did

anything to help people in their average daily life.

Cat Boxes with Sand

Dear Ms. Holly (Hudley),

Thank you for your correspondence regarding Kitty Litter (R)

Brand cat box filler

.

As the world’s largest processor of clay for

this purpose, we are particularly pleased when we receive

compiliments from people like you.

We don't let them go to our heads, though: our quality control

people are constantly striving to provide cat owners with superior

products that perform better than anybody's expectations.

In answer to your question, before Kitty Litter (R) Brand cat

box filler was originated, people filled their cat boxes with sand.

We value your comments very much and appreciate your taking

the time to tell us about our products. Please think of us when you

use the enclosed complimentary coupon for Kitty Litter (R) Brand

cat box filler.

-Sincerely, Edw. Lowe, Originator of the Cat Box Filler Industry

Chairman, Edward Lowe Industries, Inc.

( Yes I got a free 10 lb package coupon, so all you people with

kitties that use the stuff, write these people a nice letter and

your kitties win really be happppppppppyyyyyyyyy, meow!-Hudley)
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Declare Hy Opinion

Flipside,

Howdy, I
?m not writing to criticize or offend anyone, I’m writing

1

to declare my opinion. DIG? Welp, I can’t remember the last time I

» was accused of being a ’’Conformist”, (YUK!). I’ve not always been

!
as flamboyant as I am today, but I’ve never felt like, or longed to

be, ’’One Of The Crowd”. As a result of my desire for

individuality, people have- and still do- assume that I am destitute

of creativity and completely incapable of dedicating myself! These
people had driven me to hades with their bigoted bullshit! I was
prepared to ruin the lives of my friends and family... then one day

^
I thought, "Who do you honestly feel are the most creative, and

y honest people that you know?”. The eccentrics! The ones who
display their frustration, confusion, philosophies... the ones who
really have to struggle for success! Not financial success like the

bourgeoisie pigs who rule the fuckin’ universe, but mere
satisfaction- a feeling of achievement! Dig? I hope there's

someone reading this who relates. Alienation is something no one
deserves to endure! I finally realized that even if it meant being

lonely, I had to be myself; I applied myself and made a lot of people

behold their ignorance.

Thank you for taking the time to read this... if this makes issue

#53, 1 hope I've restored someone's faith in humanity, (or at least

opened someone's eyes to self-confidence). A lack of support
from others made me look for something more sufficient, that’s

how I became interested in this "scene”.
(Yes, alienation is something no one deserves, but being lonely and
just being alone (or with yourself) are two different things.

Wanting to help humanity is a hard thing to do when you alienate

yourself and are lonley, but by being alone one can think of things

(be creative) to do to help humanity and then TIME will choose the

right time to do this! (self-confidence is liking yourself naked and
as is, even if there are others around you who don't!) But still

seeking ways to be close to others . And so the ugly ducklings like

ourselves, if we hang on, will become beautiful swans, ready to fly

anywhere we choose, happily as can be -Hudley)

Indianapolis Scene, what is left ??

Dear Flipside,

This letter is to everyone who is involved in what is left of the

scene in Indianapolis. (Don't laugh- we've got a lot of good bands,
le: Toxic Reasons, Dandelion Abortions, Zero Boys, Datura Seeds,
you know what I mean). Anyway, most of you (in Indy) remember
the days of cosmos- who doesn't. After that came the Academy of
the Performing Arts (?) and the Compound, Muggums, and the

Arlington Theater. Now all that's left really is the No Bar and Grill

in Munul and that’s an hour away, (from Indy). Now we’re being run
out of our home. Broad Nipple, It has pissed the hell out of me that

we have been run out of our own turf by a bunch of fucking Red
Necks. We have no where to go, right? Wrong we need to create
our own hangout. Anyone who cares enough to spend some time and
money and start a club or something where we can keep our scene
alive.

I live in Indy, but I go to school in Muneie- and Muneie and Ft.

Wayne have much more of a scene than Indy. What’s sad is that

Indy has a bigger scene. Those in Ft. Waste and Muneie care more
about their scene and have done something about it. I know there
are people in Indy who care- 1 live there. If some of YOU are still

saying to yourselfs that nothing will ever be as great as Cosmos-
then you are the ones who don’t care. I almost forgot the Hoosier
Ballroom maybe if a decent size group of people got together, and
came up with enough money, they could rent it and have bands play

and when there are no bands playing, keep it open as a club and
play music and use it as a hang out. It sounds difficult, but it can

i be done. There’s a club like that in Muneie and Ft. Waste. I am tried

of being a bitch- but at least I’m trying. If anyone wants to tell me
to fuck off- they can write me.

-Scrod, 3573 Tahoe Rd, Carmel, IN *46032

P.S. To Toad Thins- you're the reason I wrote this- thanx for

everything. Lex

P.S.S. hi Siouxsan.

(I may have made a few spelling mistakes, but some of your
handwrit ting was hard to read!-Hudley)

One-doliar Alternative show / in Wilmington

I’m writing to straighten up a few inaccuracies cited in the

latest issue of Flipside fanzine.

I’m with the group who set up the two one-dollar alternative

shows at the Filipino Community Center in Wilmington
In the interview of the band Half- Off it was printed that the

money made from our second show disappeared and was never seen
again.

The reason for this falsehood is probably because of Flipside

condensing that particular section of the interview. We have since

spoken to Billy {Half -Off vocalist) who said he thought the

confusion was between our one dollar gigs and scheduled Corpse
Production concerts that didn't happen. Apparently, Corpse Prod,

gave a sum of money as downpayment for a gig he (Corpse) was
going to put on. The Community Center's contact, Frank Garcia

died recently and Corpse's downpayment went unaccounted tor.

This is the rumor we have been told.

The $500 we acquired from the second gig is still in safe-
keeping, pending use in setting up another alternatice gig.

Proceeds from the first show all went to do the second.
The Corpse productions kingpin once approached us to inquire

about how we acquired the Filipino Community Center. We naively

entrusted this information with him, which led to his scheduling of

a show there with an inflated door price comparable to Ooldenvoice

prices. The gigs we organized acquired substantial income and we
had only charged one dollar at the time. Promoters who insist that

they have to charge upwards of eight dollars "just to break even”
are either filthy, lying con -men or wasting money on expensive
halls, off-duty police, and rock-starred bands.

As far as accusations of poor management on our part in

coordinating the gigs, taken at face valve, these assessments are

true, having had virtually no previous experience in running gigs

and no professional security or sound personnel, we scheduled too

many bands for the time allotted, started late, and didn't have

state-of-the-art sound equipment. It seems many bands use the

obscense of constant alternative concerts. With so many bands
complaining of the lack of alternative shows, it’s rather

inconsistent for them to simultaneously condemn alternative

shows that do happen because of inevitable growing pains. Many
bands claim that they make virtually no money playing for the

double-figure promoters. Then why do they play for them? If they

truly have an interest in playing only alternative gigs, why don’t

they attempt to organize gigs themselves?

We have abandoned the Filipino Community Center in search of a

more desirable hall. We have also revitalized our group by choosing
to becaome a local of the International Music Workers Union this

procedure is expected to be finalized soon. Any information on

available and inexpensive halls would be appreciated.

-All correspondence is welcome and can be addressed tos

"Long Beach Local", 259 Termino Ave., Long Beach, CA 90803

I’m Gay but NO WIMP

§

§

§

§

§Dear Flipside, *

Why all the HOMOPHOBIA? In issue #52, you have an ad for y
MUTANT SHIRTS. $

One of the T-shirts they're selling has a statement that says
DICK BORED.

The graphics of this T-shirt has 4 guys, a jock, a metal fan, a

guy saluting military style, and a gay guy (shown limp-wristed, a

typical stereo- type). At the bottom of the T-shirt it says "There
is no cure for this disease”.

How you people can accept this moronic statement to appear in

Flipside after ail you "preach" is beyond reason.
Are you selling out the mighty dollar?

Second, in MIKE GITTER'S Boston Report, while reviewing
SLAPSHOT he makes a Gay remark that only shows he’s as Stupid

os Choke.

Everyone knows SLAPSHOT are a bunch of guys hung up on some
bullshit MACHO trip. (Hey, Choke, how come you like griping a hard

peice of wood in your hand so much?)

Third, in the article by TAR, there appears a statement that

ANDY WARHOL died of AIDS. How can you print such blatant

staments?
Andy died of a heart attack!! It is really easy to slag someone

when he or she is not around to answer the bullshit. TAR, also

§
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uses the words HOMO BEACH. Where does it stop? (Tar wilt you

answer this one-Hudley)

Flipside has alot to answer for. I payed $1.50 for your magazine

which I find a bargain for all you offer. Now I'm not so sure if I'll

purchase Flipside in the future.

-Thank-you, X-FACTOR
P.S. I'm gay, but I'm no wimp. To those* who think words don't hurt

.think again. 6AYS IN THE HARDCORE SCENE CLAW YOU
RIGHTS!!! When bigots confront you, fuck them up. Violence is the

only solution for these Hitlers.

( Boy are you the hot one, maybe we shoutd
f
nt print your tetter

cause we might offend all those people out there who are anti

violence? Do you see the point I'm making!! A double-bladed sword,

do we not print it and be involved in the terrible world of

'Censorship', or do we print it and be 'Bigots*? People get us at

both ends , I think it would be different if you were in our position,

then you might understand!! But what makes me happy as a bumble

bee is that you wrote in 'and stated your feelings on this matter!! I

really don't care much on who you fuck, I just wish you LOVE and

less hate and violence (or violets), sorry if some other opinions

through the magazine offended you, and sorry Retail Slut that I

did'nt print your ad cause I though it was sexist - / get hot

sometimes myself- Dudley v \ \ • •

The one you've been nailing for - Ron’s retort

Flipside

tt This is being written as a reply from me as an individual member

of the union. (IMWU International Headquarters)

If you don't censor... why have you repeatedly done so to the

point of getting the hostility from me that you have? Shane

Williams is an avowed racist quote: "I don’t like other races and I

don't want to associate with them”. Well Flipside you justify this?

Apparently so. Any Flipside readers who want copies of Shane’s

racist letters to me can write me and I will gladly send them.

About Joy ... refering to her as a Dragonlady was done^ in a

political context not a racist one. Dragonlady as in being a

propaganda tool for Flipsides lopsided coverage ofwhat goes on

here. Example: Elmelda Marcos. I would not call Elmelda a

Dragonlady because she is oriental but because she Is a tool of a

tyrant. And Flipside in my opinion are and have been extremely

tyrannical towards the Real Alternative scene here. And Joy has

for the most part gone along with it, and has in effect reinforced

Flipsides shallow, wimpy nonconcerned approach to world issues

and local underground events. Hudley herself has repeatedly been

heard to spout Bible shit about "This is the way it is if people die

in C. America, it is all for the better, it is part of our spiritual

development”. In other words you can’t do anything about it, that's

the way God wants it. What callous garbage is this? Hudley sounds

like my Bible thumping Republican parents. I see no difference.

Enough of your tyranny Flipside. And if you don't censor (a iie on

your part) you will print the reports fo Seans piece written nere

by me and other repiys from other Union Council members you will

recieve.

-Ron Gould IMWU general secretary.

Additional notation to my recent letter:

Shane Williams has stated in past issues of M. Gunderloy's

Freefanzine that Megadeath Corporations have the right to

subjuate and enslave the poor inhabitants of Central America

because Might makes Right according to him. This is blatant

support for Colonial Fascism. It is apparent who is the advocate

for reppression: Shane Williams. And Flipside support this? If not

or what... give the opposition the right to retort, including me. You

have as a matter of practice, not allowed such before. You allow

and participate in attacks on me personnally and projects I'm

involved in, in print often. I have not done this to you in our

papers. Yet you allow no reply on my part to your attacks, until

after repeated attempts I become hostile, you then use my anger

to tear me down with out me ever having the proper chance to voice

my view ... why it this? Because you censor everything else ...

until I'm really pissed. Too bad, I confront you directly and you

avoid the situation and scurry off to attack behind my back, in

other cases as Lethal Dose and the Wankers, you wrote critiques

of Sean's piece on factories gardens, and refused to allow him to

answer it. Sorry we don't all agree to love exploiters like you

have, in regards to Hudley's martyrdom and resignation to live in

slavery to the Rich Megadeath Corporations. Also if you are so

concerned about women's rights, why was 6abi's Anarchafeminism

mag. never listed? And why all the Dark Age Bible nonsense

Hudley? And Al, stop hiding behind your paper and give us fair time

to answer your attempts to repress-

-Ron

Repiys to The whole Ron, flipside, Shone Williams issues:

Below are fetters that we have recieved regarding this issue.

Needless to soy, many letters were thrown out, not to censor, but

to edit this section to a reasonable length. The IMWU fetters did

nothing more than to repeat Rons fetter above and the fetters in

support of flipside tended to use a tot of four tetter words and

had Ron doing things to his body parts - or requested we don't

print them but supported us nevertheless. We feel that those of

you who know us in person, or those of you who are readers know

where we are coining from and nothing more need to be said. In a

effort to not drag a good cause (the IMWU) through the mud any

more, since it is obvious that this is simply a dash between

individuals (Ron, and us), we hopefully won't waste this fetter

section with this stuff anymore, and will try to carry on our

arguements through personaI communication.

Notes We feel that the fetters criticizing Ron are pretty harsh,

and some accusiations have not been confirmed by us, but to

present a true

,

"uncensored ” account, here they are.

IMWU Sends us our first Newsletter and petition to join

Dear Flipside,

Yes this is ye* another tetter in the IMWU/Flipside

controversy. You are porbably sick of this, but that is tough. When

you censor, you are liableto get letters decrying this censorship.

The Union now has 30 band members worldwide and 32 publications

members. We have members in Argentina and W. Germany, there

are 7 states with $e Union now in them, it would seem that we are

a force to be reckoned with. Then why no coverage? If you people

are such purveyors of the punk/alternative scene, then why has

there been no mention of us? Read the newsletters I have

enclosed, along with a petition to join and our Statement of

Purpose.

Now on the Ron's letter, union members will tell you that they

have experienced Ron's violent temper. But it is also true that Ron

does not get this way unless he is provoked. Ron had written

previous letters to you that were rational, but they never got a

response. That prodded Ron into wirtting the vehemnent letters

that you published. Although I do not agree that you are "Agents

of the state" or "A mainstream sellout", I do wonder why Ron's

letters previously were not metioned and why there has been no

Union coverage,

Shane William's arguments are weak. He calls Ron a follower "of

the extreme Left ideals". Extreme Left ideals characterize such

groups as Italy's Red Brigade of France's Direct Action. These

groups support states and political terrorism, things Ron, being

an Anarchist, is definitely against (the union works completely

within the law). Williams says people are deemed "incorrect" by

Ron "by not acknowledging his leadership". I guess then that Ron

thinks our whole union is "incorrect" because none of us, being

Anarchists, will accept his leadership, his help and organization,

yes, but not his leadership. Ron is not a leader of the "anarcho-

youth movement" because we will not allow him to be. The minute

Ron tried to build a "personality cult", with us surrounding him, it

would be destroyed. Ron hos never, in my experience, tried to lead

me or any others, only organize and help the alternative scene,

with our help, which we are trying to build. I hope to see more

coverage in the furture. Thank you for taking the time to read this

letter.

-Jeremy Keller

(Jeremy, We have never really -covered your Union because we

nevgr knew about it - seriously. Although I had picked up a {

newsletter a few weeks earlier, you were the first one to ever <

send us o Petition To Join. Thanks, but no thanks. Why hasn't any
{

Union Member ever sent a "scene" report to flipside? Not even till

this day? In every issue we urge everyone in Southern California

to send ih their local news stories, but we never get one from the

IMWUi We know we can't cover every little pocket, so help us out

huh. As fdr Ron's pervious letters, it all started when we printed

HIS tetter Ui Flipside #57. -Ah

Union members read flipside
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In regards to your specific request for other Union (IMWU)
members opinions on the current hostile interaction between Ron
Gould, Secretary General of the IMWU and the Flipside Fanzine.

Let it be first understood that the opinions of Ron are that of

one individual member of the IMWU and can by no means be

interpreted as the collective opinion of all it’s members.
I am quite certain that amongst the ’punk’ elements of the

union’s membership there are indeed Flipside readers.

I, for one, am not, having long ago abandoned the fanzine as an

expensive, strictly music - oriented fanzine. As such I find it

neither worth my time or money. As exemplified in the hippie

movement of the Sixties, (which the punk scene in no way
measures up to in size or content) the music and it's accompanying
scene simply do not last.

Yet the lives and struggles, personal and political, of a dead
movement’s former participants do carry on, and this is far more
important than what a particular band eats for lunch.

It is true the Flipside serves as a leach, feeling out the under

currents and trends of it's chosen victims and sucking the life out

of it.

There is a strong anti Goldenvoice movement which has not

received deserved attention from the punk media. This tends to

imply that the punk media is in direct collaboration with such
exploitative promoters, are you not?

It is also true that Ron tends to state his well-placed opinions

in highly emotional directions, obscuring the content of his

message.
The IMWU is no dictorship and the idea of censoring or baning

the Union on account of one member of the Union is close-minded.
Union events are soon to emerge and we expect fair exposure

and cooperation between us and your publication.

Punk isn’t the answer. But maybe it’s asked a few questions.

-Eugene Mafi, recorder of International Music Workers Union

(Hi, funny most the time I feel like the scene leaches off of us,

like you and so many others, you feel we owe you exposure ? We
can f

t expose everything, but we do cover what does interests us

.

We ore a fanzine, FAN ZINE. Nothing more and nothing less. And
what you so coldly describe as a leaching thing we do, to me I
would more warmly describe as a helpful situation for promotion
of the scene, and bands, in return for their friendship and such! I
love this scene, ”And think not you can direct the course of love,

for love, if it finds you worthy, directs your course” -:Kahlif

Gibran , I also respect your non-interest in the punk scene but if

that is truefy so, then let go ... let us worry about the

imperfections of our scene (Goldenvoice). For within, that what
you call a

1

collaboration ' are friendships, and I'm sure my friends

do see imperfections in me also.!! -Hudley)

Oear Ron,

This is a reply to the claims from Ron (from the IMWU) in the

letters in both FS tt51 and #52. Don't be such an asshole, Ron! Yep,

that’s right, Al, Joy and the entire FS gang are just lying, spoiled,

middle class white trash money mongers, who are all oh so

dedicated to the ways of good ol’ Adolf Hitler, huh?!? Buddy, just

put down your copy of the Communist Manifesto for 30 seconds ...

and maybe open your eyes (not too much or you might actually learn

something) to the real enemy of your precious "punk rock". You are

your only real enemy. Not the Nazis, not the censors, not Flipside,

YOU. You’re bringing your own beliefs, ideas, self down through

this strong fear you have of anyone not set on your strict ways.
Just like many nazis of today who fear everyone from homosexuals
to blacks, you seem to be just as paranoid of somebody (I've no

idea why) actually not following your pre-set fascistic views

about this world. No Ron, I’m not a nazi. Either is the FLipside

gang or Shane Williams, for that matter. I hold very strong,

liberal, and what I believe to be realistic ideas about the people of

this world, unlike you who seem to see the "enemy" as being

everywhere. I feel sorry for you, Ron.

-Mike the "dragon man" (fa, we
all can so easily see imperfections in the human macrocosm, but

isn't it hard to see imperfections in the human microcosm... if you

think you can through the first stone, boy you got it made, I'm very

happy for any of you that can -Hadley)

You Romanticized your involvement

I would like to comment on this Ron/Flipside/Censorship issue.

Ok, Ron has a bad temper and is very abusive with his attacks
sometimes, however some of the things he says have merit. You
guys do seem to practice a form of censorship. First off, I know
you are not an extremely political zine, and you don’t have to cover

things you don’t want to. This is your right. However, in the past

you have expressed your beliefs on matters, such as Hudley’s

belief that voting and mainstream charities like Hands Across
America, We Are The World are good things. Then, when someone
has an intelligent response to your statements, you freak out and

don't run it. Examples: I ran a short anit- voting poem in the

classifieds a few issues back, under which Hudley wrote comments
saying I was just bitching and saying things unnecessary. I then

wrote a letter back, which was an intelligent expose of voting, and

which offered some alternatives to wasting time on the corupf

legislative system. You did’nt print it.

Another example: You romanticized your involvement in Hands
Cross America and said how good it made you feel. Then when
Chumbawamba releasess an incredibly well- researched album with

articulate lyrics and diverse music that shows how these charities

only re-inforce the status quo, Hudley (in her review) dismissed it

as "preaching with a disco backing." Also, Rons comments on Joys

scene reports (aside from his unnecessary abusive choice of

words) have merit. If Joy were to run her reports with a

disclaimer saying she was only covering the part of the scene she

likes (ie- Doggy Style, Adolescents, Doggy Style, Mad Parade,

Doggy Style, and you guessed it, more Doggy Style) it would be

fine. However, she passed it off as an LA overview, which I object

to since, like Ron said, she ignores the Alternative/Anarchist

bands and their shows/benefits. On the 6oldenvoice subjects, I

don't think Gary should be "smashed", but I wonder why (since you

give him coverage) you don't discuss the bad aspects of it such as

the exploitation of the punk scene, the use of gangs for security,

etc. Finally, I should say that although Ron is an Anarchist, his

methods are not those of all anarchists. Anarchists are human,

and human have problems.

-For Communication: Doran Wanker, POB 15, Altadena, CA 91001

(Hudley's are human too. And I for one say I'm sorry for not

printing your letter on the corrupt legislative system. Maybe you

might want to send another on the subject? I admit I'm a hopeless
romantic, (I guess when the Wizzard of Oz was passing out hearts

he gave me two). The word ”Preaching” is not a bad word for me, I
realize the review might not have been a fully ripened critique!

Maybe you would like to re-review the album and send it in too us.

Also YOU might start writing scene reports for Max'n'Roll, since

Joy isn't anymore!! I also hopelessly admit to being a freak of
nature, and I do 'Freak -Out' lots and lots, just ask AL That

reminds me, I'm heading for the stero to listen to GBH's 'Freak of
Nature'- Hudley.)

Dangerous Dude Because He Wants To Lead

Dear Flipsdie,

Thank you for running the letter on Ron 6ould. Williams nailed

Gould for what he is, another potential Stalin. I thought the Union

was a great idea, until I went to a meeting and heard about Gould.

He screamed at people like they were peons, or worse, his slaves!

His girlfriend won't live with him because he is a male chauvinist ...

So After a couple of meetings I decided not to join the IMWU. I

could'nt believe the threating letter that dude sent you guys, your

zine is terrific! I heard he's been sending letters like that to

other people too, and now he's in hiding. His whole Union is going

to go down the toilet cause he is such a jerk. He won't let anyone
else have their own opinion around him, he thinks he’s the new Che
Guevare.

But he is really a dangerous dude because he wants to lead the

kids real bad, and he is willing to do or say anything to be their

'leader*. If he gets support he might be able to run something, but

the Union is probably dead, which is for the best. He is like an

adolescent who doesn't want to grow -up, he’s over 30 man; my
freinds and me don't trust Gould at all.

Thanks again for Williams exposing article on the Union Fuhrur

-Dough West, Santa Ana
(I hope that the Union goes on with or without him, I mean they

shoufd'nt let one individual stop what they could accomplish9 to

help the future! -Hudley

)





7 People Give it Up

M & hud,

I just read the latest Flipside and wanted to let you and the
test of the scene know that Shane Williams was dead on target
about the fascist Ron of ANIC. Ron is a legend in his own mind, a
tyrant and a pampous ass- and these are his best qualities. Ron
thinks he is the supreme leader of anarchy and the kids here in

OC, well he ain’t, no doubt of that, Ron is nothing but a politician,

and he uses the union to get more power, he does'nt really care
about the scene. As for anarchy, he gives it a bad name. I know of
seven people who gave it up after meeting him. I have seen Ron
beat kids up at the gigs he sets up, he causes the violence not
them. Hell, I don't think Ron cares about anything execpt himself-
and that includes Big Mt!! Ron is a liar asshole, and it's high time
that kids told him to fuck off and leave the scene, because I heard
his thugs are worse than the cops! His insults and claims that you
guys are censors is pure bullshit, only the damn State can do that!
Ron should talk about Karma, he has shitloads coming his way!

Anyway my point here is that the IMWU would be a kranking
idea, If Ron was not in charge of it. It's that simple, Ron is the

flitler of Anarchy- he should be ignored by everyone.
-Punk Lives, Jim Donovan

satisfy(ing) the individuals feelings...” as Arthur states. I believe
we should act as individuals and towards others the way we would

8 Me them to act towards us. (Do unto others as you'd have them do

jj
unto you!) I agree that music is self-expression and that there
are problems in our lives that will be reflected through music, but
I don't "putdown... negative bands”!! I said I don't care for music
that says nothing to give me inspiration. Yes, Arthur, it is

"difficult" to remain positive... if you live in a high crime, low-
income neighborhood... and yes, Joe, I too find many of these so
called "positive” bands naive, however, I still think that it is going
to be much better off for a person to listen to and experience art
that points out the problems that we've created (cause ultimately
we've chosen our situations and created out lifestyles) and tries
to give one the inspiration to overcome these problems. Perhaps,

|

Arthur, these so called "negative bands" you refer to give you
this sort of inspiration. If so, great, they do nothing for me but
give me a headache or make me depressed and if I want that. I'll do
it through the real world of ignorance, war, death and not some

|

pretentious musician that spills his depression on a slab or vinyl.

And Joe, what's so mediocre about peace, love and understanding?

Love and peace, Shawn Stern

i?lots so mediocre about peace, love and understanding?

Dear Joe and Arthur,
This is in response to your (Arthur People's) letter and Joe's
response in Flipside 51 to my so colled "putdown of what he
(refering to me?) calls negative hands". First of all, thanx Joe for
allowing me to respond to this myself!?. Second, Arthur, you make
it sound as though I believe people should limit themselves, a
concept totally alein to the Brigade's philosophy. One of my
fundamental beliefs is that we are all in this life to live and learn

:

and how could that be accomplished by limiting oneself in any
i
capacity? I don't believe it could and therefore I always urge
'people to experience as much as possible. I believe, however, that
we all have more than just a primary "responsibility... to
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LEMONHEADS "HATE YOUR FRIENDS" LP/CASS.

INTENSE RAZOR SHARP MELODIES FROM BOSTONS
FINEST NEW ACT OF 1986!! GET THIS

ALSO AVAILABLE ON TAANG!

GANGGREEN "ANOTHER WASTED NIGHT" LP/CASS.
SLAPSHOT "BACK ON THE MAP" LP

MOVING TARGETS "BURNING IN WATER" LP/CASS.
KILSLUG "ANSWER THE CALL" LP

THE OYSTERS "GREEN EGGS & HAM" LP

NEGATIVE FX LP

ALL TAANG! LPS AND CASS. $6.00 PPD U.S.A.

SEND S.A.S.E. FOR COMPLETE CATALOGUE
’ OVER 100 ITEMS T-SHIRTS, CDS, POSTERS,

STICKERS, RARETIES, COLORED WAX, ETC...,

COMING ON TAANG! NEW RECORDS BY DYS,

UNNACTURAL AXE, JERRYS KIDS, GANGGREEN,

& KEITH LEVENE !!!!!!!!!!!!

RECORDS
P.O. BOX 51

AUBURNDALE. MA 021*6
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CB Tapes a 60 minute
Kwik-way, Keg Partv Hero,
Lincolms, Socail Decay and
Recordinq- onlv $3.00 cash orders sent nex ;

day. Tof Craig Blomquist, 48 Beck Rd.,
Lindenhurst, II. 60046.
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
Male 17 would like to hear from people from
all around the world likes: Skating, the Not,
Comicbook, Pledge Allegiance, UTFt), drawing.
Violent Femmes, writinq, Blast!, dumb movies.
Clown Alley, Hackysack,“ Beastie Boys, Records,
Dl, tapes, / Sec., Zines, Minor Threat, flyers,
Lovecraft, Toy Dolls, Stupids, Sushi, Chronic
Plauge, Godzilla, Ventures, Aspron, Maroi
Rocks, Kanji, Agent Orange, Bad Brains, mail.
Fishbone, photos. Lords of the New Church,
stamps. Dungeons and Dragons, mettaliica,
GASH- Devon Morf clo Wajlemac Fanzine, 924
Grennhill Rd. MillValley, CA 94941
*** *** *** *** *** ** ** *** *** *** *** ***
Pav no attention to my last ad!! Here's what

QLASUHB DS

I ment to say, 16 year old punk wants to form
dedicated band in SpringField- Daylon Area. I

Meatmen, Circle Jerks, COC, DK's, Agnostic
Front, most German and English hardcore,
thrash metal (but not the metal attitude) and
Choclate Milk (mixed with Vodka}- Eric, 4811
Merrimont SpringField, Ohio, 45503
*** *** ** *** •** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **
Polish student into all kinds of independent
music, looks for correspondepts from all over
the world- Exchange records, tapes ..

A

west wind can't hurt ! Will Reply to a
Jaroslaw Cyganek, Czerwonej G
41-1 lq Sosnowiec Poland
*** *»*

A little

letters,
wardii 12a/8,

* * * * * * * * * * * *
WANTED: Anv Really Red 7"ers, Negitive

vies" 7 J
\

,l ' ' •*
Trend-"Mercinavies" 7", UXA- £", and "both
Meatmen- 7"ers. Will pay cash or trade. WRITE
Eric Yee, 16025 Cambrian Dr., San Leandro,
Ca 94578 (415) 278-7416
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
INSANE viynl freak wants the following discs:
Husker Du- "Amusements", any Law 6 Order
or Funeral 7"ers, Impatient Youth- 7", Rhino
39- 7", Teen Idols- 7". If your have anv of these
please contact ERIC YEE, my address apears
elsewhere in this section
*** *** **** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
DESPERATE person is looking for the Biq Boys-
"Frat Cars" and the Zero Boys "living in

nfit "

7"ers. Name your price and/or send want list.

Please contact: ERIC YEE same address as
above above!!
*** *** *** *** *** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** * **

WANNA TRADE FLYERS
Send letters, lists, wants, shitloads of flyers
or anything else to: Jon Harmon, 724 N.
Placentia Ave. Placentia CA 92670. Looking
for Minor Threat, Dav Glo Abortions. SNFLT,
Conflict, Verbal Assault, Ludichrist or
whatever. I'll send same amont. DON'T LAG.
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ****

Oh, ya I wrote to Mark B's ad in #52,
my letter was returned. The address # was
wrong. Can you help by clarifving to what the
right address is.lf you can, thanx-~JON addrsess
above. (Jon we can't help vou, but maybe Mark
B will see this and write you.-ED)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

CAVE LECTOR ("Let the reader Beware")
needs YOU! Any contributions welcome. ESp
BANDS from WESTCHESTER and vicinity for
interviews resulting in Instant Recognition! HA
! Come on Westchester, get into it! This 'Zines
for you! "To Be is To do- One only becomes real
at the point of action" MOVE: Contributors
from ail over. Please help! But don't think we
are desperate 'cuz we aren't. - Julie, 31 Gedney
Esplanade White Plains, NY 10605.

. I lied
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** * * * *** *** ***
Bryon in Redondo Beach sorrv about what
happened, if you want the money, write me.
Tim Demman thanx for always being there for
me. Brain Mroter in Wiscoin- write me. Ron
Auila your a teewk-hee! Hee! Don Garcena?
In Colorado here to see you this summer. Oh
yeah Jennifer Dickens sorry about last
Flipside.- Tina Sam Marcos, CA
**« *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
DUDE into meditation £ God, raw food,
musician (singer) wants to meet a punk chick
clpse or into the same stuff, young and open
minded always. Write to: Lois Flow, 4531
Elenwood Dr. #6, LA CA 90041** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
Ever had any Bi- or gay experiences? Write a

J.D.'s softcorezine for hardcore kidsstory for
(or vice versa). Will Pav Cash for best
submission. Write BLAB c/o JD's $2.00 pp, 365
Queen St. East Torronto, Ontario, Canada MSA
1T2. Very Discreet.** ** ** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
Sorrv about my last ad — it won’t happen aqz
— person, 16, Mark, 46 Forest Ave, Cinti, On...,
45215 (I figure no one will write if I don"t list

I 1 Clik/au 1C! U G Ul 1 , I U33J K-J tH VI C. p

Republic, and everyone's favorite- Joy Division)
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
l am looking for any live tapes by Pussy Galore,
or just about any of the above bands, I am alsoii—

,

looking for the PG- "Exile on Main St." tape
and the firt SR single, Mark, 46 Forest Ave.,
Cinti, Ohio, 45215 Byrony (?) please write
aqain- I lost yr. letter, really
*** *** *** *** *** *** ** *** *** *** ***
Hi! I'm a punk with lots of fun penpals, but my
15 year old sister is into Heavy Metal and
doesn't know where to get penpals of her own,
If your brother or sister^has' this same problem,
have them write to» Lisa, 680 Earln<nam St.,

Pasadena, Ca 91101
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***** *** ****

I need the Minor Threat Cable Show. No
Substitutions, PLEASE. If it takes longer, I'll

wait! I need Minor Threat!!- Kevin Kribs, 16327
Mt. Baden Powell, Fountain Valley, CA 92708
** *** *** * ** ** *** *** *** *** *** ***
WANTED: Zero Boys: "Living In The 80's" ep
and Big BOys- "Frat Cars" ep will pay larqe
amounts of cash or trade. WRITE: Eric YEE,
16025 Cambrain Dr., San Leandro, CA 94578/
(415) 278-7416

*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ****** ***
Sons of Ishmael is touring North America from
June 17 onward. We want to play your town—bic
or small. Call Tim at (5 1 9 J 538-1435 or Paul
at (416) 441-1403 for booking. Write:P.O.Box
1403 Meaford, Ontario N OH 1 YC^ Canada.
*** *** *** ** *** **** *** *** **** *** **
I have Agnostic Front, Antidote, Vatican
Conados, Deep Wound, CFA, Gang Green,
Saigon, Social Distortion 7"'s and more. I want
X Ray Spex, Cortinas, Sham 69, or Misfits 7"

Live Discharge, Gen. X, Dolls, Uk Punk tape
traders welcome. Luis M. Rodriquez 2435 W.
Ave. 33 Los Anqeles CA. 90065.
*** *** ** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
The quv with the mohawk at the Dark Angel
gig. The one that lives near Maoic Mountain.
You're sexy. Remember the blonde you talked
to? She savs go to Fenders!
* * * * * * * *•* *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
Positive hardcore 'zine from Oxnard. Issue
number four is available with Verbal Assault,
Life Sentence, and Scared Straight, photos,
scene reports, etc. Only two stamps too: It's

Alive 900 Azalea St. Oxnard, CA 93030. Will

not respond without stamps.
*** **x *** *** *** **** *** ** *** *** ***
SACRED HATE "Experience the Insanity" demo
tape $3 ppd. with sticker included. Separate
stickers 25$ each. T-shirts available soon. Send

some favorite bands:SO: Bov Dirt Car,

to Sacred Hate c/o Joe 7743 Avondale Terrace
Harrisburg PA 17112.
* * * * * * * ** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
Wanted: both Lockjaw 7"'s, Cause for Alarm
7", Horror Biz 7", and Bullet 7". I got nothing
to trade so don't qimmie no list. Also, punks
in Las Vegas, please write me. I just moved here
and don't know too many people. Jeff 4361
Clover Hill Ct. Las Vegas, NV. 89117.
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
17 yr. old female. Is anybody there? Likes
sleeping, dreaming, popcorn, photography,
vampires, NYC. Music tastes are Sex “Pistol;

to Exploited to Bauhaus and all in between,
Dislike, crowds, authority, hippies, users,
skaters, fettish for males and cemetery.
Unattached pleez. Camile 1350 104St. #1 E.

Elmhurst 1 1369.
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ** ***
19 year old male aritst into D.K.'s, Social
Distortion, Minor Threat, Christian Death, and
Siouxxie. Wants to hear from anyone,
anywhere. I need feedback! Will answer every
letter. Tim P.O.Box 411 San Bernadino CA.
92409.
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
Psychotic Men or big titted females to discuss
punk, low-budget gore films, and streaking.
Write: Nick the Yak 27 Hillcrest Street, Staten
Island, NY. 10308. I'm into: the Proletariat,
N.O.T.A., G.G. Ailin, Youth of Today, Damage,

Wanted; Buy or Trade
Angry Samoans- "Inside my Misfits 1st 7",

"A Country Fit for Heros" No future Comp.,
Anv Varukers 7"s, Electri Deads 7"s, MRR
Issues 1-5 £ 7, Davglo Abortions 1st LP, 45
GraveBlack Cross, any Vktms 7's, Send lists to

Steve, 1431 Rucker, Everett, WA 98201
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***

ATTENTION REDONDO BEACH;
Oi Kipper Kids, the Redondo Nerd Firm, Laura

Craig,
New Zealand
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
PEN PAL!! Male, 23, would like to meet a

female in California. I'm a music explorer and
tive. Send

<oyster,
Soledad, CA 93960-0689
answered.» R.

Responsive and attentive.
*

»r. All k
#689, G-108,

open-minded. ,
—

photos. Prefer someone 18 or over. All letters
r _ J s. -v r% r% X r»AQ UCQO r AQPOB

*** *** ** ** ** ** * ** **

Simon Kelly 10 Leasoweside, Leasowe, Wirral,
Merseyside England L46-2RW.

>*******
ly U
Eng

„„* ** .

Wanted: Penpals from anywhere into anything
and everything. I am 18 year old female. I

*** *** *** ***

year
•romise to answer ail letters immediately,
end photo if possible. Send anything i.e.

artwork, literature, letters: W.L. Sloane 67
Rolling Wav New Rochelle, NY 10804.
**** *>* *** *** *** *** ***

ATTENTION
Your time and effort! 20 year old human seeks 1

female and male correspondence in regard to 1

life in general. Into beer, pot, records, rock 1

*** *** ***

roll, hardcore, punk, life. Send photo if possible,

etters answered. Write to Dan 7426 TaborAll letters
Ave. Phila., PA 19111.
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
19 yr. old quy wants to hear from you. I like i

to party, skate, talk to girls, and listen to
(party,

»ic. Sp<
Rites of Sp
music. Special favorites ~are the Cro-Maqs,

Minor Threat, and a lot of OI‘

OCOOOSS

** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
Tape Traders—Any of you who were bored
enough to look thru all these F.S. ads should

to me and trade tapes! Send you list. I'll

nine. Want Dag Nasty Demo. Have a nice
day. Chris 5214 Kraft Ave. Grand Rapids Ml
49508.
*** *** *** *** ** *** *** *** *** **** ***
Fanzine accepting Indie records for review.
Also artwork, poetry, fiction, political
commentary, photos (maybe nude females?)
or any other interesting materials. Issue #4
cominq soon. NR P.O.Box 1095 Lewistown, PA Q
17044. Q*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** n
English punk / alternative clothing catalogue
(m/f) Send $1.00 to Sanian Wear 10 t)rdish Ave.
Chaddensden, Derbv D32 6QF England.
*** *** *** *** *<* *** *** *** *** **** ***
The Big Bore Skate 'Zine is looking for
contributions. Send any photos, comics, or
anything else. 1 will try to print everything I

et. Send to Jon Coles 124 N. Second Street
oopersburg, PA 18036. Free copy to

contributors.
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *

i

Tina, Samantha, Nicki, esp. Lynn (remember Q
77), Lill' Lori (how should I know, I'm from Q
jersey!) Roger and Mrs. RogerU?) (restyle) Q
Thanx alot for everything. Love, Mary May Q
(animal) U
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** ** *** ** ** ** o
New Zealand Fruitpicker Guy 17 likes» A
Pistols, Cure, Bauhaus, Gun Club, MDC, DKs, N
Scream, Jerks, Python, Pryor, Mr. Rabbit £ Q
Skating. Anyone who would like to trade tapes, A
interviews, poetry, pictures, songs, or ideas o
write to Craig, 1 0 / Pah Rd., Howick, Auckland, A

Music and message. One possibility of agitation. O
Through consciousness to resistance. Looking

JJ
’ L - * *iciDate O

>pring.
also play drums for Doq Ti

introduce vourself by writing
^ou. Jim McDougai! 83 Wilso

Tired. If interested, K
. ,

me a letter about Q
Wilson Ave. Kearnv NJ A

*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
j

"We are all in the gutter, but some of us are
lookinq at the Sears. "Simple pleasures are the
last refuge of the Complex." Write: Me 1324





I m planning to spend a couple of weeks iniSouthern Ca. this summer to see shows andSmeei people. If you have some space for as
ld be willing to help out quite a bitw,th

. tflf rent * ! tn a fairly relaxed person and!would like to stay with some relaxed folks. Drop!
a line PRONiO to: JAMES FRINGE, c/o The!

9822^
Fanzfne' P0B 3107, Bellingham, WAj

*** **** **** **** *** *** *** **** ***

Ranted: Live tapes of The Cramps and Gunl

Va 24of8
ark Turner ' 5^ 36 wYnne Rd„ Roanoke,

*** *** *** ****** *** *** *** *** ***8
ct nn i

Marychain 'Your Trip Me Up' UK 7" I
>i>.00, Jov Division 'Love will rear us apart' 7"l
R'cture sleeve^ $8.00. Lockjaw 'Dead Friends'!

t
P
h

Press 510.00. Lockjaw 'Shock Value 1

' EP|Ted Bundy coyer I've got 50 copies $12.00.
s

S ol,
e
d
o
a^A the Sun/Satellite' 7"M Re

A
c
,?
rds $8 ‘ t)

i
) - Misfits 'Halloween' 7"
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a
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' m int condition.

Gresham, ORE 9708o'
S ^ 8520 SE M7th'

ffl *trapped*Inultra straight marriage desperately seekscorresDondance with other gay and bi' women.Send letter and photo. I'll write back and send

Vegas^^N V°89^ j^^
self* Cynthia POB 18432-4 Las

RECORDS WANTED:* Bad Br‘a*ns '*P*ay T*o*Cu*m*
KhPv'n

Y?Ut
^ f rl9a^

e "Possible", CIA 7" Necros
w'/hl'

Social Unres! 7", Social Distortion
Jv5

. ?s *
.
w,, i trade Kaos "Product ofi^ick Mind Toxic Reasons "War Hero'

1

andmore. Write: John 16291 Magellan Ln.Huntington Beach, CA 9 2 6 4 7 ( 714)847-0 3 3 9* * * * **********************
* i ne tearing down of mind barrier*
outstretched hands for a different view— arelease of inhibitions... poetry, reviews
Interviews, expressions. $1.50 ppd. Echo-line

Walnut Creek, CA 94598

l
f
e+ ?Wne

? ut there has the address toestabi shments (in Ca.) which are cruel to
' cou d y°u please send them to me. I'm

t£np,!i!n3-? ,st
-.
t
.° >r

e attributed state wide so

Irfi rtn1
U

TiJy t,

wl
I u

e
£t0rppeci (throuqh direct

A
C
nahelm

T
CA 92807

hn 720 Fii£ker Ct-
** * * * * * * * * ****************
11. y®ar old P^nk into Sonic Youth and Jane's
£™iC

V-
on seeks a bi9 woman" for long

h
n
i'

ve
ru

n ,n tbe lenders "armpit" orw,tb
+
,n

-

the bowels of the Screarn Club.Looks arnt important, personality is. Will reply/

Co&MiS. JESs/lM' 9
r
0
e
0?r

ces - 22 ^2

Apolitical fanzJnV #Yi,‘ 0
*
u t nYw*foV$i.* it

On th
lf° Gn Jen ° Biafra Critic Eves, Lastupt.on the economics of militarism, apartheid

nhnfihc ° ^eP?emDber;

eC
i

irenaate" and over 75

Kis°Obispo
r

CA 934o7
9er 5^ 8 C °UPer Dr ’ San

FEMAlLVo,*^^; correspondance VomVLl
PeoPje trom anywhere to write abouteverythmq from animal rights to zits. Likes:

5D
Um

1n
S/ MP C/ Crass ' Chumbwamba,

u'.tK w
x
r ( j ' a"d much more. Jennifer 114

y‘t
w Tce

;
P|ymouth, Devon, PL4 9DJtngiand. Sense of humor an advantage.

-W* *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** * * * *** I

Think you're weird? Then send a tape ofyourself at your weirdest, to be on our spokenword compilation! You get a free copy of thetape it s on. We're not fly by night either wehave oyer 8 tapes available. Send a S.A.S.e!-ter info. Damaged State Hospital

f83 oV
Ctl0nS

'P08 1033 East Stroudsburg,^ PA 1

HE* P*!*!!***
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***

B5fH °0t%\jtssttV rs.'sato hear from you * ! will write back (especially
if you re a male w/swarped hair!) Send anvthina I

WV 255
a
30
S F- 1535 0i,k View Hgts. K~a91

New-Age McCarthyism getting you down? Everb ~en to a Secular Humanist Church service? Doyou pick your ketchup fresh from the vine? If

!?. n» "2*7 P,ease write!! Fanatics welcome. 1

1306^
aV,<^ *verson' pOB 113, Fayetteville, NY

u** ****.*** *** ***** *** **** **** ** I

S™ ?irn
n
r?i

t
?K .

sPend a couple of weeks inern
Pf L

tb,s jammer to see shows, meetpeopie and have fun. If you will have some
!Pft

c® fo
u- f

a I'd be willing to help outquite a bit with the rent. I'm a rairlv relaxedperson and would like to stay with some relaxed I

folks. Please drop a line PRONTO to JamesFringe (AKA J. Lindley), POB 3107
Bellingham, WA 98227

y

****** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***Gringer Is A Desparate Band! If you need a bandTOT VOUr nsrtv nsn n>tr eA<ri _ j !

WANTED: Disorder "AirRaid" 7" and "7984"
7", Pay cash or trade hope to hear from you,
Peter Hoeren, Kaisersfeld 98, 4200 Oberhausen
1, West Germany
*** ******* *4 * ** ** *** *** *** *** *
Diaging Soul Asylum Squirrel Bail, Huskers,
7 Seconds, Celibate Rifles etc., I'm a 21 year|
?J
d

f®
male into flicks, books, and live shows.

1

Would like to exchange ideas, thoughts and
musical interests. Seeking correspondences
from others with similar tastes. Write: Deedee,
69 Roslyn Rd., Rosiyn Heights, NY 11577
,T****%*** ****** *** ^** *** *** ** ** **
"WANTED-NEEDED"
Punks willinq to help skinhead in distress!
mprisoned skinhead needs help keeping up with
the scene. Need all punks to write please, !'m
getting close to Sanity/We don't want that now.Do we?! Please send picture 5 letters. Marc
"Frenchie" DeMarais, NTICC POB 7000, Carson
City, NV 89701
I*** .*** ****** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
Missing BASS CABINET after playing a show

Jrn New Brunswick at Scott Hall. It has blackfoam padding on the sides £ it's about 3 1/2
Ifeet tail 6 1 1/2 feet wide. We have the head,out not cabinet. If anyone knows about it please

Io?S
t

3
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(20
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,T83
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-
/

9
S
4
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]
d
7

' P° B 25 '' Calif°n ' NJ

Hello, I'm looking for pen-pals. Interests: Johny
[Thunders, Minutemen, rap music, pre-sell out
| James Brown, pre sell out Cramps, X, Smiths,
John Waters

f
drums, percussion, collecting

records, writing stories. Matthew, 10E. 85tn
; #6C, New York, NY 10028
>*** ****** ** *** *** ** ** ** *** ** **
[WANTED: Patriots- Land of Free EP, Antidote
-Thou Shalt Not Kill EP , Rosemary's babies-
Bioodlust EP, Dissapointed Parents- AM I

Getting EP, Violent Scene Split Scene Ep,
i

Abused Loud S Clear EP, Graven Image- Kicked!
[Our EP, Urban Assault EP, Fuck' Ups EP,

!

Doomsday Massacre- Wake Up EP, Nake Yr
Dink EP. And more- Peter Hoeren,K aisersfeid
98, 4200 Oberhausen 1, West Germany
*** **** *** *** ****** *** ****** *** ***

DEMO TAPES NEEDED
For demo show on KCPR. Looking for news and
interesting music. If we like it, we might even
piay it more than once. Send to: TOi, KCPR's
Magnetic Trash, Cal Poly St, Univ., San Luis
Obispo, CA 93407
*** *** ** ** ** ** *** ** ** ** *** **
WANTED- DYS "Brotherhood", SSD "The Kids
Will Have Their SAY", Code of Honor's first
album. I have Embrace and Dag Nasty demos
to trade or l"ll pay cash. Steve Hunt- William
Henry Apartments (IVY 312), Malvern, PA
19355
**** *** ***** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***

I

** WANTED: Any and all Pornography.
I Maqazine clippings. Home Pnotos, Video and
I anythin in between, send to: John at 20944,
I Desert Woods Dr., Beno, OR 97702
K (Hey bud, I mean John boy, I've got some styling
I pics of my kitty cats nude.l"ll send them to you.
I -Hud)
I uf* *rT*

*** *** *** *** ** *** ***
Wanted: Drummer- ,

To play in a "Descendents-Like" band. If voul
I

are interested in joining up with these qiivsyou can contact Tony L. at (213) 920-1 44 Y formore info.
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ** *** YO!m looking for t-shirts, videos, photos live
tapes, anvthmq by SSD, DYS, America's

I Hardcore Blastf Jerrvs Kids, Crucifix, Abused,Cause For Alarm, Vouth of Today. Aiso pay
,
top cash or trade for SSD 1st LP. P| ea se write-

I 363^4 g5
528 12th NE ' Seatt,e ' VVA 98155 (203)

?.** **** *** **** Not into Hardcore, I like!

R®
W
Q?ff

er
.' Cjfre 91 1 and "Price Of Admission"

pL*« J-n
t,e F,n9ers. I love nature andPoetry and Im an extremely calm person. Willanswer all. Write: Laura, ‘55 Edgemont St.,Longmeadow, MA 01106 a

, *** *** *** ****** **** *** ****** ***
*** *** Vegetarian punk seeking drummer forband to start in South Orange Co. inf!:Chumbawamba, Apostles, Kronstant Uprisinq,

i

Icons of Filth, Rudimentry Peni also pen-palsand people who want to trade records taoesmags, T-Shirts and stickers. I play bass. Bryan
Varter.ian, 30808 Calie, Chueca, San Juan Cap.

j

*** *** **** **** Gimme Some Fanzine issue
I#1 out now with Murphy's Law, Adrenalin OD I

Underdog, Canserous Growth, False Liberty,
1

bold, Xband Impulse Manslaughter, and more!
3] pages, $1.00 + 73< postage. Jim Creighton
215 Cream St., Poughkeepsie, NY 12601

9

*** *** *** ****** *** *** ****** *** ***

r ~ ^ n yuu ntstju cs Danator your party, gig, or social function, please
Call us at (21 3) 338-1 1 15. Get our

reach us*. — . . u. i jj jj«-i i n, uei ourdemo for a mere three bones. We do thecompilation thing too. Write Cringer at:5320Arbor Vitae St. #4, LA CA 90045 We are from
^?«

aVuc 2unt know anYone here. If you're
into the Subhumans, jov Division, or other
pretentious peace-type things, write me. Thanx

[ RAMBOZO THE CLOWN T-Shirts. S-XL. $8
??rl£,

a"L underai'ound records, political art.Screw the middle man. Go straight to the
Aiwe

‘r
Free Catalog, sticker and newsletterAlternative Tentacles, POB 5528 SanFrancisco, Ca 94101

' an
1

*** ***
*** *** *** ****** *** *** ***** ***
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nadian zine

,

needs scene reports, qiq I

„f/d reviews, skate pictures, comics. T

hlr?Hc f
d mterv»ews with bands and tapes from I

I Or -2 c/ >
ur com

PJ
ation - All tapes returned.

Frai
US

lt
Wr

i!

te
Ti
16

* v
1

i
Gt

l
ers answered (honest).

|

I

6 stickers!! Yard Sale, c/o Sean, 2820

Canada
ne Ave *' Wmni peg, MB R3J-OB1,

*** *** *** *** *** *** ***

I rL°„
9et

,
S in

i° JAZZ/Fusian, or knows anyXng
|
about it and wants to trade tapes of this kind

I of music and hardcore also, I have good
lit

e
w‘*K

n °£* h
n
aMo°fr£rite too: Oave,60 Lucille

ISt., Wtby Ct 06/08 (PS take that fuckin' beenie
E off' man, it looks pretty lame.)
I Fl*Rnw **<£r=V'*

*** ***• V* *•** **** .*** ^iLLbOV; SEX zine: interviews with DOA
1 h,

el
Jh

ral
a n.

Ubi,C'^R c',
n

’ t 0<
7
etc- For Smart Se*

I c»L.
tbe §.° s send $2 check or money order to

Spruce To^Phi&Ta6 on * 4029

I XPRESSWA Y TO VoUR *SKULL*on WEFT play
I experimental music: PGR, Happv Flowers
I Scratch Acid. Interested in buvinq/tradinq fa
I ffas'c no one else will plav. Send descriptions t

111 61820
WEFT 13 N MArket Su ' Champaigr

I tjc, *m* X *,* ******************
J HELP! Daily survival zine needs letters
pictures, whatever you can send. DS
HG/peace zine: openness of mind, intelliqence

land humor expressed. First issue out. 20+ pages,
I offset, 756. I want to hear from bands in N. CaLland punks involved during 79-81. Wanted:
lS?

r
I?

s
l,

V
o
hat We Do...", "Germicide" LP(Mohawk Records), "Lions Share" Bootleg LP

| Tooth and Nail" comp, any Danaerhouse hands;
if.ix "Dehumanization", 7 Sec. "Skins..."
Zinnp "frtnrlanna+i » HT..»i D« :ir

I Crucifix uc,iuMianuauuii
, / oec. oKins .. ',

Negazione "Condannati..", "Tuti Pazzi". Will
pay good moeny for these records depending on
the condition. I'm interested in tradinq tabes
especially pre-82. Send your list and Pll send

I mine. Let's change the world together. For
l^°/G ,nfo: Brian ParrY pOB 3144 El Macero, CA
1 3 30 1 O

riof *ic *,7 *******************GiRL, 16, likes open country, xerox art, walkinq
I “a

tb
1-r

d
^C.

k * ^end me a long or short letter
|Ainne 55 Edgemont, Longmeadow MA 01106
IdC»Jmamtc ****.**^* ************REMNANTS magazine is looking for new
intriguing excitmq material for issue seven:
poetry, photos, drawings and fiction are a;

I

welcome. Also, seeking correspondance from
l

T^
0
t/^^

^
o'ri

0Ve, p ' n ^ Floyd, X and blues.
1018 Paaific, Fullerton CA 926 33

0LD
/ sex starved, bulimic punk, still

in anal stage of development, into Scratch Acid,fema es, Lydia Lunch, females, bizarre films,
females. Want to correspond with unique
Ifashion conscious females, not necessasriiy
bulimic or m ora! staqe of development. But

Angola'NY S8ST
LaMoreaux 1425

“ **‘* ** ' *** *** ** *** *** *** *** *** ***
All you zombies write me to send pictures,
trade flyers, or just talk about weird subliminal
things. Into Buttholesufers, subhumans, darkness
and Rainstorms. Write to Jennifer, 9019
Longmont Dallas, Tx. 75238 Mark in LA
MIGHTY SPHINCTER - Live 1984 with Ron
Reckless, 1985 as three piece. 90 min.
$4.00/5.00 overseas. Also shit loads of other
I]ve and unreleased demos. Send your tape lists!
Ezekiel, 2619 S. Juniper St., Terripe, AZ 85282

21 year old male seeks correspondants who
enjoy poetry, music reading and good

! communication. Musical influences from 'Bad
Brains to Beethtoven. All replies answered;
will trade almost anythinql've got Sots!! Douq
Smith, 8092-1 8th Ave.,‘ Burnaby, British
Columbia, Canada V3N 1J8,*** *** *** ****** *** *** *** *** ***
Subterraneans compilation ind. "How!" and
Microwave" sessions plus live trax! In all • 10

songs - $3 + SI postage. Also avaliable-
I interesting live/ interview stuff. Send $1 for
list to Lawalamp Music Pub. Co., C/O
8092-1 8th Ave., Bumbay British Columbia
Canada V3N 1J8
**** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***. *** itick

I

The Heretics-No-ones favorite band have a
studio tape available for $1. With inserts and
other free stuff. We know you haven't heard
'of us, but go on ... take a chance!! contact: 13,
Lon Penliyn, Rhiwbina, Cardiff, S. Wales, CF4
6BZ, UK
*** *** *** *** ******* *** *** *** *** ***
! need to trade records, tapes and correspond
with some of you people in the US Especially
need 'Dickies live tapes. Tell me what vour
[after. I'll hopefully help you out. Contact: 13,
Long Penliyn, Rhiwbina, Cardiff, S. Wales, CF4
6BZ UK Stephanie, I'm in love with you.*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** Yt * ***
1/ year old male punk into 7 Sec., Minor Threat,
Verbal Assault, peace, politics, etc. lookinq for
female penpals in other parts of the world. I

write a 'zine called Nuclear Bull Crust ($1.00)
and will trade it + flyers for other crap. So
write Slack Dazzle, 1913 Alameda Ave.. Davis
Ca 95616
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***

II write anyone, anywhere, on anything but
looking for a few interesting peopie to “meet

, at shows in San Diego and LA. So write to Heidi
at 1722 Foothill Dr., Vista Ca, 92084,^^ „

Brains- Pay To Cum, KrautKiil For Cash, CF A-
[7 ep, any DanqerHouse material, Fiesbraters-
7", any Cramps IRS- 7"ers, 6 lots of 77 stuff.
I gots qood stuff ofr trade. Chris Subartcm. 1511
Faxon Pkwy, Williamsport, Penna 17701*** *** *** *** *** '** * *** *** *** *** ***

CHECK OUT "BLASTIN'* 'OUT OF NJ'
A 60 minute compilation cassette with 16 bands
and 32 songs. Features all unsigned NJ hardcore
and punk bands, comes with insert and sticker

nTo8
$
628° PPd t€> ’ Faith/ P0B 7235, Trenton '



BCR 13 Short Fuse

Urban Waste BCR 10 The Mob

BCR 6 Bitter Uproar

BIG CITY RECORDS

RECORDS!
BCR # 13 SHORT FUSE

SEVEN SONG 7"E.P.

12" L.P.

BCR# 1 2 URBAN WASTE
REMIXED & REMASTERED
7" E.P./12" L.P.

OUT
SOON

POST-
PONED

BCR *11 UNJUST $6

"HAMMERHEAD" DEBUT L.P.

NINE SONGS!
INCLUDES FREE POSTER & STICKER, ALSO AVAIL IN CASSETTE

MAIL ORDER CATALOG
BCR *1 ONE BIG CROWD $5

TRI-STATE COMP" L.P.
Bands from NY/NJ/cT, FEATURING: 25 Songs, 20 Bands + 26

Page Fanzine! Unjust, Armed Citizens, Ultra Violence Sheer

Terror, Psychos, Shok, Krieg Kopf, Bloodlust, Javi And The

Bastards, Pleased Youth, Sacred Denial, Bodies In Panic, Stetz,

Bedlam, Adrenalin O.D
,
76% Uncertain, Vatican Commandos,

Chronic Disorder. Seizure and Violent Children!

Also Avail, on Cassette

BCR #6 BITTER UPROAR $5
"LIVE AT CBGBS" L.P. DEBUT,

EIGHT SONGS!

BCR *5 DON'T WANT NO PITY $2

4 BANDS/4 SONG COMP. 7"E.P
FEATURING Unjust, Ultra Violence, No Control & Armed Citizens

BCR # 10 MOB $6

“WE COME TO CRUSH"

13 SONGS! DEBUT L.P.

INCLUDES FREE POSTER & STICKER, ALSO AVAIL IN CASSETTE

BCR *9 MONTREAL/ NEW YORK $5

"CONNECTION 85 COMPILATION" L.P.

INCLUDES FREE POSTER & STICKER FEATURING: Six Bands, Three

from N Y. , 3 from Canada, Scab, Ultra Violence, Krackdown,

Gassenhaver, Countdown Zero and Vomit & The Zits

BCR #8 FIRST THREE $5
"SINGLES COMPILATION" L.P.

FEATURING: 12 Bands and 22 Songs! XKI, Betrayed, Ultra

Violence, Savage Circle, No Thanks, Armed Citizens, Fathead

Suburbia, No Control, Disorderly

Conduct, Relfex From Pain, Vatican Commandos and C I A !

BCR *4 SAVAGE CIRCLE $2
DEBUT "7 SONG E.P."

FANZINES!
BCF # 10 "HERE TO STAY" ISSUE OUT
(W/Shortfuse/ Unjust/ Cromags/ Murphy's Law SOON
& Leeway)

BCF *9 "BACK FROM THE GRAVE'

FEATURING Mol). Scab. Sheer Terror and

Ultra Violence & Motorhead!

$1.50

BCF *8 "GREATEST HITS" ISSUE $ 1 .50
FEATURING Heart Atlack, Mob, Kraut. Undead, Skeptix,

Urban Waste and Agnostic Front!

PINE STREET

LAKE PEEKSKILL

NEW YORK 10537

N.Y. BASED!

VIDEOS!
BCV #

1 "BIG CITY LIVE AT CBGBS"!

FEATURING: Bitter Uproar, Armed Citizens, $101
Urban Waste! FROM Feb. 26, 1983 Matineee

TEE SHIRTS! $8

BCT #1 (Double Sided)

BIG CITY LOGO ON BACK SIDE,YOU CHOOSE I

YOUR FAVORITE BIG CITY RECORDING ARTIST
|

FOR -FRONT ‘SPECIFY SIZE & COLOR DESIRED

STICKERS!
BCS #

's 1 -1

0

Short Fuse, Urban Waste, Mob, Unjust, Bitter]

Uproar, Armed Citizens, MTL/ N Y., One Big Crowd,

Nice dnd Loud & Big City

50$ ea. Ail 10 For $4.00

STORES & DISTRIBUTORS!

LET'S DEAL DIRECT.

CALL OR WRITE SOON.
COMING SOON: Scab & Scumgoddess

L.P.'s. LOOK IN YOUR LOCAL STORE

FOR MY RELEASES. IF YOU DON'T SEE
[

THEM, GIVE THEM MY NAME AND AD-

DRESS TO ORDER WHOLESALE.

ALL PRICES ARE POSTPAID. MAKE CHECKS I

OR MONEY ORDERS OUT TO: JOHN |

SOUVADJI - NOT BIG CITY RECORDS!
INCORRECT CHECKS & MONEY ORDERS
.WILL BE RETURNED TO SENDER CASH IS

MORE THAN WELCOME AND PREFERRED

AT BCR. CANADIAN ORDERS ADD $1 PER
|

ITEM/FOREIGN ORDERS ADD $2.

BCR 11 Unjust

BCR 7 One Big Crowd BCR 9 Montreal/N Y

SHORT

FUSE
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Y
would like t0 correspond

lK-t
2-*
male/f̂ male Punks anri bands. Fave bands-

§

Misfits, Accused, Attitude AdjustmentGovernmet issue. Dr. Know, Necros, Chaoa UK
Scr

?u
ps

' ?
Ck '

+ other European and

8
- US Hardcore, thrash. Any band who wants on
a European comp.-(Good Distibution!) send somex music. I m also in for tradina US Hardcore with

Qr^°pea
? 7

tuff
*,.

Please Write! Uns. Hardcore,
flC/o Kurt, Zowellante, 1 1, 3999 Laakdal Belqium****** + + + + +*•* + '+ + * + +
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k WANTED: BATMAN If you have any BatmanA paraphernalia, I want it! Esp. records. BuvA tradf* nr Hnnatts I U/a. ~~ „ t: . ' ’

§
many bands. Communicate todav:

r

Laurel Hill Dr. Niantic CT 06357
O Burfv nhwcmn a h ’rW,'"re skating zine is out

Seconds, JFA, COC,
A tTcn — r r 1 « ^"^rs. Check it out, only
X 7«-*'-'P°-Z--

pa
-
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*
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AHY .contributions will be
I
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~, nny ^uTuriuuuons win oe
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* Wanted: Faction "Yesterday is Gone" 7"
A Angrv Sam^anc "inciwo m»# q»,:,k i ->n * I

n "Defy the :

n 1st 7" and
n buy. Write
O Arcadia C A

Q " *««*«. I OV-UWII it __ _

V.ir?grY Samoans "Inside My Brain" 12", Anti
0 Defy the System" LP, Necros 2nd ep, Gogos

i We Got Power magazines 1-3. will

j C A 9?006
,en’ iCk 1 1208 E ‘ DanburY St *

8 ********************** xX Wanted; Nude pix of punk chix! Tom 1313x Riverview, Conway PA 15027.

bor $1.25 and 39$ postage' to: 72905 'bToxford!
ik Lsrritos CA 90701 NO CHECKS! We are are

8
V? also looking for pictures of nude studs! Send toabove address.****** + * + *, * , j. ^ j.
Q

0 !

SILENT* hYaDBAnVeR:* Into* *DK*s,* Suicidal",

.

DRI Slayer Circle Jerks, Razor, Kreator, SOD,l
Exciter, Bad Brains, Sex Pistols, Ynqwie andj

...th thrash and
Q same tastes as I do, then send ‘ a reply tc:|
Q Kenneth John, 1 1 138 Route 20, Irving NY14081
S

lots more with thrash and HC. If'youBave thesame taste* a* l Hn thQn 1
7 Y L c

3k* * "*.*"*''* V'l 1 'wu 1^ living ii r i huo I
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SNFU,*UnifornX Choice DRI, COC, Attitude Adjustment, AOD,iX Justice League, Dag Nasty and more. Wants tolX
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a
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?
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,?P
en m incTed people in thelUb/lanaaa. Wanna communicate? Write to:

L49TP,°Merseys^de
,

England
d"" Walton LiverP°°'-

WANTED:* Violent *Childr‘en* *E*P,* Vticfel VfW
7.?

t
M
Wan t...", any old Upright!w Citizens / or 12 and tapes or albums ofl

X?7an°r
a,,ty

S/'R*- Will trade or buy. Smileyl
S * * °*^ 2^n *

p
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CA 92109 71
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a hardcore" band,
0 in

j h* Southbay, PV area. Must be very seriousA and have a good head. Influences: earlv SocialA Unrest Germs, AF, SOA, Youth Brigade.
0 Contact: Hammer 1525 Aviation Blvd. #B276

8
Redondo Beach CA 90278
"k "k k k k k k k k k kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk

O fZn
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f
nd

l
n dpsperate need of a drummer

O T
tar,st

‘x
You are interested, please

X contact Tony at (273)920-1441. Thanks Bowie

v *.*,-*. 7,* *_* **..*_* ********* *

8
® curt ?cu V\ k, 7 ************* *1ENGLISH FANZINE focusing on the American!

punk rock scene needs bSw or color photos of|

^ Di^s
6
^

1^ r

th»
andS

+
ar ** s^* Will ^pay toj} > for goodj

magazine is preparing it's "1987 Year in
Review". Please send tapes, records, photos,
autobiographies, etc. Contributors receive
complementary issue. Send to: KathrynCwmoUy 353 Columbia Rd., Thousand Oaks, CA
91360
***************1t1c1t1i1'lc** + itie
ABLE MALE ARTIST with no belief in God
willing to art for bands/ zines/ comps or
whatever. I also do a zine (I'm special) and
art/comic type contributions are welcome.
pTED

382
,8 ^an,ey Road *A45, West Chester

I
.7,7-1 *********************WANTED: Phoenix Arizona residents: Who can

supply this 24 year old with help and
information on my posssible move to Phoenix
area? Any sincere, caring people out there
willing to help? Please write: Tim Vogrin 301
Ell wood St., Easton PA 18042
* * * * * * * * * *****************
TAPE TRADERS: Bauhaus, Land R, Siouxsie and
more. 1 do write back so no fuck-ups please!
Your list gets mine. Sandy 18082 Freshwater,
Huntington Beach, CA 926487*7***********************
l m in the process of writing a non-fiction book
on American Skinheads. If you have input, skin
or not. Please write me!! G.L. Konrad 941 W.
Leonard Grand Rapids Ml 49504. Thanks!!

ATTENTION MISFITS FANS* Ultra *rare Visfit
buttons for sale. Set of 3 different buttons for
$5. Hurry, supply is very limited. Don't miss
out. Cash, ck or mo to L. Webber 3020 So. 154
#238, Seattle WA 98188

HOWDY from Arizona. 18 year old quy in
co ege seeks facinating females (esp. in
coUege) for penpals. Me: deeply into Cramps,
also Misfits and Samhain, and Thee Milkshakes
Garage music. Write me: Richard 1889 E.
Carmen, Tempe AZ 85283** * * * ** y * * ****************
My names Brian, you're with me now! If you're
oast the doq and consider yourself true Enqlish
protest/punR like me and are female with larqe
tits, screamin' juicy twat, and a flailinq
turbulant ass, watch out for the 45. POB 701
SF CA 94101**************************
VINYL COMMUNICATIONS announces threenew releases: A.P.P.L.E. 7", Amenitv 7"
Neighborhood Watch 12". Coming soon Cringer!
Still available. Neighborhood Watch 7"

y
7"

records $3 each, or $5 for two. 12" $5* all
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Y'DEOS For sale or trade (VHS onlv)Motorhead MDC, Metallica, Misfits, MentorsSuicida l, SOD, Sabbath, Pistols, Stooges COC"
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TRADE: GVrm^^Formi^' *7", Cr*ime* ''cVngstVr

I cctaY/ J search esP* all videos VHS PAL QSECAM European system of bands hardcore Qpunk and thrash. Write to: Alain Robette 5 3,8
rue de Havre, 7000 Mons Belgium O

|
FOR TRADE: Have both Minor Threat 7", SOA V

17", all Misfits 7"/test press. 1st. SS6, all Q
I Skrewdriver. Wants: Hags LP, Vandals "Rome", Y

I * . : r* - O

uiaf/oiilk iwu, LUIl I I I Lhj, IjUing _
[

to qigs, parties, beaches and would love to meet 0
and cute and funny punkette at CBGB's any dav 0
as soon as possible for a very funny and 0
adventurous evening!!?! Michael A. Farrar 315 1

I

12th St. Union City, NY 07087 (201)864-4202 1

7 7. *7. **********************ABANDS WANTED for international comp tape, oSpnH riomn tanc an/I 7 IDHr If

a y,u ''elerosexuai mate lo b ,

215) open minded, non-conformist, angy vouth,
anti-racist, semi-intelligent, air breather" seeks
correspondence w/other punks, skins to discuss

janything. Also, I am very willing to move a
anywhere to write lyrics and scream for a HC X
or punk band. Will also trade tapes. •« — u
else seeking a mate? Send a‘
propaganda to: Bakko 592 Troy Rd.,
14850 Thanx
7,,7

* * **************** .

WANTED I will pay lots of money
following records: Jerrys Kids 1

World", SD "Mainliner/Playpen"
Weathered Statues" 7" EP 7 Sec., "Skins..." O
7"EP and the MIA "Last kites'' Lf>. Andrew O
Dauch 6678 Mt. Pakron Dr.. San Jose CA 95120 O*****

|
P
P R TRADE: Have both Minor Threat 7" SOA Sih a,

J
.Misfits 7"/test press. 1st. SSl3, all 8

Skrewdriver. Wants: Hags LP, Vandals "Rome", 8
rrightwiq Lounge Lizards, Feederz "Teachers* 8
Jfromy 52 Birtchwood Ln., Laguna Hills, CA 8|92653

* * *************ry r c ? **’'************** yEXCELLENT ive tapes for trading: he punk 0
rock and roll... Bad Brains, Minor Threat, Q
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9S * LaUra 55 Edgemont Longmeadow MA
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7* ****** *** *** **** *** *** **** ****
A«f anybody knows where JON LONG of 911 (andAex-drummer of Pajama Slave Dancers) can be
O .Gated, please write: Anne 55 EdqemontXLonqmeadow, MA 01106 y Uf
X + *********** * * * * * * * * *

PHOTOZINE:
Aggression.
Style, SNFU,

|

more. Good
2 stamps
90045***************
Wanted: fanzines, flyers, i-5r
stickers of Ramones, Suicidal
Jerks, Vandals, DRI, y
S^Aa,is

^
A Ration, Dr.

NOTA, Crucifix, Crumbsuckers
Plasmatics, AF, COC, Final Conflict..



DON’T WALLOW IN NONE
BE WITH THE DESCENDENTS DURING THEIR FINALL QUEST FOR ALL

DESCENDENTS
ALL TOGETHER FOR ONE FINALL TOUR

Summer 1987

“Mmmtotally.

May 30,

May 31,

ALBUQUERQUE
EL PASO
AMARILLO
NORMAN
DALLAS
SAN ANTONIO
HOUSTON
NEW ORLEANS
PENSACOLA
NEW ORLEANS
TAMPA
MIAMI

MELBOURNE

Jun 16, 1

Jun 17, 1

Jun 18, 1

Jun 19, 1

Jun 20, 1

Jun 21, 1

Jun 22,
'

Jun 23,
'

Jun 24,
'

Jun 25,

Jun 26,

Jun 27,

Jun 28,

ATHENS
RALEIGH
RICHMOND
WASHINGTON
BALTIMORE
TRENTON
HARRISBURG
BUFFALO
ROCHESTER
NORWALK
BOSTON
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA

Jun 29, 1987

Jun 30, 1987

Jul 1, 1987

Jul 2, 1987

Jul 3, 1987

Jul 4, 1987

Jul 5, 1987

Jul 6, 1987

Jul 7, 1987

Jul 8, 1987

Jul 9, 1987

Jul 11, 1987

Jul 12, 1987

Jul 13, 1987

OFF
PROVIDENCE
MONTREAL
TORONTO
DETROIT
GRAND RAPIDS

CHICAGO
TOLEDO
COLUMBUS
CINCINATTI

ST LOUIS

MADISON
GREENBAY
MINNEAPOLIS

PACIFIC RCCORDS
inte/viational

P.O. Box 1224 • Lomita, CA 90717 • (213) 325-7274

pr 055 DESCENDENTS - ALL (LP, Cass) $8.00 Compact Disc - $1 5.00

After being concealed for nearly seven years, the revolutionary concept of “ALL”is finally

DESCENDENTS most groundbreaking and diversified release to date. From the ALL-Encompa g
’

from
to the chainsaw pop classics “CLEAN SHEETS’’and

"COOLIDGE ", this 11 song LP shows the full DESCENDENTS trump from

start to finish. Redded in 1987, and produced by Bill Stevenson, the Cassette version contains two bonus tracks.

RECORDS
DESCENDENTS - ENJOY
DESCENDENTS - / DON'T WANT TO GROW UP

DESCENDENTS • BONUS FAT

DESCENDENTS MILO GOES TO COLLEGE

DESCENDENTS - TWO THINGS AT ONCE (Bonus Fat+ Milo)

DESCENDENTS - RIDE THE WILD

PR T 054

PR T 053

PR T 052

PR T 051

PR T C-51/52

PR T 050

PR T 010

PR T 009

PR T 008

PR T 007

PR T 006

PR T 005

PR T 020

PR T 021

SHIRTS

DESCENDENTS • ALL T-Shirt

DESCENDENTS - ALL TOUR T-Shirt

DESCENDENTS - ENJOY T-Shirt

DESCENDENTS - BONUS MAN T- Shirt

DESCENDENTS - / DON'T WANT TO GROW UP T-Shirt

DESCENDENTS • MILO GOES TO COLLEGE T-Shirt

BILLY BRAG - “Have Guitar .
Tour Shirt

BILLY BRAG Taxman’’ 1’’ T-Shirt

STICKERS, BUTTONS, CUPS

DESCENDENTS - “ALL’’ Sticker

DESCENDENTS - BUMPERSTICKF.R

DESCENDENTS • “I DON’T WANT TO GROW UP " Sticker

DESCENDENTS - “MILO GOES TO COLLEGE’’ Sticker

DESCENDENTS “BONUS CUP” Plastic Coffee Mug

DESCENDENTS - “ALL" 1’’ Button

HHLJuzu BILLY BRAG - “.
. Taxman" 1" Button

MAKE CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS PAYABLE TO: PACIFIC RECORDS INTERNATIONAL

PRICES ARE POSTPAID IN THE US P-O. BOX 1224, LOMITA, CA 90717

Orders from CANADA add $1 .00 per record or shirt

OVERSEAS orders add $2.00 for each 7” record or shirt,

and $4.00 for each 12” record or cassette

PR S 010

PR S 009

PR S 008

PR S 007

PR C 001

PR B 001

PR B 020

(LP or Cass) $8.00

(LP or Cass) $8.00

LP $6.00

LP $8.00

Cass $8.00

(7” Single) $2.00

(Blue Shirt) $8.00

(Black Shirt) $8.00

(White Shirt) $8.00

(Red Shirt) $8.00

(Yellow Shirt) $8.00

(Grey Shirt) $8.00

(White Shirt) $8.00

$8.00

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00

$3.00

$1.00

$1.00
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Loniev 21 year old punk who writes Tor zines,
belongs to NBAU, the APPC and usually writes
and contributes articles to Jersy Beat and Sound
Review, loves hispanic food, cult flicks, going
to Pigs, parties, beaches and would love to ‘meet
and cute and funny punkette at CBGB’s any day
as soon as possible for a very funny and
adventurous evening!!?! Michael A. Farrar 315
12th St. Union City, NY 07087 (201)864-4202
* **********************
BANDS WANTED for international comp tape.
Send demo tape (and 3 IRCs if you want your
tape back) and some info of band to: Franny 70
Torphin Cres., Greenfield, Glasgow G32 6QB
Scotland
* * * * * * ********************
DEJECTED 17 year old heterosexual male (6‘5",

8

I»215j open minded, non-conformist, angy vouth,X anti-racist, semi-intelligent, air breather seeks
\ correspondance w/other punks, skins to discussv anything. Also, I am very willing to move
anywhere to write lyrics and scream for a HC
or punk band. Will also trade tapes. Is anyone

X else seeking a mate? Send all Falwell
X propaganda to: Bakko 592 Troy Rd., Ithica NYX 14850 Thanx
X * * * * 1 *********************©WANTED I will pay lots of money for the
© following records: Jerrys Kids "Is This My
Q World", SD "Mainliner/ Playpen" 7", TSOL
©"Weathered Statues" 7" EP/7 Sec.t ^Skins..."
Q7"EP and the MIA "Last kites’ 1 Lf3

. Andrew
© Dauch 6678 Mt. Pakron Dr., San Jose CA 95120

8
**************************
VINYL COMMUNICATIONS announces three

1} new releases: A.P.P.L.E. 7", Amenity 7",
O Neighborhood Watch 12". Coming soon Crinqer.
© Still available. Neighborhood Watch 7". 7"
© records $3 each, or $5 for two. 12" $5, all

i Samoans '"Inside* My Brain";
'

' Crass VB‘labe” The
|
Men In Black"; Neon Christ 10", Undead first 2

I „
s/. ^

‘

r
,?i
e -^ er^ s "Golden Shower"; Rosemarvs

\
Babies "Bloodlust"; Skrewdriver "All Skrewed

B8S8

~ Up". Also wanted anything by the Rotters and
old rare Oi. Write or call: Jeff Comille 744 N
Indiana, Elmhurst IL 60126 (31 2)833-2949

A VIDEOS For sale or trade (VHS only),
©Motorhead, MDC, Metallica, Misfits, Mentors,
©Suicidal, SOD, Sabbath, Pistols, Stooges, COC,

Plasmatics, Zaopa, SF thrash etc. Thousands of
sVamPs for list t0 Ron Quintana

« 4340 20th St. San Francisco CA 941 14
’to A*n*r-

* * * * * * ****************
^
TRADE: Germs "Forming" 7", Crime "Ganqster

>
Funk", Misfits boot LP, Generation X boot LP

8
o I3ck Randy "Trouble Cup", Ramones boot LP'
D * ls> Xray Spex, GenX^. Damned etc... Rare 7*
want: Generation X Japanese pressing 7"s, anyX Ramones "Blitzkrieg" with ps. 100's of live /X demo tapes. Need Generation X unreieased #3XLP demos. POB 23 1 84 Seattle WA 98 1 02

8
s9

t.*. *********************** *
D *° trade: Jerrvs Kids 12", Nihilistics

S

LP, 7 Chronic Disorder (only 300 made)
Pillsbury Hardcore 7", G1 "Make An Effort",
Misfits *3 Hits", "Night of...", "Evel Live" and

© many English and German 7". Want: SSD
©Kids... , DYS fist 12", FU's "My America", all
© Dischord, all Touch and Go, Misfits first 3 7"s©COC ep. Battalion of Saints split 7", Die

S
Kreuzen 7", 2nd Freeze 7", AOF "Wait*' 7"
Gang Green "Sold Out" 7". Andreas Richter

S KeilstraBe 50, 4630 Bodium 5, West Germany*********1t*-k*ie-k + + + *+. + +

If anybody knows where JON LONG of 911 (and
ex-drummer of Pajama Slave Dancers) can be
ocated, please write: Arme 55

“

Longmeadow, MA 01106
* **************
BANDS! BANDS! BANDS! Shock
magazine is preparing it's "1987
Review". Please send tapes, records
autobiographies, etc. Contributors
complementary issue. Send to:
Connolly 353 Columbia Rd., Thousand
9 1 360
* * **************
ABLE MALE ARTIST with no belief
willing to art for bands/ zines/
whatever. 1 also do a zine (I'm
a^ilEPrnic type contributions are ,

PTED 1518 Manley Road #A45, West
PA 19382******************..,
WANTED: Phoenix Arizona residents:
supply this 24 year old with
information on my posssible move
area? Any sincere, caring people
willing to help? Please write: Tim
Ellwood St., Easton PA 18042
* * * * * **************
TAPE TRADERS: Bauhaus, Land R,
more. I do write back so no fuck-i
Your list gets mine. Sandy 18082

~

Huntington Beach, CA 92648**************************
1 m in the process of writing a non-fiction book
on American Skinheads. If vou have input, skin
or not. Please write me!! G.L. Konrad 941 W.
Leonard, Grand Rapids Ml 49504. Thanks!'* * * * **********************
ATTENTION MISFITS FANS Ultra rare Misfit
buttons for sale. Set of 3 different buttons for
55. Hurry, supply is very limited. Don't miss
out. Cash, ck or mo to L. Webber 3020 So. 154
#238, Seattle WA 98188********************
HOWDY from Arizona. 18 vear old quy in
co ege seeks facinating females (esp. in
c
?
,le^e} /or PenPa ls. Me: deeply into Cramps,

also Misfits and Samhain, and Thee Milkshakes
Garage music. Write me: Richard 1889 E.
Carmen, Tempe AZ 85283*******£******************
My names Brian, you're with me now! If you're
past the dog and consider yourself true Enqiish

, .

- .. ........
protest/punk like me and are female with large Jericho NY 1175J.
tits, screamin' juicy twat, and a flailinq

*** *** ***• *** *

turbul^am
i^ss, watch out for the 45. POB 701,

****** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
Is there any guys or gals down North Carolina
way (especially in the Charlotte and Raleiqh
areasJ into hot rockabilly/ old rock and roN/
black gospel/ soul/ punk/ inspired lunacy/pro
wrestling (esp. any Jimmy C ornette fans!??
Well if so please write me: Bob 129 Highfields
Road Abinqton Mass. 02351.
*** *** *** *** * * * *** *** *** *** * * * ***
Have a multi-track cassette recorder? Send
me tape with one rhythm, sound, or poem. I will
add one thing then send it back to vou. Add
another element, send back to me. e.f.c. Dean
640 Marlin Court Redwood Cit^, CA. 94065.

*ncmna t' oh 4bzib.
*U/£**1_*** ?** *** *** *** *** '

James Dudcfy: Why haven't you written??inrroAiru/ I n rl I x

3CCCO&

pn r
S K i» °i

n
,

Tra| n Tommy Tooture K
P-O.B. 326 Waleska GA 30183. X*** *** *** **** *** **** *** **** *** *** *** U
Last issue! Slop #5. Green ink on pink paper. X

color's. 74 rnrkin 1 nanar

hardcore?
Diarrhoea
sonqs for
4200 Oberhausen 1 West-Germany. P.S.~r a iso?S
collect records, so send your want list... X******* *** ?** *** *** *** *** **** *** ***x
Within time the peices will fall together if your X
interests indclude... Vietnam (the horror, the X
9U ' tf

*u
the

r- c-

d
r?
a&- the suffering), mental X

telepathy, E.S.P. Witchcraft, Ouija, hair, peace, X
Beatles, Woodstock, Flower Power—poetic X

JStf5,l?!5h| y* Heather 216 Forest Dr.

Are you serious about your~HX”? Then sendtl

*** *** *** *** *** *** ***

ipes,
tbiq

'--’f-'. «>* » i ucus * no PAL— European system of bands hardcore,
punk and thrash. Write to: Alain Robette 53.
rue de Havre, 7000 Mons Belgium****************** ********
Anyone—everyone! 17 year old female wishes
5nn

c
r
rr

*
esp

n r 'K
,th everyone! Write to Caseri

202 E. Ave R-5 Palmdale CA. 95550.** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
I'm 16 and love getting letters. Into Cure,
Bolshoi, Gene Loves Jezebel, happiness Lazv
afternoons in the park, being alone, old Elvis
movies, Mr. Bubble baths, gettinq drunk. Don't
™,jr

.
u9s ’ Laura 55 Edgemont Longmeadow MA

cccccccc< *** *** *** *** *** **** *** *** **** ****^

*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** I

have a large collection of H.C. flyers and want
to trade For the same. Have: Verbal Abuse,
Discharge, DRI, COC, Fang, etc. # you send,
you receive. Dave H. 155S De Anza Way San
Jose C A. 95125.

7

*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
*** Freeze:Guilt Face 7"* Negative Approach;
LP and 7"; Roach Motel: Roach and Roll; DYS:
Brotherhood; Meatment: Crippled Children and
Blood Sausage; Process of Elimination 7" Comp.
All wanted to buy, trade, or trade tapes. Greg
Gardner, 2307 Bobwhite Dr. Odessa TX. 79761.*** *** *** *** *** *** ** ** *** *** *** ***
Wanted: Government Issue Make an Effort 7"
Violent Children 7", SSD The Kids., and Get it
Away, Faction Corpse in Disguise7", and III

Repute Land of No Toilets 7". Write Tim
Williams 7297 E. Geddes Ave. Englewood, CO.
801 12.
*** *** *** *** *** **** *** *** *** **** ***
Lethal Aggression: Demos $4 ppd. Are also
gonna be on "Complete Death" Vof. 2 and watch
For the debut Album on one Step Ahead
Records. Write for info on shirts and other
sutff. Also into trading flyers and tapes. Write
P.O.B. 991 Brick, NJ. 08723.
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** ** *** ** **** ***
17 year old girl would like to write caring,
diverse humans who live for something other
than partying and trying to be cool. This world
could be better if more people would help
others. Please write if you agree. Becky 5 1 0 SCCOSGCOGOGOOdGO&SOGO

IV. 3 » *.V«W uu JUUVG. I99UC 7r I uut ©
this summer. $1.00 ppd. We want anythinq. ©

' today. P.O.B. 5217 Los Alamitos, CA. ©

photograph
minutes
endure a
Write for appointment.
Selva Rd. Laguna Nigel, CA. 92677.
Within time the peices will fall. together if your
interests indcluae... Vietnam (the horror, the
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AN OPEN CASKET FUNERAL’

LP, CASSETTE, CD
NOW AVAILABLE ON
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A DIVISION OF RELATIVITY RECORDS INC



**** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
18 year old punk / Death rocker into GBH
Exploited, Skinny Puppy, and Samhain. Wanting
^’r-

S
;vf.

ur<
2P*r

an flyers, mags, pictures. Write to:DEATH 1 894 3rd. St. Riverside, CA. 92507. P.S.
Looking for Conflict (U.K.) flyer from Olympic.

Hey you! Yes, you. 19 year old male punk
needs more. Must be willing to trade flyers—No
Skins, fascists, or other lowlife, closeminded
fucks! Also Debbie Riggs are you out there? If
so. I've moved. Any ana everyone can write me:

Kaplan 1109 Willow Dr. Chapel Hill NC
**** **** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
It any Flipside readers knows anything about the
fate of my friend Mike, who disappeared in late
May/early June of 1986 on his way from San
Francisco via LA, Phoenix, and Austin to New
York-

Vjfc
e

,._
was a heavi,y tatooed skinhead, 23,

5 11 , 185 lbs., brown eves, was released from
Folsom Prison after 4 1/2 years inside. He was
coming out here to start a band with me. Donny
the Punk, POB 20406 Columbus Circle Station,
NY NY 10023.
**** ****** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
It s not just a job, it's an adventure! Do you
want to know the truth behind those military
commericals? Just write: Frosty Jones U.S.S.
Goldsborough FPO San Francisco, CA.
96666-1250. Navy-Never again volunteer
yourself.
****** ***** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
Christian Death... I have ashes, atrocities,
decompostions, sin and sacrife of..., only
theatre of pain, catastrophe ballet, and
wind-kissed pictures, I want anything else by
them (or about them). Also, the Damned! I also
have some pictures of Christian Death. Anyone
write me! Kirsten Votan 1890 W. Edmundson
Ave. Morgan Hell, CA. 95037.*** *** **'* *** ** *** *** **** **** *** ***
2J year old wants to hear from anybody from
anywhere into: Germs, AOD, I Refuse It 1

Poison Idea, Shonen Knife, and 1000's more..'.
Will reply to all. Please write Gary 27 Botanic
Road, Edge Hill, Liverpool L75PX England.

Seductive female vampire witnses wants to
hear from open minded individuals with a taste
for blood. If you're into nignttime, gothic
things, and adventure, you're just my type.
Letters from both men and women
ê
J
c°£naT9uaranteed response. Jezebella lugosi

708-1 2th St. Union City NJ. 07087.*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
Let's talk more rock! Into Ol, Speed metal

postive punk, peace? Just kick ass bands. Hate
to pute labels like that and though it's stupid.
Write about music, life, or whatever, trade
^unk stuff. Richard 3802 Florinda Houston TX

***
PI™**L1**.* M **,* *** *** *** ***

ir*l* a t e the Pol i ce e.p. I'll pay a I most anv Dr icp

Cro-Mags^ *C ro-Mags* * C ro-Magst*Want* to* tradeor buy any and all Cro-Maqs tapes, photographs
video cassettes, and anything concerninq

M
theCro-Mags. Eric 94 Hickory

y
Lane, Gary IL.!

Hey! Want excitement in your mailbox? Coolindividual in the U.S. Air Force in Italy wants tobe vour pen-pal, girls. Into hardcore, SkaterockGjns with new wave haircuts, etc., etc. Write
Sid, P.O.B. 607 A.P.O. 09019. {'II Write Back*

1

*** *** *** *** *** *** **Y *********•**>
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'C-ANADA-
• L7 L- 3Y5 - •

• Kerufwep-

Homestead
Records

10 SONGS RECORDED LIVE
IN NEW YORK, FALL 1986

’Live Skull’s music is as challenging,

as spiritually corrosive, and ultimately

as transcendent as Albert Ayler’s

mid-60 ’s free-jazz or the implacable

drone-dance of the early Velvet Un-
derground. It’s one of the essential

sounds of our time.
’

Robert Palmer,

NEW YORK TIMES

’Now you can just put on a record

and get that same feeling of a giant

invisible hand closing around your

’You’ll be amazed that music that can

make you so uncomfortable can also

be so invigorating. ’ Tristam Lozaw,

BOSTON ROCK
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THE NEW ALBUM FROM
THE MEAT PUPPETS
AVAILABLE ON LP,

CASSitTE, AND
COMPACT DISK.



*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
,
Rare 7 s and LP's for sale to highest bidders.
Weirdos Destroy 7", Necros- IQ32, Fear- Fuck
Christmas 7", Black Flag- Louie Louie 7 ,:

Sham 69 7" and LP's. Skrewdriver-
7 Damned- New Rose. Lovely Money, Dozen
Girls, Friday the 13th 1"s. X-Ray Spex LP andmany more. Send stamp for list. Want: Misfits

92
S

1

*

20
*reg C/0 5642 Hamili Ave., San Diego CA

*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *££
***, Records for sale or trade include
Subhumans "Slave to My Dick" 12", Dictators

n
Sea.^h,„ a

??.
Destroy" 12", Germs "Lexicon

Pevrl'^7 ' M̂mor Threat "In My Eyes" 7", others
by DOA, Pagans, Shcck, Gizmos. Etc. also I've

S
ot some Slash Magazines. Mel, 852 31st
Oakland, CA 94608

*** *** ****** ****** *** *** *** *** *** **
, CLEVELAND- THE FAN CLUB
for inquiries write: POB 6000512 N. Miami
Beach, FL 33160-0512. No residents or Stiv
Bators need apply. "It's not just a city, it's a
state of mind"
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** ** *** *** *** ***
Vegetarian Female, 17 seeks corespondence +
spiritual friendship with anyone who seeks the
same. Will answer all letters in hopes of
meeting fellow cat loving weirdos from
anywhere. Please write in peace: Politti, 150 S.
Grayson Way, Upland, C A 91786*** *** ***'***r *** ** ** *** *** ** *** ** **
21 yr. old girl looking for cool folks to
correspond with. I dig Wipers, Newchrists,
Green River, V.Suns, Sonic Youth, Las Vegas
Reggae, baurgequing camping & wav more. Ifm live around Seattle, lets got to a show.
Whitney Winwood, 10112 Rainier Ave. #2,
Seattle, WA 98178

WANTED-**
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** **

Pussy Galore's "Exile on Main St." tape.
B uy /copy trade. Lots of early New York/Brit.
«
UJ F>

rint stuff avail. H. Molloy, 1048 River
Rd. #1, Trenton, NJ 08628
*****? *** ****** *** *** *** *** *** ** +
THE FLYER GOD If you send me flyers then I

will send the same amount back the minute I

qet your package. I will trade from one flyer tc
two hundred flyers at a time. Paul Insane, 8418
Dorian Rd., Baltimore, MD. 21208*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** **
Serious

1(y êo collector seeks to trade/buy
RARE VIDEOS- I have DRI COC, A Front
Suic.Ten., MDC '86/'87 Slayer. Possessed,
Kreator plus much more. I'll also pay biq bucksw n pi ict n;^

ty Rotten “• ‘

—

u — J -

T<

c-60 for tape 2. Also zine 11 is out, $1.00 plus
88* stamps or $2.00 no stamps. Also AHCDDDD
is looking for ads of interest to the negative
punk, negative punk only penpal ads (free), Oi

, records, for review negative punk records,
artists, and foreign correspondents. Write
AHCDDDD 277 Jeter St., Redwood City, CA
94062 y

*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** **
I ve got the CRAMPS. Looking for live tapes
and rare vinyl from the Cramps. I've got plenty
of live tapes, etc, to make traders with plus
other Cramps goodies. Please write... Darren,
6217 Spring Meyter Dr., Cinti, OH 45248
*** *** *** *** *** *** * * * *** * * * *** ***
*** Hey you frizzin' fatheads, I just spliced
together over 130 pieces of songs by lotsa
classic HC bands (14 min. longjSend me one
dollar and a blank tape. I'll copy it for you and
give you a list of the songs. NO BUCK, YOU
LOSE! Steve Hunt, William Henry Apts. (Ivy
312), Malvern, PA 19355

y

*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** **
WANTED: Cool tapetraders who have tapes
from For Instance, Black Flag, Blackfoot,
Swans, Smiths, Minutemen, DC 3, Etc.. Rob,
Dopheide 32, 8471 VG Wolvega, Hollan. Many
swop stuff.
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ** **

_
,

ATTENTION
Don t you think its interesting that Peru has a

scene? Sure! GOB has put out hisDEMO in good recording quality for $3.50 PP,
all Melo thrashers. Write to: Gonzalo, Garcilaso
De La Viga 2633 Lima 27, Peru** * *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
TRANSFORMING into Gothic- need help on way
to recovery] Taken dosages of Bauhaus, Sisters
of Mercy, Clan o Xymox, Killing Joke, Love +

icketsf Into peace + trying to figure out what
^icfele, 11 1/2 Wisteria Place,

Rockets!
I'm about
Syosset, NY 11791
*** ****** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***

Ms- /Jo is£Nce!

( aiou-t >
,cla$sifiedjh

ou
2 ,

for DRI 1st Dirty Rotten 7 inch or trade
Videos- Write: Tom Moretti, 7227 Rt.
Sauqerties, N Y 1 2477

AHCDDD NEWZ: There are not three tapes out.
Fuck You C A. tape 1, and Fuck You M.A. tape
2, whcih is featuring a complete Urban Assault
concert as well as Faded Glory and others. The
ast tape is of course the Mighty Immortal Fuck

f

he three tapes sell for $5.00 tape 1.
$8.00 (pre-release price) tape 2, and $10.00 tape

7 fti-
ces are a * so ^3.00 if you send your own

c 30 for tape 1 and $6.00 if you send your own

17553 VENTURA MD.
Tazzana, ca. 7/356

(618) 353 -3/8/

Put “the Iondon

Street on Your Eec+j

ST/CKE&S

PZA/MJfits

T)onk£yboots

CZEEPfts

EeWelRY

T-SWJZJS
Wot p^py/or or*w reir>

AiJo f
0% */.OQ PoU CATALOCa „

'
*

^DOLLARS POST RAID
"decline
1690 Tammy Lane
Concord CA 94519
USA

list 9 song tape still available^

^ for 2 dollars post paid |
i« Checks/MO’ s payable to Craig Eastman

instruments of the passion

ANXIETY 9 SONG CASSETTE

$4.00 Post Paid

23 Sequioa Ct.

San Carlos, Ca. 94070
9 WL -8*

lifiMTCl
/ix./A/^ern^ive/furt/r/ec^... u

for 135 .

a} l b<KV\as

V'Ctt copy / StiAti I w yovr
c/{Mo/h'vt /erE . .

.
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Chris Hump trdi

ilgyouR Reward. Cbe streets aRe Raui eiectRJCty ano toey welcome you u*e cue upen
jg

gSaRims of a stRaigbtjacket. €yes an6 t)an6s swaRim an6 suRROund, they swaRtr an6 §5

||S suRRour>6 an& welcome you to tbe un6e*moRl6, welcome,.. R
®| *Cbe city at niybt is rbe bevils playgRoum6. All youR 6a6 6Reams aRe becoming ob so m
|g| Real. SleepwalkeRS 6ance in tbe yutteRS till 6awn an6 sing rbeiR songs aan6 tbe Rats £
Rising along! 'Cbe Rats aRe youR only fRien6s in tbe un6eRW0Rl6, tbe ones wl)o neveR lie. m
HP Bebm6 eveRy silveR lining, tbeRe's a baRk cloub, yeab, a 6aRk clou6. Ulelcome. {§

p| tbe un6eRgROun6
#
s sweet siRen song is played by many banbs. BReaking glass and m

)|||tbe ScReecl)ing tiRes, and babies CRying and tbe bum op tbe wiRes, tbe undeRWORld £
^invites you like a rootb to a piame, like a motb to a plame. So welcome youRSelp and §|
||gpRay Por youRSelp that you make it though, tbRougb tbe nigbt. Qoodnigbt. Welcome.

^^Oielcome.
*Biscuit" t(ttortds by: Pandi

The Saints at the ROXY

Pic/ Thomas Ink Disease

THE SAINTS
By Hudley May 31,87

("Naive hopes and foolish pride, ‘cause

we've all been taken for a ride")

A night with Chris 'Humperdink' Bailey

16 buck for this show honey, or a night of

'Prehistoric Times' unfulfilled.

"When you look at life, all you see is a dull

reality, wait until some clown on stage

explains, for you life's 'mysteries'"

-Everything's Fine Carry On.

"Lock your heros away, put your mind out

to play, take a walk to the edge of town"

-The Prisoner

"You are so sublime, just take one look at

your face, now., You didn't have an alibi,

you heard it all, and it's all lies, and you

know that there's nothing I can do." -Take

This Heart Of Mine.

"No thought no words to comfort you, no

smile or soft caress, I'm the rock, the

wishing well, the secret to your fears, the

lighted candle, burning bright, the call

from distant years" -The Chameleon.
"Love leaves you hurt and cold inside,

these tears of mine, they are justified, I'm

begging you to save me... " -Save Me
"And we hope that you had a good time,

smile as you sign on the line, 'cause life on

your knees can be fun, suprise now, you're

not the only one.... The anti-hero's mock
dissent, we market now by mass conset"-

Swing for the Crime.
"And all the lost children think that

they're the ones, who'll come walkin on

home but there gone" The Sun ...

"Be my suicidal heartthrob, c'est la Mort"

-Every days ...

Ya, the band could have played a few

old songs but it's cool they didn't. They

were a pop band- slow and sassy stuff. I

just listened with my heart open and eyes

closed to the original Saint guy Mr Chris

Bailey who was dancing the 'Humperdink'

dance with a smiley face and black lapel

jacket to boot, 'mean ,1 would'nt say no to

a dance 'ither "!!

" The sheep look out to the sea"

Lock Up, My Sin at APs Bar in May by

: R!
i Ok, it's Wednesday, APs bar, known as

[ the silver bullet to some. 1 came down

M to check out Lock Up who were playing

p with someone named "My Sin", who I

p^guess were from out of town. Pd seen

’llLock Up once before and although they

| didn't do much for me, I thought I'd give

gj them another try since they are another

jib one of those bands in L.A. that can't

M play the standard clubs. I took the old

number 1 down to little Tokoyo and

walked the rest of the way only to find

out that the clever APs staff decided toM place a $5 fine to walk through the

door. If you're familiar with APs you

probably know why any cover price is

asking too much. Once inside I noticed

, that much of the audience was made up

of the Hollywood crowd. Nice to see

them venture out of their territory to

the scary downtown.
For a band that plays so little

around town Lock Up recieves a lot of

press coverage in the L.A. Weekly.

Actually I should say that Brian Grillo,

the lead singer, dancer and creator of

Lock Up does. The question of the

evening then was "Does Brian's music

warrant as much praise as his friends at

the Weekly give him?".

"We're gonna do our fast stuff first."

They announce, and then head into their

set of white boy funk music. I can't say

I noticed a change of tempo from

beginning to end. They are a tight band

and the band knew what they were I

doing, but I can't say I noticed anything

unique about them. The sound was very

Chile Pepperish and Brian did an

excellent job of dancing around. The

*** To Jeff Nelson (Big Saint's Fan),

give it to you than Lock Up. Even

though I don't feel I'll become an avid

fan of theirs I still believe that they are

one of the best bands in L.A. simply

because they don't do the same thing as

50 zillion other bands.

Oh yeah. My Sin was one guy with

some pre-recorded music and videos. I

left. u _ .

climax of the evening came when Brian

took of his shirt and did the rest of the

show in a tank top.

Lock Up is a good band and l just

have to thank god that there are bands

doing something other than the schloky

glam trash that L.A. bookers are trying

to feed us. I'm not really into the funk

sound but if I were I don't think that

there would be a better band in L.A. to

The Hangmen 6 Junkyard @ the

Anti-Club 5/23/87 by De*a (D)

Yeah, the Hangmen. Great is such an

abused & overused word, till finally it



DOA # 45 Grave, Tender Funf/M
Condemned Attitude, Entropy Fenders m
April 1987 by A I W
i can't say that Fenders shows have 11
been much to write about lately, but P
this show was a must see. I don’t really M
know if Entropy played, being the first m
band on at one of these long sweaty
nights is pretty tough I guess. So the |l
first band I got to see was Condemned
Attitude. This band features members pi
of San Franciscos Attitude AdjustmentM
and Keith formerly of Condmened, Ml
Condemned to Death, Vicious Circle
etc... I have been more impressed with MjF
all those previous bands, C.A. falls into W
the "metal" category, not "speed-", not ^"glam-" just a heavy metal sound, with W

missing the greatest show on earth. My M
:«lfi on,y complaint is that they never play S

enough. Now to Junkyard. The P
singer guy irritates the hell out of me & 1

in the way of the music. I'll 9
concede that the guitars sounded good, §mM when singer's vocals weren't Ml
obt »"uding over the music. Out of 1
deferenc^ to a friend of mine who likes Hji

4MM^SSthem I'll say that supposedly he's a nice $\
drunk off stage £ doesn't take 1

£ blmsel
^

seriously. That s good, because
|y

_
sure

£on *• Just 9° see the Hangmen! 1|
fiS

The Adolescents, 45 Grave' ff* tfieWl
Valais @ the Scream by Dedra (D)jJ

he Ads are kack £ aren’t we glad! f&SJ
They're a little faster than they used to fj|^Wiiwbe, a bit more speed metalist £ Tony®
growls more than he used to. But iust IHtHH like a, ways, their sets leave you ha'ppy I

mmmm b
:
eathlns

-„J
hr went thru their

fflrepetoire of "hits", like "Kids of the m
Black Hole" £ played a good selection 1||
of their new stuff from the great soon II
to be released "Brats in Battalions" LP. fa
Although all of the new stuff is i I
wonderful, one song in particular stands |jout 1 Love You" - destined to be one of®!
heir classics. They also do a cool^^lMpM * rsion of "House of the Rising Sun" -||j
darting out slow £ then tearing it up @ <gM

jsBBSS L
he speed of life ' w/harmoni«- T°nv em
Rick still vie for the spotlight, RickpJ
,un9es back & forth & from side to side, jU

tyi'tflij;
bu * if you take your eyes off Tony, then pi
You

're liable to miss one of his neato |f|j

)} new dance steps. You might also be too SB
late to get out of the way, when he fj»
'eaps on top of you. Some things don't jj
change. I only hope they can keep it j®
together this time. Thanks Ads for |®
another great show. Another 45 Grave j®
reunion? Yep. I'm really pleased that fl



any great songs DOA have until you

are right there, and they are spitting hit

after hit right into you face! The songs

off the new LP came across great too,

with Shithead pulling out a live

chainsaw for the opening of

“Lumberjack City". They used some
other props as well, but basically played

their time proved straight ahead power

formula. It works every time! I'm

amazed that DOA have been around so

long and have maintained such a high

level of musical quality and personal

integrity. We left exhausted, with Hud

saying "DOA are the band that all other

bands should be judged against". Yeah.

/u 4

^Tove^u Tudgmg from interviews, they

Ado not have the metal attitude, so these

p| guys are alright by me anyway, I just

prefer a different sound and style

Leaving Trains, Short Dogs Grow, Divine

Weeks, Lexington Devils at the Anti Club

5-15-87 by Al

The Anti-Club has been doing a lot of

these half-great bills lately, and this was

no exception. The Lexington Devils were

said to be a lot of a Led Zeppelin thing,

but l wouldn't know, l was still outside. By

Tender Fury' are fronted' by the|| the time I came in. Divine Weeks were

.Yr infamous Jack ex-TSOL. If you have! playing what seemed like an endless set of
W " _ , U-4.Y/R i*.. I>n ; nr.n;,inn mrlr anH rnl L Thev

*

infamous Jack ex-iiUL. u ,
, .

< T . ,

ever seen Jack perform, you know what 1 pretty uninspiring rock and roll. They

M he can do for a band. Although this 1 played a very long set, none of which

$ bands leans towards guitar oriented
|
seemed to grab my attention. But it was

§ rock they pull it off quite well (even | a different story when Short Dogs took

P throw in a few old TSOL numbers). | the stage, you couldn't help but notice and

v If Jack has always been a great front a enjoy. These three guys and one girl can

'4 H Derson and still is, which could take this I fucking rock. They bounce around on stage

41 band places. Look for vinyl out soon on,| like a bunch of muppets (have longer hair

you won't believe it. Posh Boy! land dreads), and come across with all the

I always have mixed feelings about ^energy of the best thrash band however,

thele reunion shows, some are good |,heir music is not that at all. They choose

some bad some are just bad ideas... Sto blend rock and pop in a very tas *efu '

well I thought later period 45 Crave 3}way, coming across both light hearted and

Tucked so I was wondering about this. Ifirm. I've seen a lot of great pop/rock

As it turns out, the band were indeed gbands that always come across wimpy, or

thee original band: Paul Cutler- guitar, £"rockstarish" live, but Short Dogs have a

i*Don- drums, Rob- bass and Marylgreat hardedge, yet intimate punk.feel to

r'sinqinq. And they were fantastic. They0%them (it helps playing in a small club.)

^ended up doing a

Y
perfect set of all thejgthat is really missing these days. They can

old hits- "Wax" "Black Cross", "45ffcombine a good sense of humor (chec

Crave" what more could you ask for?itheir rave-up, metalish version o

"Riboflavin Flavored..." was the one|"Straight Edge"), with a heavy dose

t missing gem. Don was in fine drummingUsocio-political awareness. Check t

form, thrashing his set as always, and! guys out if you like punk
"'J?

"
looking as gruesome as ever, Rob wasf on rock (but not metal). Yeah Short Dogs,

looking as healthy as I've ever seen him,
|
come back again! Up last were e

and played with a reassuring smile on | Leaving Trains. I haven't seen these guys

Shis face, Paul (devil horn missing),
|

in awhile, but they are ano

played the songs by the book, with little | favorite, again combining
}

3or no added solos, and Mary, I mean ^elements of performing punk bands an

((Dinah Career after getting over her|great pop/ rock music. But

* initial stage jitters, went right into a|Trains were a bit di eren a” ...

ferocious set of screams, yelps and

|

ever seen them before. or one
t

grovelling. She never sounded better! fewas a new me UP exceP
. .

45 Grave would have been thelJames, for another thing James wasn t his

music of his band as he rolled across the

dance floor, climbed the walls, sung into

light bulbs and generally made his band

mad. I was impressed, I haven't seen

anyone get into chaos as much since

'Bobby Pin', of course the musical side of

things suffered, but I'll listen to the

record, I'll go for unpredictable live shows

anyday.

Bulimia Banquet, L7, Superheroines 5-9-87

at the Music Machine by Al

This show was billed to be some sort of a

"wild women wrestlers" night, and sure

enough, the MC Tequila Mockingbird,

made it appear that that was what we

were gonna get. To start off the show,

j
she dug out a little electric guitar and

played some amazing versions of Hendrix

tunes, complete with feedback. First band

were Bulimia Banquet. This group have

been playing around a lot lately, and

getting quite tight and confident in their

live performance - and this gig was a

classic. Allan was making all kinds of

weird noise with his guitar, he musta got

some new toys, their blend of punk and

experimental sounds, a strong, powerful

drum beat and two of the most energetic

lead ladies ever, make them one of the

best new bands to come along in quite

awhile. These guys rolled through some

great songs like "Scientology Sucks" (a

real thrasher), "Calloused" (twisted rock

weirdness) and some great rockin' songs

that Ingrid sings that I don't know the

name of. A band not to be missed.

Up next were the Superheroines, who

were pale in comparison. This three piece

band have been around a long time (in one

form or another) and they can make a

great big sound, but singer Eva's voice

doesn't have enough range for my taste

and falls into a muddy, gloomy stagnation.

You would think that all the guitar solos

would spice things up, but they don't. I've

seen them do better set than this, so no

more comments.
After the set Tequila got on stage and

threatened us again with the wrestling,

Gus was getting impatient. «|
Up next were another female group,

L7. This band is nowhere near the

intensity of Bulimia, falling somewhere

between them and "feathery" girl bands,

but still keeping me impressed and

interested. They have an absolutely

rocking bass player, who reminds me a lot

of a female version of Doug Descendant

the lead guitarist played hard and flapp

lots of hair, and looked interesting wi

the body zebra stripe "tattoos", and the^

singer keep the pace well, with a nice|

spontaneous almost drunken carefree

attitude. If they keep the edge, they could

become great, I just hope they don't polish

up and become boring.

Thus the night ended. Tequila was still

promising that wrestling, but being in the

wee hours of the moring, and considering

the drive home, l bailed.

'3

)V

perfect end of the night and I wouldtfj "old" self, prefering to be a wild man

have been happy, but DOA rumbled ontol|under some chemica in uence.

the stage and immediatly tore into their ^usually passonate crooner, urne in o

amazi no set. You never realize how fdetached maniac, reacting on y oW—- ^ cm (Oj sac

-!<
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End Of March Shows:
By Hudley
At the 115 Gallery on 9th St. In LA with
the bands Riding Rails and Act Of
Faith. The Club Lingerie with Soul
Asylum.

fc
After a unsuccessful day at the

I mountains, no snow, via way of Crystal
I Lake with the Ink Diease boys, we all

S met mysteriously afterwards at the^ Mount Washington ‘House of Pancakes'
for a treatful meal. (Happy Birthday
for Thomas)!!

Then we all jumped into our dead
metal horses and headed for the 115
Gallery in the wonderfullous city called
LA!! We got to the joint late and missed
most of Riding Rails but they sounded
a bit punk/country energy wise, cool
stuff!! (maybe, maybe, maybe 100
Flowers). We then all ... talked to a few
friends had a 'freshin drink or two and
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About, "The Shows Last Night" ??!

- Hudley
Goal: To see FrightWig and then <

out the Butthole Surfers!!

What do ya do when there are so many
good shows happening at the same
time? At the Anti-Club was Diet

Kreuzen and at The Variety Art Center

were the Butthole SUrFeRs and
;

jFirehorse. At the Lasha Club was

good-old Jello and not to forget Brad's

Doggy Boys and the Dickies at Goodies.

And also Ed's Doggy Boys had a party

;
going on at a Warehouse in

\ F ul ler'tone ? ? Oh sorry we missed the

\ 7 year Anniversary Party for Fronter

\
Records at the Ambassador Hotel !!

We went and saw Frightwig at the

i Whisky with the Love Dolls, skipping

3 out then to catch the Butts, but we

4 missed them due to a late show at the

Iwhisky and a early show at the V.A.

^Center.

The Love Dolls were quite impressive

stage, Jennifer was a wild women
^on stage. Yeah, she has really gone all

lout, though l feel their set was much
|too long. Were they really Jolted out,

knows???
Then they came on!!! The best of the

bands !!! They played lots of tunes

|off their latest album, "Faster Fright

>Jwig, Kill Kill" and ya they kill killed

\
me. I was thrilled to my bones. Susan

i
was not present, due to 'Maternity

Hipj Calls' so Rebecca filled in the space

^
quite well in her styling wonder-women

|
type mini-skirt outfit!! (she designed

j
herself). Yes, "Crazy World" and

"Beverly" came off great and to see

| them at the Whisky, well, Ya it was
I historic!!!!! But the best performance

for me this year or in years was
watching Miss FrightWig herself
perform, "Punk Rock Jail Bait"...

WOW. Picture this, Cecilia, has got
something man!! She jammed Rebecca's
guitar into the amp, making feedback
city, then facing the amp while playing
jjuitar she arched her head back almost
completing a backbend face towards

ne audience. 1 don't even think tha

|the Butt's could come ( pause, let me
fcatch my breath ) close to this

wild women never die alter

^to survive live performance !!! ( and

^more exclamation marks ). Total

^inspiration for me, the audience was
|qoing wild too.

Sorry we missed Redd Kross.

So half our goal was reached that

: evening.

Oh, for what it's worth, X played the

; Scream club that evening/ early

;

morning also ?

Janes Addiction, Dickies, X May 2 at

Cal State Northridge by Rob
Iknow this was going to be a good

gig the moment I entered the parking
lot and read the sign: Free parking
courtesy of KSUN. I walked in as Janes
Addiction rocked through their last two
songs to what looked like a full capacity
crowd. While the Dickies equipemnt
was being set up I got something to

drink. I got up front just in time to see
the Dickies take the stage and rip

through their always fast, fun set. They
played a few new songs they said will be
on their upcoming album. One song was
about that TV preacher or Reverend
that lives in Palm Springs and
supposedly committed adultry and other
stuff. X were next and rolled through
their always long set followed by half

and hour encore. Although I miss the

vacant stare and wide stance of Billy

Zoom, the new guitarist "plucked" out

them tunes just as good, and I noticed
Exene was a bit more awak«

D’fF

—
;
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FIREHOSE, MIA, LOVE DOG, April 24
at the Scream by A

I

The Scream is a great place, there's
lots to do and see, people to talk to,

beer to drink and bands to see (live and
Memorex), but there arn't a lot of |or

(

/
—

Scream shows that will carry me into Merupted/ and that was that. Later on
the wee hours. When you start to fall

'^M,A nnt 3 minnr — — * c

asleep in the video room, I guess it's

time to go. But this was one of the
exceptions! Try as we might, we still

arrived here to early, but that was ok
because the refreshemnts were flowing
backstage and the long night was off to
a good start! Soon enough Mike (MIA)
Conley's favorite band went on. Love
Dog are a 5 piece band featuring three
sleezy looking punk rock girls and two ^ — .. 7

...y
metal looking dudes. I have seen them » to them both by driving them as

before and didn't like them, but this set W hard as he can. But they all keep up.

Their grungy rockin' fe
/^^ er eac h song it's a sort of victory.

"punk" bands can get good with their
music with out going metal or new

j wave. For their big finale, Chalmer
p(ex-Vandal) took over the mic and
gripped through the Sex Pistol's "New
York". Naturally the dance floor again
erupted, and that was that. Later o..

MIA got a minor scolding from Scream
staff for exciting the audience so much,
but what the hell, they were good and
were invited back. By now the place
was packed and Firehose were up
jamming. If you've seen these guys
before, you know the scene: big smiley
singer dude, singing and playing his
heart out, another tall smiley dude
playing the bass like there's no
^tomorrow and a drummer that's trying

was pretty good. Their grungy rockin
glam metal punk took them through a
bunch of alright tunes, right to their,
"hit", I don't know the name I just know t
the line ail the guys sing: "I want you to®
kiss my lips, the ones between my hips".
Ok, so the singer is kind of a sleazy
tease, and her words set back women in

rock ages, they were still ok. I hear
they've had a bit of a line up change, so
things could get better. After ages it

seemed, MIA came on. It's just my
taste, but I like MlA's faster stuff best,

se t didn't dissapoint. The crowd

and the happiness is felt by the whole
audience. You get into their groove and
you don't stop. They were wonderful....

RUBELLA BALLLET
After a year and a half or so we get

a barrage of new releases from one of
London's premiere post-punk outfits -

Rubella Ballet. Already several months
old and still only available as imports,
the 12" "Artie Flowers" (sic) and LP
"If" show a logical musical progression

sr m '•*
*

;

ij§
i\.

k Photo/ Mr. A 1 Flipside

really got goinq (a no . ,

~
Scream) with a miu • + f ^ from their last release, the "At Last It'socreamj, with a mild pit forming and SPI=lw+ *

, D
stage divers a leapin', this made for a Jf Th^ titl^’t . , . 11A
great atnosphere, even tho the Screamf FI

„

*

rack
u
from the Artic

staff were screaming. "It's A Beautiful^ ^
how * the more powerful

World" cranked, "California Dreamin'"!^

7

°T' t *!
6 ° f the band

was awsome and "When It's Over" was®°
Ver

f
7' tbe c°mblned vocal

scorchino R Pc ifw iL! L !l prowess of lead sm9er z '"ah Minx and

sound (unless you were in frontfVwasif
1 RaCbel Minx ‘ The fMp S 'de

a areat ,

' as
i^c features Mummy

, a speed chord song

come *ro,V t ' °Wer son^sHm°re reminiscent of early Rubella. Justcome across with a lot more power ant^well-produced punksimple, fast, hard^nergy ive, and the rockers bring the|f ancj strong. Also on the B side is the dub

SrhatetVirm
0^" T ^ HB""'0" of "Mescalito" which tn a, o

crossover tnT Li h f PU ' r0
;
klbe found the ‘ r LP "If" and which

achieve (like Replacements?" Klake^Thi'h'^t
° f Rube,las divorsity.

Ra””n ',C-J

l£QX

done In wiTc) colorful Rubella style by
drummer Sid, on a twisted perspective
geometric backround.

"If" is more comical, placing the
band in the same general area as m
current Siouxsie and the Banshees and §fMarch Violets while very much
maintaining their own style. Highlights
of the record include: the ~

cactus
soaked, vocal version of "Mescalito"
with driving guitar distortions and
expressive vocals backed by exploding
drums that make you want to get up and
dance with your own wild halucinat ions;
the triple vocal attack (Zillah, Sid'
Rachel) of "Thugs", a haunting hummer
about gangs victimizing the elderly; and
Rachel's trombone playing on "False
Promises".

The 3rd and most recent release is

the 'Coctail Mix' LP. A compilation of
Rube! las first two releases from '81 and
*82, this is a good reference point for
current fans and a good starting point
for new fans. It shows incredible

$ diversity and captures on wax the
innovative post-punk stylizing that set
Rubella Ballet in a league all their own.
It includes a couple of songs which they
played on their recent So. Cal tour (T
and A Dream Of Honey) which wi!lka»
soon be available in a different version®
on a 12" from the world famous John ®
Peel sessions. "Krak Trak" (from the B
side of the bands 1982 single), j
countered against the hard fast $
Rubella-punk "Unemployed", has the S
same sort of flip side impact as X's first 1
single where "We're Desperate" was

^

countered against a quirky
Carribean-styled "Adult Books". That
type of raw energy countered with

||
finesse and style pretty much sums up
what Rubella Ballet is all about. So pick
these three offereings up if you wish to
add a little spice to your next Cocktail
Party.

Living in Los Angeles - a somewhat
under-rated musical mecca of the West,
if not the world -

I have the opportunity
to experience a variety of bands from

!

around the world. There are a number
of shows most every night of the week
and a number of touring bands each
week. Needless to say, this makes for
stiff competition among bands and
oversaturation of audiences. Every
weekend the choice is hard.

So on Friday night I drew straws and
ended up with Rubella Ballet "Well this
could be interesting", I thought. The
show was at one of L.A.'s hottest clubs
- the Scream Club, it was Rubella
Ballets first U.S. show and it was only
a matter of weeks after the -elease of
three seperate 12" releases.

At about 1:30 a.m., as the intro tape
began, the audience of a few hundred
pulled closer to the stage, in darkness I

listened to the spliced-up, TV
derivative, rap/camp intro while a
purple glow began to seep out from
behind the black stage curtain. Then,
with a powerful grind of the guitar, the
curtains opened revealing wildly
glowing figures. Flourescent patterns on
clothes, hair and facial features



mI vibrated intensely above a black stage 1

#4 lit only by black lights. The guitar
|

Ilf ripped on - then the drum beat exploded I

gl and the audience sprung into a wild I

« pogoing frenzy as the band started the I

Mi first song “Love Life". The whole 1

audience was movin' and groovin with
|m an intensity matched only by the
j

|l| continuously fierce drumming delivered 1

§f| by 6ft. B inch megga-man (and Matt 8

Dillon look alike) Jah Sid. Drawing from I

influences as diverse as Hendrix 1

,#lpsychadelia, English punk and current!

Ml heavy-beat-box rap music, Sid provides I

solid background for Rubella Ballet I

!w«who have forged their own trail across

Londons underground music scene.
|

Rising out of the 2nd wave of British

Sp punks, early Rubella Ballet was

associated with the anarchist movement

M which included Poison Girls, Crass, Flux

liM °f Pink Indians and Conflict. But they

quickly broke away from the pack to

llifcreate their own movement which can

®now be seen in the likes of Gaye Bikers
|

llfon Acid and We've Got A Fuzzbox.

|§f The influences of lead vocalist

Zillah Minx reflect Rubella's history.

m Siouxsie Sioux, Poly Styrene, and even

ft Eve Livertine of Crass are apparent,

m but these styles are combined and

J|
applied to contemporary themes and a

H new attitude to produce something

excitingly new and different. As the

Mm band blazed through the next seven

songs the audience was treated to an

Wk exhibit of Zillah's unique and diverse!

Wjt vocal styling. Mezmerizing the crowd

®|and taking control from the very

Jilt beginning, she moved around the stage

fffi flowing, glowing and echoing. Backing

£ No Censorship show.

In Carden Grove. For IMWU
Played at 'Hall For Rent

I

rries backing vocal cnores uum m
ie floourescent form. Doing songs

|
>m all of their releases including the®
est three. The four Rubellas showed

xedibie depth and diversity while

aintaining a unique, powerful, and

mpelling sound which can only be

scribed as Rubella Ballet. As the final

tes of the encore sounded I couldn't H|
ilp but fee! that a new day had Bp
iwned, and it is glowing flourescent

iygIo colors. &
As the audience left the club theyH

>uld see the writing on the wall a 10 B
ot by 5 foot mural painted by B
•ummer Sid in the main hallway of the

ub and lit by black lights.

Next weekend I won't have to draw HR
raws to figure out what band to see- S
11 be at the Club Lingerie in Hollywood M
hen Rubella Ballet play their final *
.S. show*! - M

Mev« you, local...
M
anarchists”,

iii ^,^»^™^enthusiasts an

Yeah you, as Y°u can see ^rom ’^e a ‘)0ve^® |r~'
'*

iust arn’t getting the local scene reports that

we used to. So, if you live in Southern § y&kfi
<

California and are fired of the lame coverage
|

Flipside gives your scene (be it local club, * j***v*.

parties, or whatever) write us up something. § fifops
Please try to include as much information as A
possible (dates, addresses, phone numbers,^

names, PHOTOS! etc...) and we'll print it in the

next issue. This invitation is alsoaood tor
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On January 10th the Childhoods played a party

in Hacienda Heights with some other hands that

I missed. Another show that I missed (because

I was helping putting on a skateboard contest

that Flipside helped sponsor, thanks guys!)
was a gig put on in a hail in Monrovia with three

local bands. March 14th there was a party by

my house. The first band, Walk Proud was from
Downey. This was the first time I saw these

guys and they were good. TAPO played next,

followed by NOA when it started raining. Civil

Defense played a hall in Hisperia with the local

bands out there which was a success, so they

played again April 11th with Resistant Militia,

Terminal Choice, No Ones Able, YAPO and
Twisted. April 25th The Insulters and Spidey

and the Rotters played the best party I have

been to in a long time, in some Community
Center in Sierra Madre. The occasion was Jeff

Grosso’s and Pete Coronas birthday party. If

you haven’t seen the Insulters you’re missing

out. Write them to play at your gig or party:

210 Hacienda Ay., Arcadia CA 91006. Friday May
31st I went to the worst party that I ever

though of and left. YAPO and Civil Defense
played about 1/4 of their sets. Justice League
played a short set at the French Toast in

Azuza May 5th, I 'got kicked out for not paying.

No problem the men in blue came just a few
minutes later to stop the show.

Other new I should mention is Mad Parades
new LP ’A Thousand Words' is out and yes they

put in a lyric sheet. (New rumor is that they

have signed to Virgin records in England). The

Black jasc have long since broken up and from

their split three new bands have formed.

Toppers in La Verne holds a good show once in

awhile. Mad Parade, Dickies, TSOL, Doggy
Style, Agent Orange are a few of the more
recent shows. Oh yeah, its a 21 and over club.

- Rasta - Rob

South Orange County
The UTX record is out and getting good

response. We went up to Berkeley to see

Violation play with Social Unrest at the Gilman

St. Warehouse. UTI, Side Effect and Bored to

Death played a show in Rosarita Beach Mexico.

And UTI just played a h show at Night Moves in

Huntington Beach, Well that’s about it.

-Johnny, BTD

Well there are the basics.... on the band front;

Social Distortion are finally finishing that LPS

Mike Ness is also playing in Easter. Detox are

also almost done with their new project

(Flipside records). Vandals also are almost

done recording. The Vandals among others

(Agent Orange, S.D., MDC (on May day!!),

Brigade etc...) have all flown over and played in

Hawaii. After numerous line-up changes (no

more Agnews, no Ed Style) DJ. debuted their

new peimanent line-up at Fenders, they are

now recording with new guitarist Mark. The

Adolescents have also had numerous line-up

changes, one with Casey singing, but are as of

today, still with Tony. Love Canal are back

together, with Karry the only original. 3D
Picnic, Nick ex -MIA, and Don Plain Wraps new
band debuted at Goodies. Anti Cfuto has been a

real happening place lately with lots of good
shows, and more to come. Too bad the door is

so high! Scream moved to Parkview Plaza!

Fenders gets the big names, including

Exploited!!! Bob Ecrtblossom has been hosting

gigs and radio interviews on his show on KSPC

- so far Asexuals,

Victems Family, Honor Roll etc have played.

Hike Dean (ex~COC) is in town, was working on

a band with Greg Ginn, but now hangs with Bob.

The IMWU has done some gigs around town, one

a benefit for No More Censorship Defense

Fund in Garden Grove was broken up by cops

before headliners Final Conflict could play (but

Neature Core did play their long awaited

debut). A lawsuit in proceeding, the cops say

their is a law against "Porn Rock” in Garden
Grove! The IMWU say they are doing all shows
in the L . A. area for the tentative

Conflict/Steve Ignorant tour. Their next

meeting is July 5, but it’s probably past that

already. Hoover Rec center is L.A. has been

the site of some great gigs, a Benefit for the

Homeless with 7 bands (MDC headlining), a Big

Mt. Benefit (Final Conflict headlining) an*

looks like there will be more. Guidelines Zis

looking for a warehouse to promote Maxie Pod

type gigs here in L.A. (714)738-4588 if you

any info. After a successful European tour

with the Instigators the Detonators have

relocated to Oregon. Suicidal Tendency are

on tour in Europe, where reports are that they

are very popular. MIA is on national, Canada
tour. And will go back to Canada this fall, then

on to Europe. Descendants are on national

tour, which will end in L.A. with a tentative

Pallidium show before Milo goes back to

college, and the band continue as All. TSOL and

Arab on national tour. Brigade recording and

doing videos finally. And that's ail I cana think

of right now..... - Al
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he feeling of that spike hitting your

/ vein is great but it’s nothing

compared to the sound of Homestead

Records... you’ll steal from your friends,

lie to your parents, lose your job...

you’ll do anything to hear these records

JUST SAY YES,
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^^new Lr #

After the Fact

DETROIT
CINCIN ATI
CHICAGO
TOLEDO
COLUMBUS
TBA
ST. LOUIS
MADISON
GREENBAY
OFF
MINNEAPOLIS
DES MOINES
OFF
NORMAN
DALLAS
AUSTIN
EL PASO
PHOENIX

JULY 3

JULY 4

JULY 5

JULY 6

JULY 7

JULY 8

JULY 9

JULY 10

JULY 11

JULY 12

JULY 13

JULY 14

JULY 15

JULY 16

JULY 17

JULY 18

JULY 19

JULY 20

V<o ' out now
(MAY 9 LAS VEGAS JUNE 15 JACKSONVILLE
MAY 29 TBA JUNE 16 ATHENS
MAY 30 ALBEQUERQUE JUNE 17 RALEIGH
MAY 31 TBA JUNE 18 RICHMOND
JUNE 1 LAWRENCE JUNE 19 WASHINGTON
JUNE 2 LEXINGTON JUNE 20 HOBOKEN
JUNE 3 TBA JUNE 21 TRENTON
JUNE 4 NASHVILLE JUNE 22 TBA
JUNE 5 SUMPTER JUNE 23 BEDFORD
JUNE 6 ATLANTA JUNE 24 NEW YORK
JUNE 7 MEMPHIS JUNE 25 BOSTON
JUNE 8 FA YETTVILLE JUNE 26 NORWALK
JUNE 9 PENSACOLA JUNE 27 BOSTON
JUNE 10 OFF JUNE 28 NEW YORK
JUNE 11 NEW ORLEANS JUNE 29 TBA
JUNE 12 TAMPA JUNE 30 PROVIDENCE
JUNE 13 MIAMI JULY 1 PITTBURGH
JUNE 14 DAYTONA BEACH JULY 2 TBA


